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Abstract

Major obstacles in the realization of next-generation All Solid-State Batteries (ASSBs) are
degradation and deterioration processes at solid-solid interfaces in the Solid-State Elec-
trolyte (SSE). Dendrite nucleation and penetration along the mechanically softer grain bound-
ary network results in performance loss and ultimately cell failure. The buried nature of
these interfaces and their inherently finite width obstruct experimental characterization and
in operando analyses. Therefore, a combined theory-experiment approach is crucial to re-
solve the length and time scales of interfacial processes and gain a deeper mechanistic
understanding.
As a promising SSE candidate, the ceramic Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 (LATP) exhibits a high den-
drite suppression capability despite a bulk electronic conductivity which exceeds a pos-
tulated critical threshold by orders of magnitude. A novel computational approach yields
realistic atomistic structural models of glass-amorphous LATP grain boundaries, based on
experimental insights from Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Atom Probe To-
mography (APT). These models reveal a nanometer-sized complexion, effectively protect-
ing the grains by constituting a sizable electronic barrier. A local separation of mobile Li+

and excess electrons at the nanoscale thus adds to a more nuanced assessment of SSE
performance than macroscopic material properties alone.
The established atomistic model of a realistic grain boundary serves as a basis for active
interfacial engineering. Encouraged by APT findings, Mg2+ is doped locally into the amor-
phous grain boundary phase. An adopted Monte-Carlo (MC) based protocol suggests a
local confinement of Mg2+ in the bulk interphase. The resulting minimal dopant bleeding
does not significantly compromise adjacent crystalline LATP performance and inherent 3D
interconnected pathways for charge carrier migration stay intact. Aliovalent doping allows
for the deliberate reduction of Ti4+ Transition Metal (TM) centers while increasing the Li ion
content. As a result, the residual electronic conduction via polaron hopping is reduced and
the local Li+ conductivity is increased. Local doping with Mg2+ therefore presents a promis-
ing route towards active engineering of buried solid-solid interfaces from a computational
perspective. Due to non-trivial effects upon doping, a confident assignment of target stoi-
chiometries requires experimental input.
Combining insights at different length and time resolutions from theory and experiment is a
powerful ansatz to progress in the functional design of high-performing battery materials.
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Zusammenfassung

Eine große Hürde auf dem Weg zu Festkörperbatterien (ASSB) der nächsten Generati-
on stellen Degradations- und Alterungsprozesse an Fest-Fest-Grenzflächen im Festkörper-
elektrolyt (SSE) dar. Die Bildung und Durchdringung von Dendriten entlang des mechanisch
weicheren Korngrenzennetzwerks führt zu Leistungsverlust und schließlich zu Zellversagen.
Die verborgene Natur dieser Grenzflächen und ihre inhärent geringe Ausdehnung erschwe-
ren die experimentelle Charakterisierung und Operando-Analysen. Ein kombinierter Ansatz
von Theorie und Experiment ist notwendig, um die Längen- und Zeitskalen von Grenzflä-
chenprozessen aufzulösen und ein tieferes mechanistisches Verständnis zu erlangen.
Als vielversprechender SSE-Kandidat besitzt die Keramik Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 (LATP) trotz
einer elektronischen Volumenleitfähigkeit, die eine postulierte kritische Schwelle um Grö-
ßenordnungen übersteigt, die Fähigkeit zur Dendritenunterdrückung. Ein neuartiger Simu-
lationsansatz, der auf experimentellen Erkenntnissen aus Transmissionselektronenmikro-
skopie (TEM) und Atomsondentomographie (APT) basiert, liefert realistische, atomistische
Strukturmodelle von glasamorphen LATP-Korngrenzen. Diese Modelle zeigen eine nano-
metergroße Komplexion, die die Körner effektiv schützt, indem sie eine erhebliche elektroni-
sche Barriere darstellt. Eine räumliche Trennung im Nanometerbereich von beweglichem Li+

und überschüssigen Elektronen führt somit zu einer differenzierteren Bewertung der Elek-
trolytleistung als die makroskopischen Materialeigenschaften allein.
Das etablierte atomistische Modell einer realistischen Korngrenze dient als Grundlage für
aktives Grenzflächen-Engineering. Motiviert durch APT-Befunde wird Mg2+ in die amorphe
Korngrenzenphase dotiert; ein auf Monte-Carlo basierendes Protokoll bestätigt diesen lo-
kalen Einschluss. Das daraus resultierende minimale Entweichen von dotierten Ionen be-
einträchtigt die Leistung von benachbartem, kristallinem LATP nicht signifikant und die inhä-
renten 3D-Verbindungen für die Ladungsträgerdiffusion bleiben intakt. Die aliovalente Dotie-
rung ermöglicht die gezielte Reduktion von Ti4+-Übergangsmetallzentren bei gleichzeitiger
Erhöhung des Li-Ionengehalts. Dadurch wird die elektronische Restleitfähigkeit durch Po-
laronsprünge verringert und die Li+-Grenzflächenleitfähigkeit erhöht. Die räumlich begrenz-
te Dotierung mit Mg2+ zeigt daher aus simulativer Sicht einen vielversprechenden Weg zur
aktiven Gestaltung verborgener Festkörpergrenzflächen auf. Aufgrund nicht-trivialer Effekte
durch Dotierung erfordert die Vorhersage von Zielstöchiometrien experimentellen Input.
Die Kombination von Erkenntnissen aus Theorie und Experiment mit verschiedenen Längen-
und Zeitskalen ist ein effektiver Ansatz, um Fortschritte bei der funktionalen Entwicklung von
leistungsfähigen Batteriematerialien zu erzielen.
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1 Introduction

In light of the ongoing transformation away from fossil energy resources towards sustainable
alternatives, storage devices are crucial for on-demand energy utilization. For such intermit-
tent storage, energy conversion processes, i.e. conversion from chemical to electrical form
and vice versa, need to be reversible with a high degree of efficiency. Secondary batteries
have proven to be an indispensable building block for the storage of renewable energies
and due to their portable setup are a key component in the current mobility transition to
electrically powered vehicles.

State-of-the-art commercial batteries are typically based on Li-ion chemistry, with Li+ charge
carriers moving through a liquid electrolyte. Especially problematic for these batteries is the
highly flammable nature of most organic liquids employed as the electrolyte. A potential
next-generation in battery technology are All Solid-State Batteries (ASSBs) featuring only
solid state components [3]. Here, the liquid electrolyte and separator in a conventional cell
are replaced by a Solid-State Electrolyte (SSE) as shown in Figure 1.1.

Liquid Electrolyte Battery All Solid-State Battery

cathode liquid 
electrolyte

separator
graphite 
anode

metal 
anode solid-state 

electrolyte cathode

Figure 1.1: Schematic built-up of a conventional battery with liquid electrolyte versus the built-up of
an ASSB with solid-state electrolyte. Image adapted and extended from Xu et al. [4].

By exchanging the liquid component with a solid material, these devices not only promise
improved operational safety in a wider temperature window, but furthermore exhibit a con-
siderably longer cycling lifetime, as aging and degradation processes occur at larger time
scales [5, 6]. Additionally, the utilization of SSEs promises a higher battery performance,
as they enable the application of Lithium Metal Anodes (LMAs) [7–9]. Due to its high ca-
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pacity and energy density, Li metal is considered the ultimate anode material [10]. Paying
into the above promises, ASSBs assert themselves as high-performance materials and are
expected to gradually replace todays technology in the upcoming years [11–13].

Though several classes of SSEs with competitive ion conductivities have been developed
over the last two decades [14, 15], overall ASSB performance to date often falls short of
conventional liquid-electrolyte batteries. Key performance issues can be ascribed mainly
to mechano-chemical, chemical, and electrochemical instabilities [16] and interfacial pro-
cesses, respectively, which severely compromise the cell lifetime [17–21]. Modern engi-
neering routes present a remedy to many SSE material inherent (mechano-)chemical pro-
cessing issues [22–26]. In contrast, the alignment of (electro-)chemical stabilities in such
multi-component devices and the control of interfacial ionic and electronic transport quanti-
ties still pose challenges. With solid-solid interfaces being ubiquitous in ASSBs, extensive
research effort has been focused on gaining a better understanding and consequently ac-
tively engineering these subsystems [27, 28].

Among the most detrimental interfacial processes are contact instabilities arising from redox
reactions, as well as metallic dendrite nucleation and growth [29–31]. Nucleation of metallic
Li0 is typically studied at the anode/electrolyte interface. Successive penetration of dendrites
into the SSE bulk phase is often facilitated by the mechanical softness of microstructural de-
fects, such as cracks, voids, or grain boundaries [32–34]. These are inevitably introduced
during SSE synthesis and cell assembly. Recent studies have shown, however, that den-
drites may also nucleate within the bulk SSE itself [35–37]. Possible reasons being a chem-
ical potential overshoot of Li+ [38, 39] and high residual local electronic conductivity [40].
Controlling buried solid-solid interfaces within the bulk SSE phase is thus essential to sup-
press dendrite growth via residual electron transport through the grain boundary network.

Compatibility of electrochemically reactive phases in contact is typically based on the re-
spective bulk thermodynamic properties [41, 42]. A lack of sufficiently stable bulk SSE
materials, however, has led to cell designs with synthetically introduced surface coatings or
the targeted formation of a passivizing phase. Due to the dynamic nature of working inter-
faces, i.e. structural and chemical transition under synthesis and operating conditions, such
protective interphases may also form naturally. Thermodynamically self-limited interphases
with a distinct stoichiometry and structure differing from the adjacent bulk phases, so-called
complexions [43–46], may serve such a protective purpose in ceramic SSEs.

To overcome the performance limiting interfacial challenges, a deeper understanding of the
structural, chemical, and physical characteristics of buried solid-solid interfaces is required.
Resolution at an atomistic level is needed to capture the processes occurring at such in-
terfaces with typical finite widths in the nanometer regime [47]. Experimentally, these inter-
faces are not only difficult to access due to their buried nature, but furthermore analyses at
an atomistic resolution require intricate measurements. As a result, experimental studies
are mostly conducted on isolated cells from the operational test setting, i.e. post synthesis
or post mortem [48, 49]. Complementary theoretical investigations are therefore essen-
tial to bridge the complexity gap and gain mechanistic insights. The premise for confident
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predictions obtained from theory, however, is an accurate representation of the underlying
system. To maintain manageable computational cost, higher level theory simulations are
limited to rather small length and time scales. Many theoretical studies, especially high
throughput material screening [42, 50], have thus focused on bulk phases with short and
medium-ranged structural order, which can be mapped into smaller idealized cells [41]. For
a satisfactory description of multiphase buried interfaces, which often exhibit a low degree
of crystallinity, much larger system sizes are required.

In this thesis, the crucial role of structural and chemical characteristics of grain boundaries in
the Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 (LATP) SSE material are investigated. A multi-phase atomistic model
is established, which renders a realistic representation of an extended grain boundary. To ar-
rive at such solid-solid interface structures, a combined theory-experiment approach is pur-
sued bridging the aforementioned complexity gap. Molecular simulations, which are guided
by experimental findings, confirm the formation of nanometer-sized complexions encapsu-
lating the LATP grains. The distinct structural and chemical nature of these thin coatings
are found to serve as a protective layer to suppress dendrite nucleation, i.e. presenting a
sizable barrier for electronic conduction while being permeable for Li ions. These novel in-
sights gained from a nanoscale perspective add to a more nuanced understanding of the
ambiguous role of buried solid-solid interfaces in SSEs on overall cell performance.

In a subsequent step, the established atomistic grain boundary model serves as basis for
active interfacial engineering. Aliovalent doping of Mg2+ in the grain boundary phase allows
for the deliberate compositional design to locally reduce Transition Metal (TM) centers and
a concomitant increase of the charge carrier concentration. As a result, the protective na-
ture of LATP inherent complexions can further be exploited and interfacial conductivity is
improved. While conceptually verifying the benefit of interfacial doping on overall LATP per-
formance, the predictive power of target stoichiometries from theory alone is limited due to
non-trivial effects with higher doping concentration. Instead, an adaptive optimization ansatz
from both, experiment and theory, is needed to reduce the vast design space and focus on
meaningful doping compositions. On a broader note, this work highlights the powerful syn-
ergy of a closely interlinked theory-experiment approach to advance in ASSB technology.

The subsequent five chapters are organized as follows:

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive overview of general SSE material classes with a
detailed description of the LATP material used herein. The concepts of various solid-
solid interfaces occurring in ASSBs and their effect on cell performance is shown.

Chapter 3 outlines the involved basic theory and respective implementation for the
applied computational methods. Analysis tools for structural and dynamic comparison
to experimental references are introduced.

Chapter 4 describes a combined theory-experiment approach to identify a nanoscale
complexion at the interface between grain and grain boundary in LATP. It is shown that
the distinct structural and chemical nature of the complexion serves as a protective
thin coating encapsulating the grains.
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Chapter 5 builds on the findings of the previous chapter, where the established LATP
grain boundary interphase is actively engineered via aliovalent doping. Mg2+ is found
to be a promising doping candidate exploiting the complexion protective nature and
improving local interphase properties.

Chapter 6 summarizes the main results and the conclusions which can be drawn from
the findings in this work. An outlook provides potential future perspectives.
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2 Solid-State Electrolytes

In this chapter, the established material classes of SSEs are introduced, fundamental differ-
ences are highlighted and performance is compared across the vast chemical space. While
the material classes are generally covered on a higher-level, the specific LATP SSE material
underlying the studies conducted in this work is characterized in greater detail. Due to the
solid nature of SSEs, solid-solid interfaces are pervasive in ASSB battery setups. This chap-
ter covers conceptually different solid-solid interfaces occurring in ASSBs and schematically
showcases their crucial effect on overall cell performance.

2.1 Material Classes

Owing to the anticipated advantages as compared to conventional liquid electrolytes, scien-
tific and commercial interest in SSEs as high-performance battery materials has re-emerged
in recent years [51]. Though today there is a great diversity of different materials realized,
basic material design concepts of contemporary SSEs have been established from the late
1960s onward [52, 53].

Two distinct classes of SSEs can be differentiated, namely the Solid Inorganic Electrolytes
(SIEs) and the Solid Polymer Electrolytes (SPEs). The contrasting chemical nature of inor-
ganic ceramics in SIEs versus the organic polymers in SPEs leads to challenges specific to
each of these two material families. To leverage their advantages and overcome shortcom-
ings of single-phase SSEs, a new design concept has recently been introduced, combin-
ing SIE and SPE components to form Composite Solid-State Electrolytes (CSSEs) [54–56].
While these new materials show promising results in terms of performance, their synthesis is
driven rather by empiric insights and a satisfying fundamental understanding of nano-scale
processes is hitherto missing even for the underlying SIE and SPE components. The focus
is thus drawn on single-phase SSEs herein. A schematic decomposition of SSE material
classes is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Solid Inorganic Electrolytes (SIEs)

Li10GeP2S12 Li6PS5ClLi(1+x)AlxTi(2-x)(PO4)3 Li7La3Zr2O12 Li0.5La0.5TiO3

Solid State Electrolytes (SSEs)

oxide based sulfide based

NASICON-
like

LISICON
-like Garnet (Anti-) 

Perovskite
thio-

LISICON
glass-

ceramic 
Li2S-P2S5

Argyrodite

Solid Polymer Electrolytes (SPEs)

Homo-
polymers

Copolymers / 
crosslinked 
Polymers

cross-linked 
polyethylene/

poly(ethylene oxide) 

O

n

poly 
(ethylene oxide)

Composite Solid-State Electrolyte (CSSE)

Polymer Electrolyte Matrix

Ceramic Inorganic Electrolyte Filler

O

O

O

O

xx

x x

y

O

SO2CF3

SO2CF3

N-
Li+

Figure 2.1: Material classes of Solid State Electrolytes: Solid Inorganic Electrolytes (SIEs) with ox-
ide based NASICON-like, LISICON-like, Garnet, (Anti-)Perovskite type electrolytes and
sulfide based thio-LISICON, glass-ceramic Li2S-P2S5 and Argyrodites. Exemplary atom-
istic structures are shown for Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3

(2.1), Li7La3Zr2O12
(2.2), Li0.5La0.5TiO3

(2.3),
Li10GeP2S12

(2.4) and Li6PS5Cl(2.5). Solid Polymer Electrolytes (SPEs) with homopoly-
mers and copolymers and crosslinked polymers. Exemplary chemical structures are
shown for poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and crosslinked polyethylene/poly(ethylene oxide).

2.1.1 Solid Inorganic Electrolytes

The SIE material family can further be divided into oxide-based and sulfur-based materials,
i.e. the ceramic anionic framework is composed of oxygen anions (O2-) or sulfur anions (S2-),
respectively.

(2.1) ICSD 253240
(2.2) mp-942733, DOI:10.17188/1313215
(2.3) mp-557492, DOI:10.17188/1269865
(2.4) mp-696128, DOI:10.17188/1284955
(2.5) mp-985592, DOI:10.17188/1316731
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LISICON: Oxide based LIthium Super Ionic CONductors (LISICON) electrolytes and its
derivatives are structurally based on the Li14Zn(GeO4)4 framework. Though this system
hosts three mobile Li+ ions in the [Li11Zn(GeO4)4]3- unit cell, the restricted diffusion in two
dimensions yields low ionic conductivities of ≈10-6 S cm-1 at Room Temperature (RT) [57].
Cationic substitution in Li3+xGexV1-xO4 and Li4-xSi1-xPxO4 (0 < x < 1) based LISICON-like
materials leads to improved peak RT conductivities of ≈10-5 S cm-1 [58, 59]. Accordingly,
partially anionic doping of O2- with Cl- LISICON-like materials exhibit peak RT conductivities
of up to 3.7·10-5 S cm-1 [60]. With ionic conductivities below 10-4 S cm-1 the LISICON-like
electrolytes until today fail to meet the performance requirements for most commercial ap-
plications [51, 53].

NASICON: Similar to the LISICON, the NA Super Ionic CONductor (NASICON) based on
the chemical formula Na1+xZr2SixP3-xO12 (0 < x < 1) is an oxide based sodium electrolyte.
Li derivatives which maintain the NASICON characteristic phosphate framework of the form
LiM2(PO4)3 are considered NASICON-like electrolytes. The most prominent candidates
are LiZr2(PO4)3 (LZP), LiTi2(PO4)3 (LTP) and LiGe2(PO4)3 (LGP). While showing an im-
proved ionic conductivity of 2.0·10-6 S cm-1 for LTP [61], 7.2·10-5 S cm-1 for LZP [62] and
3.3·10-5 S cm-1 for LGP [61] as compared to the LISICON SSEs, the performance of single
metal NASICON-like electrolytes is not competitive. The conductivity can be increased via
iso- or aliovalent doping of the metal sites, e.g. aliovalent doping of trivalentM ′ ontoM sites
as LiM2-xM

′
x(PO4)3 (0 < x < 1). The most common such derivative is doped with Al3+, lead-

ing to peak conductivities of 7·10-4 S cm-1 for Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP) and 4·10-4 S cm-1

for Li1.5Al0.5Ge1.5(PO4)3 (LAGP). Especially LATP has drawn attention in recent years and
has been employed in commercial devices [63]. Recently Illbeigi et al. have presented a
Al3+ and Cr3+ co-doped NASICON-like electrolyte Li1.5Al0.4Cr0.1Ge1.5(PO4)3 with an ionic
conductivity of 6.65·10-3 S cm-1 at room temperature. [64]

(Anti-)Perovskite: Another oxide based SIE subclass is the Perovskite-type SSE with the
characteristic Perovskite crystal structure A2+B4+X2-

3 . The best known Perovskite-type SSE
is Li3xLa2/3-xTiO3 (LLTO) with a pristine bulk conductivity of 1·10-3 S cm-1. Despite this high
bulk conductivity though, the grain boundary conductivity is orders of magnitude lower, lead-
ing to a low total ionic conductivity of 2·10-5 S cm-1 [65]. The A as well as the B crystal site
can be occupied by a range of cations with different oxidation states, e.g. Sr, Hf, Nb, Zr,
Ge, Ta etc. While the ionic conductivity can be improved upon cationic substitution, the
Perovskite-type SSEs show poor electrochemical stability against lithium metal as well as
intercalated electrodes [66]. By inverting the crystalline structure to A-B2-X+

3 with (A=F-,
Cl-, Br-, I-; B=O2- and X=Li+) Anti-perovskite type SSEs can be realized. The A site is typi-
cally occupied by single halogens or a mixture of halogens, leading to an ionic conductivity
of 1.94·10-3 S cm-1 for Li3OCl0.5Br0.5 [67].

Garnets: The last oxide based SIE covered in this overview is the Garnet type SSE. Gar-
nets generally follow the structural formula ofA3B2(CO4)3 with (A=Ca, Mg, Y, rare earth ele-
ments;B=Al, Fe, Ga, Ge, Mn, Ni, V; andC=Al, As, Fe, Ge, Si) [68, 69]. Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO)
is the most commonly known Garnet type SSE with an ionic conductivity of 3·10-4 S cm-1 at
RT [70]. Besides the promising ionic conductivity, garnet type SSEs are especially appealing
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due to their electrochemical stability [66]. A drawback, however, is the reported instability of
garnet type SSEs in ambient atmosphere due to moisture and CO2 [71, 72].

Sulfide based SSEs generally show high ionic conductivities which can be attributed to lower
interaction between Li+ and S2- as compared to O2-.

thio-LISICON: The first subclass of sulfide based inorganic electrolytes is structurally closely
related to LISICON and thus also referred to as thio-LISICON. The ceramic thio-LISICON
Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS) is the most promising candidate with an extremely high ionic conduc-
tivity of 1.2·10-2 S cm-1 [73], which is competitive even to organic liquid electrolytes [52].
First principles studies suggest a three dimensional diffusion network to be responsible for
the observed conductivity [74].

glass-ceramic Li2S-P2S5: Similarly high conductivities can be obtained by glass and glass-
ceramic Li2S-P2S5. Depending on the chosen synthesis route, these materials cover a wide
range of conductivities. Former, rather intricate melt-quench protocols are being replaced
by mechanical milling and subsequent annealing of the resulting powder. Following this
synthesis route, SSEs with formal x Li2S – (100-x) P2S5 (with x=70–80) stoichiometry can
be prepared [75]. The hypothesis of Li2S-P2S5 glasses generally showing higher ionic con-
ductivities than crystals due to larger free volume does not hold and it is not straightforward
to predict such trends. The reason for this is the complex thio-phosphate chemistry which
depends on the underlying synthesis and operating conditions [52].

Generally, while the sulfide based SSEs exhibit great ionic conductivities, they suffer from
chemical instabilities and are sensitive towards moisture and oxygen. Especially problematic
is the possible generation of H2S gas upon exposure to air. As a result, the production
and manufacturing is restricted to inert environmental conditions and operation is limited
requiring appropriate chemical composition and separation from ambient atmosphere.

Argyrodites: Li-ion solid electrolytes based on the Li6PS5X structure with (X=Cl, Br, I) are
considered Argyrodite type SSEs. This sulfide based subclass exhibits a wide range of ionic
conductivities from 10-7–10-3 for halogens I- and Cl-, respectively. A possible explanation,
why the observed iodide conductivity is much lower than the other halogens, is the larger
ionic radius which does not allow for the same extent of disorder between halogen and S-2 as
compared to Cl- [76]. Analogous to the other sulfide based SSEs, Argyrodites are promising
electrolytes from a conductive perspective but show instabilities when exposed to air, which
restricts their application.

Another emerging class of SSEs are Li conductors based on halides [77]. Due to low re-
ported ionic conductivities ≈10-5 S cm-1 and low oxidation voltages, their development has
been delayed. Recent progress in the material design however, has highlighted their po-
tential in terms of possible RT ionic conductivities (10-3–10-2 S cm-1), and high (electro-)
chemical stability [77].
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2.1.2 Solid Polymer Electrolytes

Organic polymer based SSEs usually consist of a polymer serving as the host matrix and
dissolved Li salts, e.g. LiClO4, Lithium bis(Tri-Fluoromethane-Sulfonyl)-Imide (LiTFSI), LiPF6,
etc. [78]. In light of the transition to commercialize high-performance batteries, SPEs have
the advantage of easier synthesis and compatibility with large-scale manufacturing pro-
cesses as compared to most SIEs [55]. Besides mechanical strength issues and limited
thermal stability, the major drawback of SPEs is their low ionic conductivities ranging from
10-8 to 10-5 S cm-1 at RT [79]. The observed low conductivity can be partially attributed to
SPE characteristic low dielectric constants of typically ε< 5 [52] which impairs ion-pair disso-
ciation required for cationic transport. Polymers with electron-withdrawing groups dispersed
along the carbon-carbon backbone, i.e. ionomers, may facilitate such dissociation through
specific, non-classical effects such as chelating complexation of oxygen entities [80]. The
most studied SPE falling into this category is polyethylene oxide (PEO) coupled with a Li
salt. A possible mitigation strategy to improve ionic conductivity in PEO-based SPEs is to
plasticize PEO via passive ceramic fillers such as Al2O3 or TiO2 [66]. More complex poly-
mer architectures have been synthesized such as AB and ABA copolymers with different
chemistries of the polymer block units, e.g. B=Poly(Styrene-Tri-Fluoromethane-Sulphonyl-
Imide of Lithium) P(STFSILi), A=PEO with an ionic conductivity of 1.3·10-5 S cm-1 [81] at
60◦C, or crosslinked polymers with a porous network, e.g. polyethylene/poly(ethylene oxide)
with RT ionic conductivity >10-4 S cm-1 [82].

Each of the introduced subclasses in both material families of SIEs and SPEs show charac-
teristic advantages and disadvantages. The choice of material class is thus dependent on
the ASSB application. However, high-performance ASSBs which are able to compete with
organic liquid electrolytes need to exceed an ionic conductivity of 10-4 S cm-1 [51–53], gen-
erally making SIEs the more suitable choice for single-phase SSEs as compared to SPEs.
The focus will thus be on inorganic solid electrolytes in the following.

2.1.3 Electrolyte Performance

As high-performance SSEs become increasingly interesting for a multitude of new applica-
tions, the material requirements consequentially become more nuanced. Generally though,
for a successful ASSB, three key criteria must be met:

1. Sufficiently high ionic conductivity for fast charge carrier transport during charge and
discharge of the battery.

2. Minimum residual electronic conductivity to act as an insulator between the electrodes.

3. A wide electrochemical stability window to enable contacting with high-performance
electrodes, such as Li metal anodes and high-voltage/high-capacity cathodes.

Approaching market readiness for large volume industries, additional requirements for ASSBs
such as processibility, scale-up manufacturing, low cost and material sustainability become
more decisive factors [53]. Since the focus here is on a deeper understanding of funda-
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mental SSE material inherent phenomena, these economical and ecological performance
indicators are not explicitly covered.

Ionic conductivity

The thermodynamic driving forces for ion transport in electrolytes are chemical and electro-
chemical potential gradients induced during cycling. With negligible concentration gradients
at moderate potentials, the conductivity σ is defined as

σ = F 2
∑
i

ciηi, (2.1)

where F is the Faraday constant, ci is the mobile ion concentration and ηi is the ion mobility
defined by ηi = Di/RT with the diffusion coefficientDi, the gas constant R and the temper-
ature T [51]. The concentration of mobile ions can be understood as the ability of ion-pair
dissociation. As mentioned above, sulfide based electrolytes generally show high ionic con-
ductivity due to weakened Li+-S2- interactions as compared to oxide based equivalents. Ion
mobility is controlled by material specific physical and chemical properties which build up
the ion-transport pathways. Structurally, most SIEs are based on a coordinated polyhedron
framework with a given periodicity for highly symmetric crystalline materials and amorphous
SSEs with no long range order.

In crystalline ionic conductors the mobile ions can hop from one defined lattice site to an-
other, given the hopping energy barrier is sufficiently low [83, 84]. Defects in the crystal
sublattice such as interstices, vacancies or higher order lattice distortions play a crucial role
in facilitating fast ionic movement [51, 84–89]. For amorphous SIEs such as sulfide based
glasses, the conduction mechanism differs from the crystalline materials in that there are
no defined sites but the ionic transport is rather free volume driven by the inherent high
entropy [84].

Ionic conductivities for the previously introduced SIE subclasses are shown in Figure 2.2.
Especially sulfide based thio-LISICON materials such as LGPS and glass-ceramic Li2P-
P2S5 show the highest ionic conductivities of up to 10-2 S cm-1, competitive even to organic
liquid electrolytes. However, the inherent instability in ambient atmosphere limits their appli-
cability. Oxide based NASICON-like electrolytes in contrast exhibit chemical stability not only
in air but also in water [104]. With sufficiently high ionic conductivities up to 10-4–10-3 S cm-1

at room temperature, they present a promising material class for ASSB applications.

While both, anti-perovskite and garnet type electrolytes display similar conductivities in the
mS cm-1 regime, they are chemically reactive with moisture in the air and require operation
in an inert atmosphere [52]. Perovskite type electrolytes are promising in terms of chemical
stability and show good ionic conductivity for pristine bulk materials. Orders of magnitude
lower grain boundary conductivities, however, lead to total RT conductivities of 10-5 S cm-1

which are not competitive to other SIEs. Owing to the underlying chemistry of Argyrodites,
this material class suffers from similar chemical instabilities in ambient atmosphere as thio-
LISICON and other sulfide based electrolytes. Despite these operational challenges, Argy-
rodites show conductivities of 10-7–10-3 S cm-1 depending on the ionic radius of the halide.
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Figure 2.2: SIE ionic conductivities at room temperature. Sulfides: Li3.25Ge0.25P0.75S4 [90],
Li10GeP2S12 [73] (LGPS), x Li2S-(100-x)P2S5 (with x=70 [91], 75 [92, 93],
80 [75, 93]). NASICON-like: LiTi2(PO4)3 [61] (LTP), LiGe2(PO4)3 [61]
(LGP), Li1.5Al0.5Ge1.5(PO4)3 [94] (LAGP), Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 [61] (LATP),
2[Li1.4Ti2Si0.4P2.6O12]-AlPO4 [94], Li1.5Al0.4Cr0.1Ge1.5(PO4)3 [64]. (Anti-)Perovskite:
LiSr1.65Zr1.3Ta1.7O9 [95], Li3/8Sr7/16Nb3/4Zr1/4O3 [96], Li0.35La0.55TiO3 [65]
(LLTO), Li3OCl [97], Li3OCl0.5Br0.5 [67]. Garnets: Li7La3Zr2O12 [70] (LLZO),
Li6.7La3Zr1.7Ta0.3O12 [98], Li6.4La3Zr1.4Ta0.6O12 [99], Li6.25Ga0.25La3Zr2O12 [100]. Argy-
rodite: Li6PS5I [101], Li6PS5Br [102], Li6PS5Cl [103]. LISICON-like: Li4-xSi1-xPxO4 [58],
Li14Zn(GeO4)4 [57], Li10.42Si1.5P1.5Cl0.08O11.92 [60], Li3+xGexV1-xO4 [59],
Li10.42Ge1.5P1.5Cl0.08O11.92 [60].

LISICON type electrolytes show the lowest ionic conductivities in the SIE material class and
are currently not competitive with other subclasses.

Electrochemical stability against metallic Lithium

In order to ensure thermodynamic stability when operating an ASSB, the electrochemical
potential of both electrodes needs to lie within the electrochemical stability window of the
electrolyte, i.e. the voltage gap between its oxidation and reduction potential [41, 105]. Gen-
erally, a wide electrochemical stability window is preferred to facilitate the use of both, high
performing cathodes and anodes.

Electrochemical stability windows against Li/Li+ of the most prominent candidates in each
SIE subclass are shown in Figure 2.3. First-principles based calculations are adopted from
Schwietert et al. [106] and compared to respective experimentally measured electrochem-
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ical stabilities [65, 90, 103, 107–109]. It has recently been shown that electrochemical
stability windows obtained from computational simulations yield more narrow windows than
observed in experiment [108]. For the experimental measurements, a clear distinction of ac-
tual bulk thermodynamic properties is difficult to obtain and reported values may be masked
by other regimes.
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Figure 2.3: SIE electrochemical stability window vs. Li/Li+. Stabilities predicted from first-principles
calculations (darker bars) are adopted from Schwietert et al. [106]. Experimental values
(lighter bars) are adopted for LGPS [90], LAGP [107], LATP [108], LLZO [65], LLTO [109]
and Li6PS5X with X=Cl, Br [103].

Figure 2.3 corroborates that many subclasses of SIEs show electrochemical stability against
Li/Li+ with a wide voltage window. While both NASICON-like electrolytes LATP and LAGP,
and perovskite LLTO are not stable against a LMA, their oxidation potential enables the
use of high-performing cathode materials. To further expand the electrochemical stability
windows and bridge potential gaps, electrolyte-electrode interfaces are actively engineered,
e.g. via the introduction of interfacial layers [51]. In general, SIEs outperform commercial
organic liquid electrolytes in terms of electrochemical stability windows, enabling higher en-
ergy density ASSBs.

2.2 Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 NASICON Electrolyte

NASICON-type electrolytes with high ionic conductivities and wide electrochemical stabil-
ity windows have recently experienced renewed interest due to their chemical stability in
air/water atmosphere and low toxicity and manufacturing cost [110, 111]. The most promis-
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ing candidates are Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 (LATP) and Li1+xAlxGe2-x(PO4)3 (LAGP). Replacing
the highly reducible Ti4+ in LATP with less reactive Ge4+ in LAGP widens the electrochemical
stability window, cf. Figure 2.3, thus improving the interfacial stability toward LMA. However,
the higher cost of germanium compounds with a factor of 350 for GeO as compared to
TiO2 [110], renders LAGP uneconomical for commercial applications. Additionally, the low
abundance of germanium (0.00016 % in the Earth’s crust [112]) as compared to titanium
(0.41 % in the Earth’s crust [113]) identifies LAGP to be unsustainable and therefore nullifies
its utilization in large-scale volumes. Therefore, further emphasis is directed toward LATP
as a SSE material for next generation ASSB usage.

2.2.1 Crystal Structure and Li+ Conductivity

The underlying LiTi2(PO4)3 crystal structure of LATP is composed of TiO2 octahedra and
PO4 tetrahedra, which share an oxygen corner to form a three dimensional skeletal frame-
work, see Figure 2.4 (a), and constitute a rhombohedral unit cell of space group R3̄c [114].
The interconnected anionic polyhedra framework constitutes voids for Li ions and structurally
determines the charge carrier transport pathways. Crystallographically, three Li sites are dif-
ferentiated in LiTi2(PO4)3, the M1 site (6b, six-fold oxygen coordination), the M2 site (18e,
ten-fold oxygen coordination) and the M3 site (36f , four-fold oxygen coordination) [115,
116]. The Li sites are arranged in an alternating fashion along conducting channels and the
M1 site is expected to be fully occupied [117] while theM2 andM3 occupation depends on
the amount of excess Li+ introduced from doping with Al3+. The exact ion migration pathway
of Li+ through Al3+ doped LATP has been studied both by means of computational analy-
sis [118] and experimental Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [119]. Fourier
map differences combined with neutron diffraction [120], suggest an increased occupation
of M3 sites with Al3+ doping and a consequent M1-M3-M3-M1 three dimensional zig-zag
diffusion pattern [120]. Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations employed in this work, cor-
roborate these findings by Monchak et al. [120], suggesting this zig-zag pattern to be the
primary diffusion pathway for Li+ ions, cf. Figure 2.4 (b).

Aono et al. have first reported an increase in ionic conductivity when doping the rather poor
LTP ionic conductor with Al3+ onto formal Ti4+ sites [61, 121, 122]. Since then the mech-
anism behind this conductivity enhancement and respective efforts to maximize this effect
have been studied extensively [123–125]. The observed improvement of Li conductivity can
be attributed to:

1. The number of charge carriers Li+ is increased to maintain net charge neutrality when
substituting the tetravalent Ti4+ for the trivalent Al3+. The additional Li+ is prone to
occupy not only the M1 site but preferentially also the M3 site in LATP [126]. This
reduces electrostatic repulsion between M1 and M3 ions and increases vacancy
concentration on theM1 position, contributing to the observed enhanced conductivity.

2. A smaller ionic radius of Al3+ cations as compared to Ti4+ results in a densification of
the material. From the crystal structure of LATP, cf. Figure 2.4 (a), it is evident that
the effect on lattice parameters is anisotropic and especially the c-axis is compressed.
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Figure 2.4: LATP Solid State Electrolyte: (a) Crystal Structure of Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 and correspond-
ing Li sites. Elemental colors are chosen according to Li (M1) , Li (M2) , Li (M3) ,
Al , Ti , O and P . (b) Diffusion pathway obtained from Li density mapping and 2D
projection of Molecular Dynamics Simulation of LATP for 2 ns at 700 K.

The a-axis is only indirectly affected through the gradual shrinkage of AlO6 along the c-
axis [110]. While densification of the material promotes Li diffusion since the interstitial
voids become more accessible, there is an optimum amount of doping before the Li
channels become too narrow for effective ion transport.

3. Grain boundary interfacial resistance of adjacent LATP grains is efficiently reduced by
the Al3+ induced structural changes and aforementioned densification [120, 122].

Conductivity changes in Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 depend on the amount of aluminum incorpo-
rated. Rettenwander et al. have systematically screened different contents of xAl3+ and the
reported ionic conductivities are illustrated in Figure 2.5 (a) [127].

Stoichiometrically the aluminum content can be varied between 0≤ xAl3+ ≤1 resulting in full
occupation of possible Li sites. Starting around xAl3+=0.4–0.5, however, Al3+ is reaching its
solubility limit in LTP, indicated by the shaded area in Figure 2.5 (a), and the formation of
secondary phases such as AlPO4 becomes predominant [125, 139]. An optimum aluminum
concentration in LATP is estimated around xAl3+=0.3–0.4 [61, 140, 141] with bulk ionic con-
ductivities of up to 5·10-3 S cm-1 [127] which is about three orders of magnitude higher than
observed in pristine LTP. These stoichiometric changes substantiate the sensitivity of the
conductivity enhancement upon Al3+ insertion. A balancing of Li charge carrier concentra-
tion, material densification and sufficient residual vacancy concentration is needed for an
optimum LATP SSE design.

Similar to the chemical composition in stoichiometric LATP, the chosen synthetic route may
have a crucial impact on conductivity. A comprehensive overview of possible synthesis
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Figure 2.5: Effects on LATP conductivity: (a) Effect of chemical composition, i.e. incorporated Al3+

content xAl3+ on Li ionic conductivity at room temperature. Values are adopted from
Rettenwander et al. [127]. (b) Effect of LATP synthesis method on Li ionic conductivity
at room temperature for melt-quench synthesis [94], spark plasma sintering [123, 128],
sol-gel synthesis [96, 129–132], microwave assisted sintering [133, 134], solution reac-
tion [135], solid reaction [136, 137] and co-precipitation [138].

methods for LATP is provided by DeWees et al. [111]. Generally, due to its chemical sta-
bility, LATP can be synthesized via solid-based or liquid-based approaches. Solid-based
approaches include solid-state synthesis [136, 137], melt-quench methods [94] and fast
sintering such as spark plasma sintering [123, 128] or microwave assisted sintering [133,
134]. Liquid-based approaches mainly refer to sol-gel synthesis [96, 129–132], solution-
reaction [135] or co-precipitation [138]. The reported room temperature Li ion conductivi-
ties for the different synthesis methods are shown in Figure 2.5 (b). Chemically the LATP
material is particularly impacted by the choice of precursors, while physically the sintering
parameters such as temperature and heating time significantly affect ion conductivity [111].

2.2.2 Application and Modifications

When employing an SSE in a battery setup, i.e. contacting it with high-performing electrodes,
interfacial reactions and instabilities often leads to significant performance loss or even com-
plete battery failure. Here, a brief summary of selected advances reported in literature on
LATP specific modifications is given.

The application of pristine LATP in an ASSB setup faces the major challenge of electrochem-
ical instability against Li metal, cf. Figure 2.3. Single-phase LATP electrolytes have thus
been modified by introducing chemically more inert buffer layers such as PEO [142], Lithium
Phosphorus Oxy-Nitride (LiPON) [143] or Li3PO4 [144]. Furthermore, surface coating has
proven efficient to stabilize the interface via e.g. coating with Al2O3 via atomic layer deposi-
tion [145] or coating the ceramic LATP electrolyte with a protective polyphosphazene/PVDF-
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HFP/LiBOB setup [146]. Compared to pristine LATP, the surface modified Li/Al2O3-coated
LATP/Li symmetric cell setups exhibit promising performance [111]. Even LATP surface
modifications via radio frequency sputtering with electrochemically more stable NASICON-
like amorphous LAGP have shown superior performance [147].

LATP solid state electrolyte is a promising material candidate for future ASSB applications
and has proven to be eligible for more complex composite battery architectures. In order to
further improve its performance, a better material understanding of interfacial processes is
needed since targeted interfacial engineering is becoming increasingly accessible.

2.3 Working Solid-Solid Interfaces

Due to the solid nature of all components employed in ASSBs, i.e. both electrodes and
electrolyte, solid-solid interfaces are pervasive. While in the past research focus has been
dedicated to optimizing bulk material properties, the focus has been shifted towards tack-
ling interfacial challenges in recent years [27, 28, 148]. Solid-solid interfaces play a crucial
role in overall cell behavior and are often the root for performance loss and/or complete cell
failure especially when realizing metal anodes with SSEs. It is thus imperative to better un-
derstand the mechanisms on how these interfaces are formed and how they impact battery
performance.

2.3.1 Challenges and Interface Instabilities

The underlying principles responsible for the manifold of challenges attributed to solid-solid
interfaces can be clustered into 1) mechanical instabilities and 2) (electro-)chemical instabil-
ities. A schematic overview of possible failure modes due to interfacial processes is ASSBs
is shown in Figure 2.6.

Mechanical Instabilities

In contrast to liquid electrolytes, the assembling of two solid compounds, i.e. electrolyte and
electrode, often suffers from poor interfacial contacting and the formation of microstructural
defects such as surface voids [149], cf. Figure 2.6. SIE materials exhibit an inherent high
shear modulus, making them brittle and prone to crack formation. This is problematic when
operating electrodes with high volume changes. The low flexibility of SIEs cannot compen-
sate for the increasing volume demands of electrodes and cracks may form in the SSE [26].
Generally, poor contacting through voids and cracks not only impairs Li ion conductivity but
further presents an accessible route for Li dendrite growth [32]. Originally, according to the
theoretical model of Monroe and Newman [150], a high shear modulus of crystalline ma-
terials was suggested to decelerate Li reduction kinetics thus stabilizing the SSE against
dendrite formation. However, recent studies on structurally different amorphous, polycrys-
talline, and single-crystal SSEs have shown that Li penetration does not depend on the
shear modulus [151]. A more detailed overview and resulting mechanical design rules for
SIE applications can be found in [26, 152].
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Figure 2.6: Interfacial processes in SSEs leading to cell degradation and possibly cell failure. Left:
Microstructural defects introduced during synthesis and cell assembly: voids leading to
poor anode-SSE contacting, grain boundary formation, pores and secondary phases
within SSE material. Right: Failure modes induced by interfacial processes: electrolyte-
electrode interphase formation (Solid Electrolyte Interface (SEI) at anode and Cathode
Electrolyte Interphase (CEI) at cathode), volume expansion of cathode, short-circuit risk
of dendrites reaching cathode, dendrite penetration into SSE grains through cracks and
dendrite nucleation: 1 from anode contact defects, 2 from residual electronic conduc-
tivity of SSE, 3 from high chemical overpotential in grain boundaries. Figure adapted
and extended from Zhao et al. [51].

(Electro-)Chemical Instabilities

Continuous interfacial chemical reactions between electrolyte and electrode can lead to the
build up of extensive interphase layers. These phases are referred to as Solid Electrolyte
Interface (SEI) at the anode interface and Cathode Electrolyte Interface (CEI) at the cath-
ode side, respectively, cf. Figure 2.6. Decomposition products at the anode interface may
have a detrimental effect, when forming a Mixed Ionic-Electronic Conducting Interphase
(MIEC) [153]. These interphases exhibit constant thickening and lead to increased inter-
facial resistance, large polarization and eventually to cell failure [27]. Oxide based SIEs
which contain easily reducible cations such as Ti4+, P5+, Nb5+ etc., can form alloy phases
(20 µm thickness), as well as lower valent transition metal species [154]. CEI phases at the
cathode/SSE interface form due to interdiffusion of the materials in contact [27, 155]. For
cathode and SIE compounds which exhibit a Li+ chemical potential mismatch, i.e. there is
a driving force for local Li+ accumulation or depletion, so called space charge layers have
been reported to form [156–158]. The induced polarization leads to increased interfacial
resistance for Li+ ion migration and consequentially to capacity fading [158].

In order to employ a lithium metal anode, which is considered to be the ultimate anode ma-
terial due to its high capacity and energy density [7, 8], the anode/SSE interface must be
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electrochemically stable. If the cathodic limit of the SIE is lower than the electrochemical
potential of the anode, this mismatch in electrochemical stability window facilitates the re-
duction of Li+ to metallic Li0 and may lead to dendrite nucleation. A potential match between
the ASSB components in contact is shown in Figure 2.7. Complete propagation through
the SSE, i.e. connecting anode and cathode through electronically conducting Li0 metallic
dendrites, leads to a short-circuit and premature battery failure. The SSE plays a crucial role
in suppressing dendrite nucleation and proliferation to avoid such fatal cell deterioration.

Figure 2.7: Relation between potentials of ASSB components. If the cathode and anode potentials
µc and µa, respectively, do not lie within the SSE window, kinetic stabilization by the for-
mation of an interphase layer is required. Figure adopted from Goodenough et al. [159].

As indicated in Figure 2.6, there are different scenarios facilitating dendrite nucleation and
growth. The first of which is dendrite growth induced by discontinuous interfacial contacting,
i.e. voids and holes at the interface [29, 160], but also pores within the SSE [161]. Even
a single-crystal SE prepared by Chiang et al. exhibited dendrite propagation caused by
crack formation [151]. A second mechanism of dendrite nucleation in the SSE phase can
be attributed to residual high local electronic conductivity [40]. While the dendrites may
grow in proximity to the anode as the electron donor, electrochemical reduction of Li+ is also
reported in the SSE bulk with electrons removed from e.g. O2- of the anionic framework, im-
purities, dopants and other sources of residual electrons [35–37]. Recently, a third dendrite
nucleation process was introduced which is driven by local chemical potentials µLi above
the standard chemical potential of Li metal µ0

Li [38, 39]. The observed kinetically forced
potential "overshoot" at SSE grain boundaries is suggested to be induced by ionic diffusion
bottlenecks or local gradients in Li transference number [38].

2.3.2 Grain Boundaries and Complexions in Solid Electrolytes

Grain boundaries in SSEs, i.e. solid-solid interfaces between adjacent grains, typically form
during synthesis and subsequent thermal treatment of the electrolyte [111]. Ceramic SSE
powders are comprised of numerous, loosely arranged individual grains before compres-
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sion and sintering. The formed grain boundaries are interconnected and organized in a net-
work extending through the electrolyte cell compound. Though orders of magnitude smaller
than typical grain sizes in the µm regime [47], grain boundary widths can span over sev-
eral nano-meters and thus often constitute extended interphases rather than sharp atomic
interfaces [47, 162, 163]. The distinct chemical composition and structural properties of
grain boundaries do not necessarily resemble the underlying SSE bulk material and can dif-
fer significantly [164, 165]. Such interphases have recently been termed complexions [43–
46] if they 1) are thermodynamically self-limiting in thickness, 2) exhibit structures which
are neither fully amorphous nor completely crystalline, 3) show structural and/or chemical
composition gradients, and distinctively differ from neighboring 4) compositional and 5) ther-
modynamical bulk characteristics [44].

Grain boundaries, like all interfaces, play a crucial role in the electrolyte performance. They
are often considered to be a bottleneck for Li+ ion diffusion [47, 166] and present an ac-
cessible route for Li dendrite nucleation [38, 39] and penetration [32–34]. Recent studies
have shown however, that grain boundary modifications and targeted design may in fact
stabilize SSE performance by e.g. better interfacial contacting through grain boundary den-
sification [167, 168]. Findings obtained from studies conducted in this work further point
toward complexions, which have been shown to occasionally form between ceramic grains
in LATP [1], to have a stabilizing effect on the LATP electrolyte.

The exact functionality of grain boundaries in SSEs remains ambiguous even though their
impact on SSE performance is indisputable. It is thus essential to gain a deeper atomistic-
level understanding to fully utilize their potential.

2.3.3 Atomistic Modeling of Solid-Solid Interfaces

Characterization of solid-solid interfaces proves difficult experimentally since they are com-
parably small in size and often these interfaces are buried and thus hardly accessible.
Further complications arise due to the evolution of solid-solid interfaces during cycling.
Changing operating parameters, such as applied potentials and temperature, as well as
non-reversible chemical interface reactions, influence the form and extent of such "work-
ing" interfaces. Post-synthesis and post-mortem analyses, i.e. ex situ studies where the
cell is removed from the testing environment after cycling, either fail to capture or interrupt
the material evolution especially at interfaces [49]. In recent years, more intricate experi-
mental setups have allowed for in situ or even in operando material characterizations [48,
49]. Since experimental approaches are hitting their time and length-scale resolution limits,
insights gained from computational studies of atomistic interface models are imperative.

The atomistic modeling of solid-solid interfaces can be classified into 1) sharp interfaces be-
tween two crystalline grains and 2) diffuse interphases between either structurally different
slabs and/or chemically different phases. Schematic representations falling into these cate-
gories are shown in Figure 2.8. For atoms in the interfacial region to relax into local basins
of the potential energy surface, the construction of atomistic solid-solid interfaces is typically
followed by structural relaxation at elevated temperatures [166, 169, 170].
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of atomistic modeling approaches for solid-solid interfaces: (a) Sharp inter-
faces obtained from coincidence site lattice (CSL) theory, where the rotation axis is par-
allel to the boundary plane for tilt grain boundaries (left) or perpendicular to the boundary
plane for twist grain boundaries (right). (b) Diffuse Interphases of structurally different
phases (left) and interdiffusion of chemically different phases (right).

The depicted "sharp interfaces" are typically constructed using the Coincidence Site Lattice
(CSL) theory [171]. Here, crystal slabs with a defined lattice are deliberately misoriented by
a rotation axis which is either parallel, i.e. tilt grain boundaries, or perpendicular, i.e. twist
grain boundaries, to the boundary plane. Most computational studies on solid-solid inter-
faces in solid electrolyte materials employ this ansatz [166, 169, 172] leading to interfaces
with only several Å widths.

Grain boundaries which are set up following the CSL theory, require high symmetry of the
two underlying crystal lattices and with their small widths represent rather idealized inter-
faces. Recent studies have introduced the generation of more realistic, extended atomistic
interphases [170, 173]. Kim et al. have fused two slabs of structurally different, i.e. ce-
ramic and amorphous, phases of (Li2S)0.75(P2S5)0.25 to study Li+ diffusion in a glass-ceramic
model [170]. A solid-solid interphase representing interdiffusion of chemically different lan-
thanum strontium manganite (LSM) anode and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte via
a Monte-Carlo approach has recently been proposed by Türk et al. [173]. Building on these
advancements, a novel approach driven by experimental findings toward atomistic modeling
of realistic multi-phase grain boundaries is presented in Section 4.4.
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3 Computational Methods

The construction of extended atomistic grain boundary models and subsequent Li-ion dy-
namics studies are conducted using MD Simulations based on classical force field poten-
tials. Though many classical force fields have been gradually replaced by so-called Machine-
Learned potentials in recent years [174, 175], an accurate description of complex ternary
systems, such as LATP, exceeds current capabilities of these data driven approaches. In
order to parameterize classical potentials, first-principles electronic structure calculations at
the Density Functional Theory (DFT) level are utilized as reference. To bridge the gap be-
tween nano-second time scales of MD simulations to experimental observables, atomistic
motion is extrapolated to macroscopic ion diffusion behavior. Similarly, structural compari-
son of atomistically resolved models can be achieved by Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) Image simulation. The respective underlying theoretical concepts are presented in
this chapter.

3.1 Density Functional Theory

Due to an often advantageous balance of accuracy versus computational efficiency, DFT
has become an established electronic structure method in materials research. The main
selling point of DFT is the description of a many-electron system using the spatially depen-
dent electron density as the central property. By following this approach, the complexity
is reduced significantly as compared to e.g. wavefunction based methods. In this section a
brief outline of the DFT method is given. A more profound derivation is provided in Ref. [176].

3.1.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems

Within the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation heavy nuclei are treated as static due
to their orders of magnitude higher inertia of motion as compared to electrons. Interaction of
electrons in an effective external potential induced by the nuclei can thereby be represented
by a mapping of the ground state electronic density ρ(r) onto this external potential. Based
on this principle, Hohenberg and Kohn have formulated their first theorem, stating that the
external potential is uniquely described by the electronic density ρ0(r) of the system ground
state E0 [177]. Variation of the electron density of a given system by default results in states
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with higher energy than the ground state, which describes the second Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem [177]

E0 = E [ρ0(r)] < E [ρ(r)] . (3.1)

The energy functional is comprised of interaction contributions according to

E [ρ(r)] = Ve [ρ(r)] + Vee [ρ(r)] + Vne [ρ(r)]

known

+Vxc [ρ(r)]

unknown

, (3.2)

where the known parts are the non-interacting electron kinetic energy Te [ρ(r)], the classical
electron-electron interaction Vee [ρ(r)], and the electron-nuclei interaction Vne [ρ(r)]. There
is however an unknown part, the exchange-correlation (xc) functional Vex [ρ(r)]. Concepts
to approximate the exchange-correlation functional are illustrated in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.2 Kohn-Sham Approach

An established approach to describe the electron density is based on the idea of a non-
interactive reference system for which the exact solution of the Schrödinger Equation can
be calculated. Kohn and Sham demonstrated the mapping of a real system onto such an
ideal reference system, where summing over the non-interacting single particle states ΦKS

i

corresponds to the electron density of the real interacting system via

ρ(r) =
∑
i

|ΦKS
i (r)|2. (3.3)

Minimizing the energy functional in Equation (3.2) with respect to the Kohn-Sham states
ΦKS
i , yields the actual Kohn-Sham equations[

− ~2

2me
∇2
ri + V̂eff(r)

]
ΦKS
i (r) = εKS

i ΦKS
i (r), (3.4)

where − ~2
2me
∇2
ri operates on the kinetic energy of the non-interacting reference electrons.

V̂eff(r) is the effective Kohn-Sham potential which combines the classical and exchange-
correlation potential. Since the Kohn-Sham approach is generally free of approximations,
the exact ground state energy could in principle be obtained, given the exact exchange-
correlation functional is known. Unlike in other wavefunction-based methods, the con-
verged Kohn-Sham states ΦKS

i (r) and their corresponding eigenvalues εKS
i do not repre-

sent molecular orbitals (MOs) but lack any physical meaning. Depending on the chosen
exchange-correlation functional though, they often exhibit similar shape and energy as seen
for MOs [178–180].
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3.1.3 Approximation for the Exchange-Correlation Functional

Following the Kohn-Sham approach, the known contributions in Equation (3.2), comprised
of the classic Coulomb interactions and the kinetic energy of the non-interacting reference
system, make for the largest part of the total energy. Only a small part is covered by the un-
known exchange-correlation functional which needs to be approximated. This small portion
though is decisive in achieving chemical accuracy as it involves physical effects originating
from the missing static exchange and dynamic correlation [176]. Since there is no system-
atic way of improving such approximations of the exchange-correlation functional, they are
to a certain extent always empiric. Approximate functionals can be classified into rungs
based on the underlying approximation strategy [176].

Rung 1: Local Density Approximation (LDA)
Assuming the electron density is a slowly varying function, the problem can be reduced to
local points in space. Describing these local density points with a corresponding homoge-
neous electron gas, the exchange-correlation energy can be calculated with high precision.
The LDA approximation is applicable especially for extended systems with delocalized elec-
tronic states, such as metals, but fails for molecular systems with non-local effects resulting
in a strongly inhomogeneous electronic density [176].

Rung 2: Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)
Building on the LDA approach, the GGA method considers also the local gradient of the
electron density. Due to the improved performance for molecular and slab systems as com-
pared to LDA functionals [181–183], this approximation is widely used in solid state applica-
tions [184]. A prominent GGA representative is the functional developed by Perdew, Burke
and Ernzerhof (PBE) [185] which is also employed in the DFT calculations conducted herein.

Rung 3: meta-GGA
Including even higher order derivatives of the electron density constitutes the meta-GGA
class of exchange-correlation functionals [186]. Depending on the specific application, im-
provements are not as significant in comparison to GGA functionals.

Rung 4: Hybrid functionals
Hybrid functionals are based on the idea to first calculate the exact exchange energy of the
Kohn-Sham reference system from Hartree-Fock theory and incorporate them into LDA or
GGA expressions. This mixing of exchange-correlation functional terms accounts for non-
local contributions and reduces the self-interaction error [186].

3.2 Classical Force Field Potentials

Chemical systems can be described in terms of interactions between the constituting parti-
cles. In classical force field potentials, these interactions are modeled after analytical expres-
sions motivated by physical behavior. Interaction parameters of these mathematical expres-
sions need to be parameterized against higher-level theory or even experimental data. From
a computational perspective, classical force fields are particularly attractive for larger length
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and time scale simulations, as they neglect explicit electronic treatment thereby reducing
computational cost significantly [176]. Effective parallelization of simulations based on clas-
sical force fields facilitates the study of systems beyond a billion atoms [187]. However, this
computational efficiency often comes at the cost of chemical accuracy. The determining
factors for the obtained accuracy of a classical force field are the underlying analytical ex-
pression, the parameterization and subsequent validation. Depending on the diversity of the
reference data for parameterization, classical force fields are often limited in transferability
between different chemical systems and physical states.

Classical force fields are parameterized for a specific class of materials. Owing to the in-
herently large system sizes, they are popular in biology and polymer research [188]. For
molecular systems, which often possess characteristic chemical features such as cova-
lent bonds, cis-trans configurational isomerism etc., explicit supplementary terms for bonds,
bond angles, dihedrals, and out-of-plane distortions are added to the force field. Typically,
the chosen analytical expressions for such terms are simple and for instance modeled via
a harmonic spring [189]. Interactions in bulk materials like ionic solids and van der Waals
systems can often be approximated by potentials which solely comprise pair-wise terms.

Since classical force field potentials do not account for the electronic structure but are based
on static bonding information, they are unable to describe chemical reactions via bond for-
mation and breaking or change of oxidation state. An increasingly popular extension to such
force fields is the ReaxFF introduced by van Duin et al. [190], which relies on bond orders
rather than explicit bonds. However, the parameterization of a ReaxFF is usually high-
dimensional, requiring an extensive training set and an intricate parameterization scheme.

A recent addition are Machine-Learned force fields, which do not rely on analytical forms
to mimic physical behavior. Instead, meaningful particle interactions are retrieved from a
training set, sufficiently spanning the configurational space of interest. Current challenges
of efficient training and computational performance scaling with higher order systems, how-
ever, often limit the applicability of these force fields to more complex systems [174, 175].

3.2.1 Born Model of Solids

Simple bulk materials can be approximately characterized via the Born Model of Solids [191].
Within this approach the interactions are isotropic and can be represented via solely two-
body terms, i.e. the long-ranged Coulomb potential, short-range van der Waals interactions,
and repulsive interactions due to Pauli repulsion [191].

In crystalline solids, the underlying infinitely extended ionic lattice induces an effective back-
ground potential which needs to be accounted for in the long-range Coulomb potential. A
possible remedy is the incorporation of a correction term from the Ewald method [192] or
the application of the Particle-Particle-Particle-Mesh (PPPM) formalism [193]. Short-range
contributions originating from fluctuating dipoles of electron clouds, i.e. van der Waals in-
teractions, can be derived from the polarization of averaged second order energies. These
interactions exhibit a fast decay of ion eigen-energies ∆i and ion polarizability αi with parti-
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cle distance rij according to Cij
r6ij

, with Cij = −2
3

∆i∆j

∆i+∆j
αiαj . The short-range repulsion term

is typically heuristically approximated using a Lennard-Jones or Buckingham potential [191].
The latter is described by an exponential expression Aij exp(− rij

ρij
) and the van der Waals

interactions. Due to its particular analytical form, the Buckingham potential may suffer from
instabilities at small values of rij [189].

Combination of these interaction potential contributions yields the Coulomb–Buckingham
potential given as

Uij =
1

4πε0

qiqj
rij

Coulomb

+Aij exp

(
− rij
ρij

)
− Cij
r6
ij

Buckingham

, (3.5)

where ε0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum, qi are the ionic charges and Aij , ρij and Cij
are interaction specific constants which need to be parameterized. Since the parameteriza-
tion is driven to reproduce reference data and not directly derived from quantum chemical
calculations, potentials described by Equation (3.5) may include covalency information to
a certain extent. As a result, high-quality force field potentials following the Born Model of
Solids have been introduced for oxides, halogenides and polyanionic solids such as phos-
phates and silicates [194]. The original choice of point charges based on oxidation state,
i.e. formal charges, is often replaced by fractional charges since they better describe the
mean static polarization of ions. While fractional charges usually yield better results for the
parameterized system, the underlying force fields are less transferable. The lower trans-
ferability can be attributed to these charges being highly dependent on the local chemical
environment [195, 196].

3.2.2 Polarizable Core-Shell Model

Fractional charges account for polarization as an effective mean static potential in an isotropic
fashion since they are treated as point charges. An extension to this simplified picture is the
introduction of an anisotropically acting electronic polarization α. This extension is essential
for improving bulk material properties such as ionic diffusion [197, 198]. Dick and Over-
hauser [199] have introduced a core-shell (cs) approach to model the polarization of ions.
In this picture, the electrostatically induced deformation of the outer electronic shell [200,
201], is explicitly mimicked by a shell pseudoparticle attached to the original ion core. The
interaction Ucs between the two and particles, i.e. core and shell particle, is described via a
harmonic spring with

Ucs = kr2
cs, (3.6)

where rcs is the core-shell distance and k is the spring force constant. The polarization is
directly proportional to the induced dipole p = qsrcs with the shell charge qs and the induced
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electric field E. Insertion of the harmonic force Fcs = krcs into the electric field via E = F
qs

yields the polarizability as

α =
q2

s

k
. (3.7)

In MD simulations, a polarized core-shell pair yields a combined Coulomb interaction. Van
der Waals as well as short-range repulsive interactions are assumed to act only between
shells of different pairs, cf. Figure 3.1. This approximation introduces an error, scaling with
the separation of two core-shell pairs rics − r

j
cs, which is negligibly small [199].

shell 
pseudoparticle

core particle

Buckingham

Coulomb

Harmonic 
Spring Coupling

Figure 3.1: Schematic core-shell model. The internal interaction between core and shell particle is
described via the harmonic potential Ucs . Short-range repulsion and van der Waals
interactions only act between the two shell pseudoparticles of two core-shell pairs,
while the Coulomb interactions act between cores and shells of the two pairs.

3.2.3 Force Field Parameterization

Classical force field parameterization typically is a high dimensional, non-linear problem.
The number of parameters depends on the number of species Nspecies described by the
force field and the number of parameters to be fitted by the choice of interaction potential.
For a Buckingham potential there are three parameters Aij , ρij and Cij per interaction pair.
From combinatorics, the total number of parameters scales with

Nparameters = Nbuck

(
Nspecies + 1

2

)
= Nbuck

(Nspecies + 1)!

2 (Nspecies − 1)!
. (3.8)

If the force field contains additional terms, the parameter space is extended even further,
e.g. by force constants in a harmonic potential. The number of species in a force field does
not necessarily coincide with the number of chemical elements. In organic systems, carbons
are often differentiated into multiple species according to their immediate local environment.
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Training Strategy and Scoring Functions

In terms of training strategy, the reference structure set needs to entail the chemical systems
of interest. For vast chemical spaces, it is beneficial to include local environments which
are far from equilibrium. Following this approach, the training set is modified iteratively
and intermediate potentials exploring the chemical subspaces eventually result in a robust
and transferable force field potential. Such an iterative extension strategy is applied in the
parameterization of the force field used in this work, see Section 4.3.1.

The force field parameters are fitted to a set of higher-level theory or empirical data. For
ab initio based force fields, atomistic properties of the training structures, namely energy
E, forces F and stress σ, are obtained from single point first-principles calculations. The
reference system parameters are then compared to the analogous parameters obtained
from the current force field parameter set yielding scoring functions in Equations (3.10) to
(3.12) for ∆E, ∆F and ∆σ. A cost function according to

Γ({pi}) = wE∆E + wF∆F + wσ∆σ (3.9)

enters into a global optimization scheme to find an optimum set of force field parameters to
represent the training set [202, 203]. Here, {pi} is the parameter set describing all inter-
actions in the force field, wE, wF, and wσ are weights assigned to the contributions arising
from respective energy, force, and stress deviations. A weight distribution with wE ≤ wF

is often advantageous to account for the abundance of atomic force data versus the single
energy per structure [203]. Such a weight consideration however, depends on the specific
choice of scoring functions.

All scoring functions are normalized by the squared sum of the ab initio data. The energy
scoring function ∆E is given as

∆E =

√∑
s,s′>s

[(
EDFT
s − EDFT

s′
)
−
(
EFF
s − EFF

s′
)]2√∑

s,s′>s

[
EDFT
s − EDFT

s′
]2 , (3.10)

where the subscript DFT denotes energies from ab initio single point calculations and FF
the respective energy from the classical force field potential. The index s runs over all
structures in the training set. Energies are only compared amongst structures with the same
stoichiometry to account for relative, rather than total energies. The force scoring function
∆F is accordingly described via

∆F =

√∑
s,α,β

[
FDFT
s,α,β − FFF

s,α,β

]2

√∑
s,α,β

[
FDFT
s,α,β

]2
, (3.11)
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with α running over atoms of the same structure and β denoting the cartesian coordinates
x, y and z. Lastly, the stress scoring function ∆σ is formulated as

∆σ =

√∑
s,βi,βj

[
σDFT
s,βi,βj

− σFF
s,βi,βj

]2

√∑
s,βi,βj

[
σDFT
s,βi,βj

]2
, (3.12)

with the stress tensor σβi,βj = −
∑
α rβifβj

3V as given by the virial theorem. Here, βi and βj
describe cartesian directions yielding orthogonal tensor components σxx, σyy and σzz and
the respective off-diagonal elements.

Global and Local Parameter Optimization

Optimum force field parameters are obtained by minimizing the non-linear cost function Γ
given in Equation (3.9). Due to the high-dimensionality of the optimization problem, cf. Equa-
tion (3.8), a thorough global optimization strategy is required which is typically followed by lo-
cal optimization. A comprehensive overview of optimization algorithms is given in Ref. [204].

The multidimensional cost function hypersurface is likely comprised of multiple superbasins
and local minima. Therefore, heuristic methods need to be employed for efficient global opti-
mization. Evolutionary motivated algorithms satisfy such complex optimization problems. In
this thesis, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) as implemented in the General Utility Lattice Program
(GULP) [205] and a Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO) as implemented in the INSPYRED
python package [206] are employed.

Genetic Algorithm (GA): In this approach, a selection procedure is applied mimicking Dar-
win’s theory of evolution. The algorithm is initiated by randomly chosen configurations,
i.e. parameter sets {pi}, which evolve iteratively. Each parameter is encoded as a binary
string by normalizing to the respective parameter bounds. The initial parameter set evolves
according to the following principles. Firstly, random pairs of parameter configurations are
chosen and compared according to their fitness, cf. Equation (3.9). The fitter set is inherited
by the next generation, while the weaker set is passed on with a randomly drawn probability.
This reproduction process is repeated as many times as there are configurations to maintain
a constant count of individuals. Secondly, two parent configurations may be crossed-over
to create a new individual with potentially higher fitness. This can be achieved by taking a
weighted average of the parent binary strings. Thirdly, new individuals are created by ran-
domly modifying a parent binary string to represent genetic mutation. This process occurs
with a certain probability, i.e. the mutation rate. The final result from a GA is a number
of configurations, from which the fittest is selected. Unless the GA confidently runs into a
smooth global minimum, it may be beneficial to investigate a sample of fittest configurations
via subsequent local optimization.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO): The PSO approach is mimicking swarm intelligence
as often observed in fish or bird swarms. Similar to a GA, an initial population, or swarm in
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the PSO jargon, of random parameter sets is found. Individuals are referred to as particles
and move through the optimization process with a certain velocity vi defined by the algo-
rithm. Initial velocities are either uniformly distributed at the parameter bounds or follow a
normal gaussian distribution. In each iteration or timestep t, the particle position and velocity
is updated based on individual and collective memory. Both, individual pbest

i and collective
pbest
g highest scores are stored for each iteration. Therefore, an individual particle is not only

influenced by its own personal best score, but benefits also from the swarm best score with

vi(t+ 1) = c0vi(t) + c1n1(pbest
i − pi(t)) + c1n1(pbest

g − pi(t)). (3.13)

Randomizing (n1, n2) and weighing (c0, c1, c2) of these contributions allows for a robust ex-
ploration of parameter space and tuning of a particle’s exploration ability. The weights are
termed c0 inertia, c1 cognitive rate, and c2 social rate. Analogous to the GA, a local opti-
mization should be coupled to the PSO approach as single particles only draw the swarm
slowly to a current minimum.

Local optimization of parameter samples from global optimization is subsequently performed
by using either a Newton-Raphson optimizer in the GULP framework or a Limited-memory
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm as implemented in the SciPy python
library [207].

3.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

MD Simulations allow for the study of dynamical system properties from time evolution statis-
tics. Therefore, the atomistic model of interest is propagated in time obeying classical me-
chanical laws, i.e. Newton’s equations of motion.

3.3.1 Integration of Equations of Motion

In order to compute time resolved atomistic trajectories, the equations of motion need to be
integrated over time. The corresponding time step for integration ∆t should be as large as
possible to minimize computational cost, yet it needs to be small enough to resolve particle
motion. An established algorithm to numerically solve this problem is the Velocity Verlet
algorithm [208] as implemented in the LAMMPS MD Simulator [209].

To account for errors introduced by numerical integration, i.e. the choice of a finite time
step, certain physical principles must not be violated. First, the energy or effective energy,
respectively, needs to be conserved. In this regard, short and long term energy drifts need
to be corrected. Second, complying with Newton’s equations of motion, particle movement
needs to be reversible in time. Therefore, in order to retrieve forward and backward particle
motion, the integration scheme needs to be symmetric with time as well. Lastly, the phase
space needs to be conserved. In a broader sense, this means that a meaningful statistical
ensemble needs to be maintained upon integration.
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In deriving the Velocity Verlet algorithm, the required velocity v(t) and change in momentum
via the force f(t) at a point in time is readily obtained from classical force field calculations.
Time symmetrical approximation of the particle position, i.e. r(t + ∆t) and r(t − ∆t), is
considered utilizing Taylor expansions up to the fourth order. By combining forward and
backward time evolution, odd power terms in ∆t are canceled. If fourth order terms are
further assumed to be negligible, the Verlet algorithm with

r(t+ ∆t) ≈ 2r(t)− r(t−∆t) +
f(t)

m
∆t2 (3.14)

is obtained. While the Verlet algorithm presents a robust integration scheme, the particle
velocity is not explicitly included resulting in errors on the order of ∆t2. A natural extension
is to include the velocity which yields the Velocity Verlet algorithm with

r(t+ ∆t) = r(t) + v(t)∆t+
f(t)

2m
∆t2. (3.15)

The velocity

v(t+ ∆t) = v(t) +
f(t+ ∆t) + f(t)

2m
∆t (3.16)

needs to be computed in an extra step. Alternative algorithms including higher order Taylor
expansion terms are provided in Ref [208].

3.3.2 Implementation of the Adiabatic Core-Shell Model

The core-shell polarization approach, cf. Section 3.2.2, as implemented in the LAMMPS
Simulator [210] follows the adiabatic core-shell model by Mitchell and Finchman [198]. The
artificial splitting of a single ion into a core-shell pair introduces additional technical degrees
of freedom as compared to the physical system. In the model introduced by Mitchell and
Finchman, the shell pseudoparticle is given a fraction of the core particle’s mass (ms and
mc). In other implementation schemes, the shell particle resembles an electron cloud and
according to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation has negligible mass. However, assigning
a mass fraction allows for the shell particle to be included in the overall propagation scheme.
The required mass fraction can be derived from an oscillation frequency νcs modeled after a
harmonic oscillator as

νcs =
1

2π

√
µ

k
with µ =

mcms

mc +ms
, (3.17)

where k is the spring constant and µ is the effective mass. To ensure instantaneous relax-
ation of the shell particle, the oscillation frequency needs to be significantly higher than the
atomic vibrations.

Special attention needs to be drawn to the core-shell system when thermostating, i.e. con-
ducting constant temperature MD simulations. This is particularly the case for initialization
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and equilibration of the technical core-shell system. Upon assigning initial velocities, rela-
tive motion between the core and shell particle must be avoided. A thermostat must then
rescale the Center Of Mass (COM) of the core-shell pair in order to not influence the tech-
nical degree of freedom. While some energy will inevitably flow into the artificial degree of
freedom to account for polarization, the decoupling from the thermostat and high core-shell
vibrations νcs ensure this energy transfer to be minimal. After equilibration the core-shell
subsystem is considered thermalized and non-elastic interactions with neighboring particles
are not expected to lead to further energy leackage into the core-shell motion [198].

In a physical system, the instantaneous temperature T for thermostatting is defined by

T =
2

3NkB
K =

1

3NkB

N∑
i

miv
2
i , (3.18)

with the Boltzmann constant kB, the number of particles N , the kinetic energy K, and mi

and vi the particle mass and velocity [211]. The instantaneous pressure P is given by

P =
2

3V
K +

1

3V
W =

1

3V

N∑
i

miv
2
i +

1

3V

N∑
i

rifi, (3.19)

with W the internal virial, V the system volume and ri and fi the particle position and force.
In the adiabatic core-shell picture, the temperature may either depend on the COM velocity
of core-shell pairs or all velocities, including relative core-shell motion. Regardless of the
exact definition, the 3N degrees of freedom entering into the temperature correspond to
the actual physical system [198]. For the pressure definition, the core and shell particles
are treated as separate atoms. Here, the kinetic contribution of all atoms and the force
contribution to the system virial W needs to be taken into account [212]. The adiabatic
core-shell model requires fairly small time steps ∆t in order to resolve the fast core-shell
motion.

3.4 Ion Dynamics – Microscopic to Macroscopic Extrapolation

Diffusion of ions through solid electrolytes is a key performance criterion. Computation-
ally, the motion of individual ions can be resolved with high accuracy. However, statistical
mechanics is needed to extrapolate from averaged ensemble properties to apparent macro-
scopic coefficients. Such a relation from microscopic to macroscopic ion transport quantities
can be described by the Einstein formalism. Following this formalism, a macroscopic trans-
port coefficient λ can be expressed from a dynamic variable A as

2∆tλ = 〈(A(t)−A(0))2〉. (3.20)

The Einstein formalism is originally based on Brownian motion and holds only at long sam-
pling times [211, 213]. For ionic diffusion, the dynamic variable of interest is a displacement
of atoms, i.e. the Mean Square Displacement (MSD) of charge carriers

MSD(t) ≡ 〈|~ri(t)− ~ri(0)|2〉, (3.21)
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with ~ri the position of atom i. To reduce statistical errors, a lag time τ is introduced via

MSD(τ) ≡ 〈|~ri(t+ τ)− ~ri(t)|2〉. (3.22)

The displacement of atoms is considered in different intervals and shifted along the trajec-
tory with simulation time t [214]. A schematic lag time averaging is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

(a) (b)

0 tend
simulation time t

M
SD

 

lagtime MSD

raw MSD

Figure 3.2: Lag time averaging of MSD. (a) Sliding lag time across simulation trajectory for different
values of τ . (b) Smoothing of MSD from lag time averaging of raw MSD.

As shown in Figure 3.2 (b), this statistical averaging leads to a smoothing of the raw MSD,
which is retrieved from considering only the first frame of the MD simulation for atomic
displacements.

The tracer diffusion coefficient D∗ based on the ensemble averaged MSD is defined as

D∗ =
1

3

〈|~ri(t+ τ)− ~ri(t)|2〉τ
2∆t

, (3.23)

where ∆t is the sampling time and the prefactor 1/3 accounts for the three spatial dimen-
sions. The tracer diffusion was originally applied to a system of non-interacting particles,
i.e. random walkers in a homogeneous medium [213]. Findings by He et al. [215] suggest
the relevant sampling regime for macroscopic extrapolation to be above 10 % of the sam-
pling time, to exclude ballistic motion, and below 70 %, due to poor observed linearity from
statistics. A corresponding MSD and its regime separation is shown in Figure 3.3 (a).

Such a partitioning of ion trajectories is generally possible for any given sampling time. The
underlying assumption of the Einstein formalism, however, requires a sufficiently long sam-
pling. To identify an appropriate simulation time, the phenomenological diffusion regimes
can be quantified via the anomalous diffusion coefficient α given as MSD ∝ tα [216]. Fig-
ure 3.3 (b) schematically shows the ballistic regime at α= 2, an intermediate correlated
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Figure 3.3: Ion dynamic regimes. (a) Schematic MSD over simulation time τ for the lag time aver-
aged and raw trajectory. According to He et al. [215] only a regime between 10–70 % of
the sampling time qualifies for statistical averaging due to the ballistic regime at smaller
times and poor statistical sampling at larger times. (b) Separation of dynamics into diffu-
sion regimes based on the anomalous coefficient α with MSD ∝ tα. Only at α=1 normal
diffusion is observed as required by the Einstein formalism.

motion regime and eventually the long range ion transport regime for α= 1. Only in the
latter, the Einstein formalism holds for what is referred to as normal diffusion.

Another macroscopic property which is typically of interest for battery materials is the ionic
conductivity. Considering slight changes of an external field acting on an ionic system, the
induced small perturbation can be formulated as a response of the microscopic currents

~jion =
N∑
i=1

qi~vi. (3.24)

Here, N is the number of particles i with charge qi and velocity ~vi. By time integration and
neglecting of cross-correlation terms, an idealized ionic conductivity σ∗ can be expressed
via the tracer diffusion coefficient as

σ∗ =
1

3V kBT

∫ ∞
0

〈 N∑
i=1

q2
i ~vi(t)~vi(0) +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j 6=i

qiqj~vi(t)~vj(0)

cross-correlation term

〉
dt (3.25a)

=
1

3V kBT

nβ∑
β

q2
βD
∗
βNβ (3.25b)
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In this so-called Nernst-Einstein relation [213], V is the cell volume, kB is the Boltzmann-
constant, T is the system temperature and qβ , D∗β , Nβ are the charge, tracer diffusion
coefficient and number of particles of species β, respectively.

An extrapolation from microscopic, atomistic motion to macroscopic properties requires suf-
ficient statistical sampling. This means sufficiently long simulation trajectories and system
sizes to capture rare ion hopping events. For elevated simulation temperatures, ions may
surpass diffusion barriers more easily and thus more frequently. At ambient temperatures,
however, these rare events are often not sampled sufficiently within accessible simulation
length and time scales. As a result, errors attributed to diffusion coefficients and ionic con-
ductivities are significantly larger at lower temperatures [1].

3.5 TEM Image Simulation

TEM is a well-established microscopy technique in which electrons are transmitted through
a probe, i.e. specimen, forming an image determined by the electron-probe interaction. In
comparison to optical microscopes, TEM allows for the imaging of orders of magnitude
smaller samples with significantly higher resolution. The physical reason behind this is the
inherently small de Broglie wavelength of electrons in the pm-range as compared to visible
light in the 400–700 nm range. A microscope’s theoretical resolution is directly proportional
to the wavelength of the employed particles.

Depending on the experimental setup, there are different variants of TEM techniques. The
Conventional TEM (CTEM) is defined by a rather broad electron beam with apertures be-
tween 5–20 mrad and a uniform current density [217]. An immediate advancement is the
High-Resolution TEM (HRTEM), which features objective apertures greater than 20 mrad
to absorb electrons scattered at large angles, thereby reducing background noise. Another
increasingly popular method is the Scanning TEM (STEM) technique. In a STEM setup, the
electron beam is more narrow and an area of the specimen is scanned over. An advan-
tage of the STEM method is the absence of lens aberrations, which require complex post
processing. In CTEM and HRTEM, the resulting images are rather complex and simulation
tools need to be utilized for their analysis.

Herein, a brief outline of the TEM method, i.e. CTEM and HRTEM, and corresponding im-
plementation as used in the Dr. Probe Software [218] is given. An extensive overview of
TEM techniques and underlying physical background can be found in Ref. [217].

3.5.1 Electron-Probe Formation

In a TEM setup, incident electrons are initially accelerated by a microscope voltage U , re-
sulting in electron kinetic energies of Ekin = eU . Considering the wave-like properties
hypothesized by de Broglie, the voltage dependent electron wavelength is given as

λ =
h c√

Ekin(m0c2 + Ekin)
, (3.26)
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where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light and m0 is the rest mass of the electron.
The electron beam is then focused along the z-axis on a point R(x, y) of the specimen
plane. Interactions between the incident electrons and the specimen lead to scattering and
diffraction of the former. Figure 3.4 schematically shows the different forms of possible
interactions for thin specimen.

Figure 3.4: TEM interactions between an incident electron beam and the specimen. Forward versus
backward scattering depending on the scattering angle θ. Forward scattering is differen-
tiated into elastic scattering, with no loss in energy, and inelastic scattering. For small
angles θ < 10◦, the scattering is typically coherent, i.e. in phase with the incident beam.

In TEM image formation, only the forward scattered, i.e. electrons scattered at angles <90◦,
are relevant. Furthermore, explicit simulation by the Dr. Probe Software [218] is limited
to electrons with insignificant energy loss and low scattering angles between 1–10◦ [219].
In this picture, energy loss from e.g. plasmon excitation, surface plasmons or interband
transitions is neglected. To incorporate inelastic contributions in simulation, multiple quasi-
elastic substitute images at different defocus values are superposed to form the resulting
images, see Section 4.4.3. However, merely the optical effect of energy loss is accounted for
and this approach does not accurately describe the physical inelastic scattering of electrons.

The incident electrons can be described in a conjugate reciprocal-space plane with vectors
kx,y according to

Ψ0(k;R) = A(k) exp [−iχ(k)] exp [−2πik ·R] , (3.27)

where A(k) is an aperture function and χ(k) describes the coherent aberrations within the
probe. The vector k is assumed to be two-dimensional as in the small angle approxima-
tion. For incident electrons perpendicular to the specimen surface, contributions along z are
negligible. The aperture function A(k) ensures a sufficiently narrow beam focus by blocking
incident electrons with angles larger than a given objective aperture θ > α from the z-axis.
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Transmitted electrons which have travelled through the specimen are passed to the imaging
system of the TEM setup. Due to multiple objective, intermediate, and projector lenses in
the experimental setup, the electrons experience lens specific aberrations [217]. To model
these deviations, the aberration function

χ(k) =
2π

λ
R

 N∑
j=1

L(j)∑
l=0

Cj+l−1,j−l
j + l

λj+l(k∗)jkl

 (3.28)

is introduced, whereN is the aberration expansion order. L(j) is a dynamic limit to minimize
min(j,N − j), such that 1 ≤ j + l ≤ N . The symbol R denotes to only consider the real
part of the polynomial as a function of complex wave-vector components k = kx + i ky and
complex-valued aberration coefficients Cm,n = Cm,n,x + iCm,n,y. The most dominant aber-
rations in common TEM setups are the defocus C1,0, or ∆z, and the spherical aberration
C3,0, or Cs [217]. Taking these two aberration orders into account, Equation (3.28) becomes
rotationally symmetric about the optical axis of the microscope and can be simplified to

χ(k) =
π

2
Csλ

3k4 − π∆zλk2. (3.29)

The defocus can be adjusted in experiment and enters as a parameter into the simulation
of TEM images. A common approach to choose an optimum defocus value is the Scherzer
defocus given as

∆zScherzer =

√
4

3
λCs. (3.30)

In Equation (3.29), the k4 term is countered by the ∆z k2 term to flatten the overall aberration
function χ(k). This allows for a transfer of low spatial frequencies k into image intensity
with a similar phase. To obtain the probe wave function in real space, an inverse Fourier
transformation of Equation (3.27) is performed.

3.5.2 Electron Diffraction Calculations

A common approach to simulate electron scattering in specimen with finite thickness is the
Multislice method introduced by Cowley and Moodie [220]. The atomistic structure is par-
titioned into slices j along the z-dimension which ideally contain only one monolayer of
atoms. The electron scattering is mathematically described by multiplication of the wave
function with a transmission function Tj(r). Propagation of the wave function to the next
slice is approximated by a propagation through vacuum. Mathematically this propagation is
described as the multiplication of the scattering result with a propagator function Pj(k) in
reciprocal space. By translating into reciprocal space via the Fourier transform F, a convo-
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lution of transmission and propagation can be reformulated as a multiplication. The wave
function in a subsequent slice Ψj+1 can thus be expressed as

Ψj+1(r) = F−1

Pj(k) F [Tj(r)Ψj(r)]

scattering


propagation

. (3.31)

Starting with the incident wave function Ψ0 as described in Equation (3.27) in slice j=0, this
sequence is repeated until the target specimen thickness is reached. Computationally, the
Fast numerical Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm as described by Ishizuka and Uyeda [221]
is employed. Figure 3.5 schematically shows the scattering and propagation of an incident
wave function through a specimen with finite thickness according to the Multislice method.

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the TEM Multislice method. The specimen is partitioned into slices and
scattering of the incident electron beam Ψ0 is accounted for by a transmission func-
tion Tj followed by propagation of the propagator function Pj . Iterative scattering and
propagation yields the final electron wave function ΨN .

The transmission function describes scattering of the electrons from the specimen atoms in
a given slice by the phase change to the wave function. Assuming high electron energies,
i.e. m0c

2 � V (r), the phase change can be expressed in terms of a projected scattering
potential V P

j (r) as

Tj(r) = exp
[
iσV P

j (r)
]

with V P
j (r) =

∫ zj+1

zj

V (r, z)dz. (3.32)

The interaction constant is given as σ = mλ/(2π~2), where m = γm0 with γ = 1 +
eU/(m0c

2) and ~ = h/(2π). The projected potentials V P
j (r) are integrals of the formally

three dimensional scattering potential along the z-axis.
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The propagator function accounts for a phase shift χj of the plane waves after diffraction. It
is described as

Pj(k) = exp [−iχj ] with χj =
2π

λ
∆sj , (3.33)

where a phase shift under a given diffraction angle is proportional to a respective difference
in optical path ∆sj . In principle, the geometrical considerations of scattering angles allows
for the simulation of tilted crystal structures away from the zone axis. However, the approxi-
mation of small angle values significantly reduces complexity. Simulated TEM images in this
work strictly follow a specimen alignment along the z-axis.

3.5.3 Thermal-Diffusive Scattering

Thermal-diffusive scattering leads to loss of probe current due to phonon excitation. To
account for these effects in simulation, the frozen-lattice approach is applied [222]. Herein,
a random atomic displacement is added to the particles, following a normal distribution. The
Root Mean Square Displacement (RMSD) with

RMSD ≡
[
〈|~ri(t)− ~ri(0)|2〉

]1/2
, (3.34)

is parameterized by isotropic, equivalent thermal-displacement parameters. These parame-
ters, referred to as Debye-Waller factors, with

Biso = 8π2Uiso = 8π2〈RMSD〉2, (3.35)

are provided for each atomic species individually. In each slice, random displacements are
added to each atom position Rα,l in equilibrium, which are drawn from a normal distribution
scaled to the respective Debye-Waller factor. From this, a structure factor can be computed
which enters in the numerical realization of the transmission function. A pre-calculated set
of frozen states with different displacements for each slice of the input structure is prepared.
The specific transmission function then randomly chooses from this set to account for slightly
displaced atoms from thermal vibration.

The resulting simulated TEM images accounting for thermal-diffusive behavior are more
realistic and better reproduce experimentally measured images. This is especially important
for materials with higher atom mobility, see Section 4.4.3.
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4 Protective nanoscale Complexion at
Grain Boundaries in LATP(4.1)

The focus of this chapter is to disentangle the ambiguous role of grain boundaries in solid
state electrolytes for the specific Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 (LATP) material. Intricate experiments
allow for the structural and chemical resolution of such grain boundaries at the nanoscale.
By leveraging these experimental findings, a novel approach to atomistically model realistic,
multi-phase grain boundaries is introduced. The computational models verify the forma-
tion of distinct complexions encapsulating the LATP grains. Dynamic analyses suggest that
LATP grain boundaries, and thus the newly found complexions, do not present an insupera-
ble diffusion bottleneck. Furthermore, electronic structure calculations predict a local spatial
separation of mobile Li ions from reducing electrons, which effectively suppresses dendrite
nucleation. The complexions therefore serve as a thin protective layer coating the grains.

The pursued closely interlinked experiment-theory approach presented herein, is crucial to
bridge the complexity gap of solid-solid interfaces. To provide a holistic picture, contributions
of experimental collaborators will briefly be outlined.

4.1 Motivation

In order to advance in the technical realization of ASSBs, contact instabilities at solid-solid
interfaces need to be resolved, see Section 2.3. Among the most prominent interfacial
challenges are nucleation and growth of metallic Li dendrites [29, 30, 223]. The problem
becomes emphasized when employing a LMA. To better understand the mechanism behind
dendrite proliferation, bulk thermodynamic properties of the phases in contact have been of
focus. In this context, large-scale material screening for interfacial compatibility has been
conducted both, experimentally and via high-throughput computational studies [41, 42]. A
possible remedy to dendrite growth is the introduction of coating materials or the targeted
formation of passivizing interphases. For liquid electrolytes, the evolution of such a SEI has
proven to be crucial for stable cycling [224].

(4.1) Adapted in parts from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.
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Naturally forming and thermodynamically stable nanometer sized interphases, i.e. complex-
ions [43–46], at grain boundaries may serve exactly such a protective purpose in the LATP
solid electrolyte.

Due to their mechanical softness, the grain boundary network in SSEs often presents an
accessible route for dendrite penetration and proliferation [29, 33]. The focus is typically on
nucleation at the anode and penetration into the network of the SSE bulk phase. However,
recent studies have shown that dendrites may nucleate within the bulk SSE itself [35–37].
In Section 2.3, two main reasons for this have been introduced. First, an overshoot in Li
chemical potential above the standard chemical potential of Li metal [38, 39] and second,
a high residual local electronic conductivity [40]. Consequently, a minimization of residual
electronic conductivity in the solid electrolyte is desirable.

Han et al. have recently proposed dendrite-free operation in ASSB setups to require low
electronic conductivities of the underlying SSE material [40]. In their work, they postu-
late critical values of current densities of ≈1 – 10 mA cm-2 and electronic conductivities be-
low ≈10-10 – 10-12 S cm-1 [40]. When defining such critical values for material properties,
i.e. ionic or electronic conductivity, these are typically bulk specific. However, to date there
is no reported SSE material exhibiting such an extremely low bulk electronic conductivity
and a concurrent satisfactorily large ionic conductivity.

Defying this picture of required absolute bulk properties, the super ionic conducting LATP
SSE material has exhibited high cycling stability against dendrite formation [146, 169]. This
is intriguing, as the measured electronic conductivity is orders of magnitude larger than
the suggested critical value. Changes in local electrochemical stability and charge car-
rier mobility on the scale of a few nanometers, are hypothesized herein to crucially impact
macroscopic material properties. Other research fields, i.e. semiconductor physics [225]
and nano-ionics [226, 227], already actively exploit such local phenomena to design high-
performing materials.

The particular properties of complexions at the LATP grain boundary interface are as-
sumed to be responsible for the observed high stability and dendrite suppression capa-
bility of this SSE. The existence of these complexions is supported by a joint experimental-
computational ansatz. Structural and chemical experimental insights of the interfacial built
up are incorporated into an atomistic grain boundary model. It is found that the crystalline
grains are capped by a distinct complexion at the surface and the adjacent grain boundary is
highly amorphous. Computational atomistic simulations are crucial to resolve charge carrier
dynamics on the nano-scale. A high Li mobility is identified within the amorphous part, while
the thin complexion presents a sizable intergranular electronic impedance. The complexions
therefore serve as a thin protective layer coating the LATP grains.

A classification of viable SSE candidates based on bulk properties alone, does not suffice
for dendrite-free operation. The importance of local motifs, such as complexions found in
this work, adds to a more nuanced understanding of solid-solid interfaces in SSEs.
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4.2 Experimental Insights

4.2.1 LATP Synthesis and DC Polarization Measurements(4.2)

The LATP material for experimental analyses is prepared from a precalcined Li-Al-Ti-P-O
powder precursor. Electrolyte pellets are die pressed at 177 MPa and subsequently cold
isostatically pressed at 504 MPa. The powder is compacted and densified via sintering
at a heating rate of 0.2 K min-1 to a maximum temperature of 1100 ◦C. After maintaining
this sintering temperature for eight hours in ambient atmosphere, the pellet thickness is
controlled not to exceed 300 µm. A detailed synthesis protocol is provided by Yu et al. [33].

To obtain the electronic conductivity Direct Current Polarization (DC) measurements are
conducted of a LATP pellet. The pellet is prepared with 0.284 mm thickness and 9.82 mm
diameter and sputtered with a thin Au layer of approximately 300 nm on each side. Mea-
surements are performed on a Cu/LATP/Cu setup with two copper ion blocking electrodes.
A current-time decay curve of such a cell under DC polarization is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Current-time decay curve for DC polarization measurement of a Cu/LATP/Cu cell at
11 mV at 50 ◦C. Image adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

A constant voltage of 11 mV at 50 ◦C is applied over a polarization time of ≈26,000 s,
i.e. 7.3 h. An initial current drop I0 is observed, after which a steady state Isteady−state,
associated with electronic leakage, is reached. The DC polarization measurements yield an
upper limit to the bulk electronic conductivity σel of 4.7·10-9 S cm-1. This value is by 1 – 3
orders of magnitude larger than the suggested critical bulk value by Han et al. [40]. In con-
junction with reported high cycling stability of LATP [33, 146], these experimental findings
motivate further in depth analyses.

(4.2) LATP material synthesis and DC polarization measurements were conducted by Dr. S. Yu, Institute of
Energy and Climate Research Fundamental Electrochemistry (IEK-9), Forschungszentrum Jülich.
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4.2.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy(4.3)

High Resolution TEM (HRTEM) images are conducted on LATP samples featuring a grain
boundary. The image shown in Figure 4.2 (a) reveals an extended grain boundary of ≈9 nm
width. Microscopy of multiple such LATP samples yields widths between 5 – 20 nm, which is
in agreement with reported ranges from Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) line scans [47].

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Experimental TEM images of LATP grain boundary. Elemental colors of atomistic struc-
tures are chosen as Li , Ti , O , and P . (a) HRTEM image of LATP grain with partially
wetted amorphous grain boundary. Close-up of the grain boundary aligned with crystal
structure (ICSD:253240). The pseudocubic arrangement of brighter reflexes can be at-
tributed to interference at Lithium positions. (b) HRSTEM-HAADF signal of the same
grain boundary in [0 2 − 1] orientation is in line with respective planes and distances in
the crystal structure. Images adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

A pronounced intensity profile across the grain boundary allows for the identification of three
distinct structural domains. These are crystalline grains to both sides of the boundary, inter-
faced by thin and darker semi-amorphous rims toward a brighter amorphous region in the
grain boundary center. The grains are oriented in [2 − 2 1]hex zone axis and the symmetric
bright reflexes can be ascribed to a [1 0 0]pc pseudocubic sublattice of Li positions, cf. close-

(4.3) TEM measurements were conducted by Dr. R. Schierholz, Institute of Energy and Climate Research Fun-
damental Electrochemistry (IEK-9), Forschungszentrum Jülich. Details on TEM sample preparation and
imaging specifications are given in Ref. [1].
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up in Figure 4.2 (a). These reflexes are not directly caused by scattering of the highly mobile
Li ions, but are formed from constructive interference of electron waves scattered off neigh-
boring transition metal centers.

The relative grain orientation toward the interface is most likely terminated by (0 1 2)hex-
planes. In Figure 4.2 (b), the plane distance of d012 = 0.6 nm found in an High-Angle Annular
Dark Field (HAADF) HR-STEM image coincides with the distance from the correspond-
ing crystal structure d012 = 0.598 nm. Due to severe beam damage, however, an exact as-
signment of the grain terminating domain from experimental TEM images is not possible.
Brighter contrast in the amorphous grain boundary center may be attributed to a lower rel-
ative density of the amorphous phase as compared to crystalline LATP [132]. This effect is
potentially masked by a reduced sample thickness introduced during sample preparation.
The dark contrast in Figure 4.2 (b) supports such a thickness effect. Similar observations
have been made for amorphous Li3PO4 and AlPO4 in triple points between grains [96, 165].
Explicit TEM simulations are performed in Section 4.4.3 to scrutinize a possible thickness
effect on TEM image contrast.

The observed variation of the grain boundary widths, i.e. the amorphous domain, may be as-
cribed to wetting by a secondary phase. The formation of secondary phases, such as AlPO4

and Li3PO4, has been reported previously for LATP [96, 165]. Especially AlPO4 is known to
impede ion diffusion pathways and hence reduce the overall Li ion conductivity [129, 132,
228]. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) analyses [1], as well as Atom Probe To-
mography (APT) studies, see Section 4.2.3, however, do not support the presence of these
secondary phases, as they only show slight variations of stoichiometric Al content. For the
atomistic modeling of a LATP grain boundary, the existence of secondary phases is thus
neglected.

4.2.3 Atom Probe Tomography(4.4)

Complementing the structural information obtained from TEM, APT is able to provide chem-
ical information and resolve elemental profiles at the nanoscale. The measurements con-
ducted in Ref. [1] pioneer in applying APT methods to Li conducting solid-state electrolytes.

Figure 4.3 (a) shows a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of a needle-shaped
LATP specimen for APT measurements. The brighter contrasted streak reveals the position
of a grain boundary at the specimen surface. A corresponding 3D atom map of Li is shown in
Figure 4.3 (b). Here, the high contrast of accumulated Mg2+ impurity is exploited to visualize
the grain boundary.

Averaging over the indicated rectangle yields the spatially-resolved elemental concentration
profiles across the grain boundary presented in Figure 4.3 (c). The Ti profile exhibits a local
depletion by about 1.5 atom percent (at%) at the grain boundary, which is predominantly at

(4.4) APT measurements were conducted by Dr. I. Povstugar, Central Institute for Engineering, Electronics and
Analytics (ZEA-3), Forschungszentrum Jülich. Details on specimen preparation, APT measurements and
image post-processing are given in Ref. [1].
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Figure 4.3: Atom Probe Tomography measurements. (a) Pt deposited APT needle with LATP speci-
men featuring a grain boundary. (b) Reconstructed atom map clearly showing the grain
boundary by exploiting the high contrast of accumulated Mg impurities. (c) Correspond-
ing atom profiles for each element across the grain boundary (the overlayed rectangle
in panel (b) indicates the selected subvolume used for averaging, with the arrow indi-
cating the direction used for positive distances) from APT experiment. Nominal LATP
elemental concentrations are indicated by respective dashed lines. Images adapted
from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

the expense of P. An observed lower oxygen profile from the nominal LATP stoichiometry
by a few at.% is a known artifact in APT [229–231]. This is due to the field evaporation
of neutral species and a post-dissociation of oxygen-containing complex ions, which are
identified in the corresponding mass spectra, cf. Ref. [1]. For the atomistic modeling of
chemical composition, the oxygen distribution does not rely on APT data, but is based on
structural TEM information and force field based simulation.

In Figure 4.3 (c), the Li concentration profile shows significant asymmetry between the ad-
jacent grains. This could point toward an inhomogeneity of the synthesized LATP material.
Moreover, the absolute Li concentration may not be directly retrievable from APT. The in-
herently low evaporation field [229], as well as the high mobility under electric fields, may
lead to a bias in Li distribution. Since the averaging of atom maps is performed virtually
normal to the electric field lines however, the relative Li distribution across the interface is
reliable. A characteristic feature of Li distribution is a local enrichment to both sides of the
grain boundary, which agrees with an observed aforementioned Ti-depletion.

Apart from the stoichiometric LATP elements, other cationic impurities are detected by APT.
The Na+, Mg2+, and K+ local concentrations never exceed 1 at.%, cf. Figure 4.3 (c). Assum-
ing a brick-layer model with experimental grain edge size and grain boundary widths [47],
the absolute number of impurity ions lies within the order of 30 – 150 ppm. Due to these low
concentrations, possible implications on the electrolyte properties are neglected. Effects on
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microscopic properties, such as lattice distortion, vacancy introduction etc., is specific to the
impurity itself and a generalization is not straight forward. In Chapter 5, advantages of local
interfacial doping with higher concentrations of divalent Mg2+ are scrutinized.

4.3 Computational Details

The LAMMPS software package [209] is employed for all MD Simulations performed in
this work. For short-range interactions, a cutoff of 9 Å is chosen and 3D Periodic Bound-
ary Conditions (PBC) are applied. The long-range interactions are handled using a PPPM
solver [193]. Following the adiabatic core-shell model, cf. Section 3.3.2, a small timestep
of 0.2 fs is chosen to capture high frequency core-shell vibrations. Thermostatting in the
canonical NVT ensemble is achieved via a Nose-Hoover thermostat, as implemented in
the LAMMPS software [232]. Analogously, simulations in the isothermal-isobaric NPT en-
semble are performed using a Nose-Hoover barostat. Relaxation times are adopted as
Tdamp = 102∆t and pdamp = 103∆t, respectively.

4.3.1 Core-Shell Force Field Parameterization(4.5)

The force field employed for all MD simulations is parameterized specifically for the LATP
Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 material to reproduce its key structural and dynamic properties. As a
basis, the force field for the structurally similar Li4Ti5O12 [233] is used. Building on this, addi-
tional intermediate potentials are parameterized in a multi-step fashion by including structure
sets of LiTi2(PO4)3, AlPO4, LiTiPO5 and LATP. This parameterization scheme promises a
high transferability of the resulting force field. A total of 247 atomistic bulk structures are
constructed and random displacement of individual atomic positions, drawn from a normal
distribution with standard deviation of 0.2 Å, is applied.

Particle interactions are described via a Buckingham potential and the ions are assigned
partial charges. A core-shell model is used for the oxygen anion to account for polarization
of the poly-ionic phosphate tetrahedra. Parameters of effective mass, partial charges and
the harmonic spring constant for the core-shell system are adopted from Ref. [234].

The fitting procedure for the interaction parameters is performed using the General Utility
Lattice Program (GULP) [205]. Herein, energy matching of atomistic structures with first-
principle based DFT reference data is conducted. Additional force matching is considered at
a manual level. The FHI-aims code [235] with the PBE exchange-correlation functional [185]
is used for DFT reference calculations. An all-electron description in the tight tier2 basis
is chosen, which employs a (4 × 4 × 2) Monkhorst-Pack [236] k-point grid. With these
computational settings, densities of the k-point grid consistently exceeded 41469 k-points Å3

with a maximum k-point grid spacing of 0.034 Å-1. Convergence of relative energies is found
within 5.56·10-3 meV atom-1. Resulting LATP force field parameters are listed in Table A.1.

(4.5) Force Field parameterization was performed by Dr. S. Rostami, Chair of Theoretical Chemistry and Cataly-
sis Research Center, Technical University of Munich.
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4.3.2 Core-Shell Force Field Validation

Correlation of both, structure energies and atomic forces, from force field calculations and
DFT reference data is shown in Figure 4.4 (a). While the energy correlation shows a system-
atic force field overestimation for higher energies, the force correlation does not reproduce
this behavior. A separation of force contributions by elemental species is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.4 (b). Generally, the correlation is satisfactory considering the high dimensionality of
the force field and its classical analytical character.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Energy and force correlation of LATP structures computed with parameterized force field
and reference DFT data. (a) Correlation between energy and force of randomly dis-
placed atoms in different LATP configurations. (b) Atomistically resolved force correla-
tion for each element in the corresponding LATP configurations. Images adapted from
Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

A key characteristic of the LATP material is an inherent anisotropic behavior along the c-
crystalline axis [132]. To further validate the obtained core-shell force field, this anisotropy
is first screened in a Birch-Murnaghan like graph shown in Figure 4.5 (a). Here, the relative
change in energy is monitored upon changes of the lattice constants. ∆(a, b), which are
varied collectively, and ∆c are varied between -2.5 % and 5 % of the original lattice con-
stants. The core-shell force field is able to capture the anisotropic behavior and reproduces
the DFT reference lowest energy lattice constants.

Experimentally, the anisotropic behavior of LATP has been shown from asymmetric lattice
expansion when measuring the thermal expansion coefficient [132]. Figure 4.5 (b) depicts
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the change in lattice constants La,b and Lc, when the LATP system is heated up. To obtain
these values, NpT MD simulations at different temperatures are conducted. The systems
are equilibrated for 20 ps to reach convergence and the following 40 ps trajectory is used
as the production run. To account for stochastic effects from realizing fully occupied LATP
structures, 10 bulk configurations containing 110 atoms are simulated at each temperature.
Respective errors are taken from the standard deviation of these structural ensembles. De-
spite a small systematic offset, the LATP core-shell force field reproduces the extended
thermal expansion along the c-axis and shows negligible variation along a and b-axes.
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Figure 4.5: Anisotropic behavior of LATP. (a) Relative energy changes of an LATP bulk unit cell upon
variation of lattice parameters ∆(a, b) (altered collectively) and ∆c, as obtained from the
core-shell force field. The intersection of the dashed lines corresponds to the energetic
minimum structure obtained by DFT. (b) Lattice constant expansion upon heating for
the core-shell force field from short NpT simulations as compared to experiment [132].
Error bars are computed from standard deviations of ten LATP structures for each point.
Images adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

To further validate the dynamic behavior of the underlying core-shell force field, Figure 4.6 (a)
shows element specific MSDs from NVT simulations conducted at 600 K and Figure 4.6 (b)
depicts a respective Arrhenius plot of Li ion conductivities at different temperatures. From
the force field MSDs, elements of the rigid host, i.e. O, Al, Ti, and P, are virtually immo-
bile as compared to the Li ions. This accurately reproduces the expected behavior for ion
mobility in a Li conducting SSE. The computed Li ion conductivities over a temperature
range between 300 – 1200 K shows a slight overestimation of the activation energy with
Ea,core−shell = 243 meV, which can be retrieved from the slope in the Arrhenius formalism.
However, experimental values [47] are measured at low temperatures and a linear extrapo-
lation across such an extended temperature range may be subject to errors. The parame-
terized core-shell force field is able to reproduce key features of the LATP material, such as
anisotropic behavior and ion dynamics.
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Figure 4.6: Ion dynamic validation of LATP force field. (a) MSD of different ion species at 600 K from
NVT simulations conducted with core-shell force field. Immobile ion species O, Al, Ti,
and P are magnified by a factor 100 to visualize their convergence. (b) Arrhenius plot
of Li ion conductivities as determined from MD simulations at different temperatures and
corresponding bulk LATP experimental values [47].

4.4 Atomistic Grain Boundary Model

As evidenced by TEM and APT findings, grain boundaries in LATP exhibit a complex and
multi-phase structure. The modeling of sharp interfaces via coinciding lattices, see Sec-
tion 2.3.3, is thus not suitable in this case, but a more elaborate scheme is needed. A novel
approach introduced herein, explicitly features slabs of two structurally different phases,
which are motivated from experimental findings. A computational sintering protocol is em-
ployed to fuse these slabs to a target density. By design, the resulting atomistic model in
Figure 4.7 is comprised of these crystalline and amorphous bulk phases. The most striking
feature, which has not entered the construction of the model, is the formation of nanometer
sized complexions to both sides of the grain boundary.

A key characteristic of these complexions is the gradual loss of structure going from the crys-
talline grain to the fully amorphous interphase in the center of the boundary, cf. phosphate
cuts displayed in Figure 4.7. The quantifiable structural differentiation from adjacent bulk
phases and an observed thermodynamically self-limited thickness qualifies these regions
as actual complexions [44].

Following elemental profiles across the grain boundary from APT measurements, these
complexions feature a Ti depletion at the crystalline grain interface. An energetically favor-
able segregation of Al and Ti at the grain surface is crucial for the observed local separation
of charge carriers and thus the dendrite suppression capabilities of LATP.
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Figure 4.7: Atomistic model of the grain boundary. The crystalline grains, the amorphous interphase,
and the semi-amorphous complexions at the grain surfaces are shown. Elemental colors
are chosen as Li , Al , Ti , O , and P . The gradual loss of structure across the
grain boundary is illustrated by five close-ups displaying LATP phosphate units. Image
adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

4.4.1 Construction of Two Slab Model

In a first step, a crystalline LATP slab is cut to reproduce the orientation from experimental
TEM results. In order to obtain an orthogonal slab, the original LATP ICSD unit cell is
extended and cut into a (1 × 1 × 2) supercell with the three real-space box vectors ~x =
[2 − 2 1], ~y = [2 4 1] and ~z = [−4 − 2 1], as shown in Figure 4.8 (a). The first vector is
dictated by the observed [2 − 2 1] zone-axis direction of the TEM image, cf. Figure 4.2, and
the characteristic Li cubic sub-lattice is aligned in (0 1 2)hex relative to the grain boundary.
Partially occupied Ti/Al and Li sites in the crystal structure are sampled to full occupancy
to reproduce the Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 stoichiometry. Though this sampling is a stochastic
process, a single realization for Li occupation suffices, as these ions are highly mobile in
LATP. Al-Al distances do not show a significant energetic effect, which similarly justifies a
single realization of Aluminum sampling, cf. Ref. [1].

To avoid inducing a dipole in the truncated slab, the terminating Ti/Al layers toward vacuum
are sampled to half occupancy on both sides. An anti-symmetric configuration is chosen for
the two opposite planes, which yields a total of

(
natoms

nsites

)
=
(18

36

)
= 9.075·109 possible combina-

tions. Single point energies for 500 randomly chosen realizations are shown in Figure 4.8 (b)
(left). The energetically most favorable configuration from electrostatic considerations is a
maximum spreading of ions on the site grid. Ten equidistant structures of the lowest 100
configurations have been chosen to screen for energetic preference of Al3+ versus Ti4+ ter-
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Figure 4.8: Crystalline LATP slab construction. (a) Atomistic structure of truncated LATP slab with
(0 1 2), (1 − 1 2) and (1 0 − 2) planes and real space vectors [2 − 2 1], [2 4 1] and
[−4 − 2 1]. Elemental colors are chosen as Li , Al , Ti , O , and P . (b) Single point
energies of 500 randomly chosen surface terminations. Energetic difference between
ten relaxed structures at 300 K of the two different surface terminations Al-rich versus
Ti-rich. Images adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

mination. A 1 nm vacuum slab is introduced between terminating planes and the truncated
grain slab is extended through PBC.

In Figure 4.8 (b) (right), the energetic difference for each corresponding Al-rich and Ti-rich
termination is computed from 100 ps MD simulations at 300 K. For all surface realizations,
a consistent energetic preference for Al-termination is shown. Therefore, the lowest energy
rank Al-terminated configuration is chosen as basis for the grain boundary model.

To model the amorphous domain, information about chemical composition is employed from
experimental APT measurements. The interface model is constructed to model a represen-
tative for the ensemble composition of stoichiometric LATP. Therefore, the experimentally
observed elemental profiles are shifted to fit nominal values for the LATP crystalline grain.
This allows for comparison of macroscopic properties, such as ion conductivities, to experi-
ment. Since the atomistic model is extended through PBC, the elemental profiles are further
mirrored at the center of the grain boundary to yield Figure 4.9 (a). The adjusted profiles
of Al, Ti, Li and P are translated into an absolute number of ions for the amorphous phase.
The oxygen distribution strictly follows the P profile, as only tetrahedral phosphate units are
considered. While the so enforced local charge neutrality compensates the lack of an exact
oxygen profile from APT, the excess amount of phosphorous from APT cannot be met.

A regular 3D host grid with 5.2 Å spacing in vacuum is introduced between the terminating
planes. A surplus of grid points is deliberately chosen, to allow for more flexibility when
stochastically sampling the LATP building blocks, i.e. phosphates, Ti, Al and Li, onto the grid.
Phosphate polyhedra are considered as fixed units and randomly rotated before sampling.
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Figure 4.9: Chemical composition and modeling of amorphous bulk phase. (a) Adjusted elemen-
tal profiles from APT experiment mirrored in the grain boundary center and shifted to
nominal bulk composition. (b) Exemplary structure of the initial stochastically sampled
amorphous phase onto a regular grid in vacuum. Elemental colors are chosen as Li ,
Al , Ti , O , and P . Phosphate tetrahedra are considered as fixed units. Images
adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

The stochastic nature of this sampling protocol required multiple realizations to obtain a
representative structural ensemble. A schematic realization is shown in Figure 4.9 (b).

While the large grid spacing avoids overlap of atoms, the obtained sparsely occupied vac-
uum slab does not represent a physical system. Therefore, the amorphous phase is com-
pressed iteratively following the scheme shown in Figure 4.10 (a). First, the z-coordinate of
atoms in the vacuum slab are rescaled by a factor of 0.99. This results in an unoccupied
region between atoms in vacuum and the adjacent crystalline grain. Second, the crystal
domain on top is collapsed by this unoccupied space. Geometry optimization in a third step
allows for relaxation of the atoms from the regular grid and avoids unfavorable close con-
tacts, which may have been introduced by the rigid compression. These steps render one
iteration to compress the overall structure into a more realistic system.

Energetic stabilization of five such atomistic models upon iterative compression is shown in
Figure 4.10 (b). An initially low density from the sparse model is compressed to ρ= 2.5 g cm-3.
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Figure 4.10: Compression of sparse grain boundary model. (a) Schematic of iterative process to
compress the vacuum slab. 1 rescaling of z-coordinate, 2 collapsing of structure
by unoccupied region and 3 geometric optimization to allow for structural relaxation.
(b) Energetic stabilization of stochastically sampled grain boundary structures upon
vacuum compression. Image (b) adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

The resulting atomistic structures enter a computational sintering protocol to further relax
into more favorable configurations and meet experimentally reported relative densities.

4.4.2 Computational Sintering Protocol

The relatively short geometry optimization in the iterative compression scheme to eliminate
vacuum does not sufficiently ensure full structural minimization and the elimination of an
artificial long-range structure introduced by the regular host grid. A computational sintering
protocol is established, closely following the experimental procedure [96]. A schematic of the
sintering protocol employed in experiment is shown in Figure 4.11 (a). An initial densification
in the computational setup is achieved by rescaling and simultaneous step-wise heating
of the system. A subsequent melting, i.e. MD simulations at elevated temperatures, and
quenching step yield an atomistic structure which is relaxed in NpT to obtain the final grain
boundary model.

The target density entering the compression step as well as the maximum sintering temper-
ature and melting simulation time are not known a priori and are investigated in a Design
Of Experiment (DOE) ansatz. In the compression phase, MD simulations are conducted in
NVT for 20 ps at each iteration to allow for relaxation into more favorable structures. This
one dimensional compression in z-direction corresponds to the uni-axial pressing in exper-
iment. The maximum sintering temperature employed in experiment is 1100 ◦C, which is
maintained for eight hours [96]. These time scales exceed the computational power and
necessitate a shorter melting step at elevated temperatures. Quenching the system to am-
bient temperatures is achieved via step-wise NVT simulations with sufficient dwelling times.
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Figure 4.11: Sintering of LATP powder. (a) Schematic experimental sintering procedure. 1 Uni-
axial die pressing of powder precursors, 2 cold isostatic pressing and 3 sintering at
high temperatures for several hours [96]. (b) Computational sintering profile for mass
density, temperature, and relative energy change. Image (b) adapted from Stegmaier
et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

Due to slower relaxation at lower temperature, dwelling times are extended exponentially
with a quenching rate of 2 K ps-1. In a final step, the system is relaxed in NpT to fully relax
the system at ambient atmosphere. The three properties of mass density, temperature and
system energy along the computational sintering profile are shown in Figure 4.11 (b).

To identify the effect of sintering parameters on the final density after equilibration ρnpt and
the relative energy gain, a fullfactorial DoE analysis is conducted. A target final density can
be estimated from reported 94 % relative amorphous density as compare to the LATP crys-
tal bulk [132]. This yields a density of ρnpt = 0.94 · 2.81 g cm-3 = 2.641 g cm-3. The target
energy is to be minimized. The three parameters, i.e. factors, are the density after compres-
sion ρcomp, the maximum sintering temperature Tmax and the equilibration time tequil for the
melting step. For each factor, a lower and upper limit, i.e. level, is screened. For the com-
pression density, the lower limit is chosen as the target density ρcomp,− = 2.641 g cm-3 and
the upper limit is chosen as 110 % of this final density. The effect of sintering temperature
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is tested between Tmax,− = 1500 K and Tmax,+ = 2250 K. The lower limit is the experimental
sintering temperature and the upper limit temperature is chosen above which LATP grains
start to actually melt and lose integrity. By design the amorphous composition may not re-
quired an additional melting step. The limits for the melting time are therefore chosen as
tequil,− = 0 ps and tequil,+ = 100 ps. The factors of interest and their respective levels are
listed in Table 4.1. The fullfactorial design plan is provided in Table B.1.

Table 4.1: DoE factors and levels to screen effects on system energy and hit a target experimental
density from the computational sintering protocol.

Factor Level
− +

ρcomp 2.641 g cm-3 2.904 g cm-3

Tmax 1500 K 2250 K

tequil 0 ps 100 ps

The sensitivity analysis shown in Figure 4.12 (a) reveals the final density ρnpt to be merely
affected by the target density in the compression step ρcomp. The other two factors of max-
imum temperature and melting simulation time show virtually no effect on this observable.
Since both, lower and upper limit of the compression density, lead to an increase in final
density, a sparse sweep at lower values of ρcomp is conducted. A suitable compression
density of 2.54 g cm-3 is identified, see Ref. [1].
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Figure 4.12: Sensitivity analysis of three factors and two respective levels of the computational sin-
tering protocol for (a) final density ρnpt and (b) relative system energy. Images adapted
from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

The corresponding sensitivity analysis for system energy is shown in Figure 4.12 (b). The
dominant lever for energy minimization is the maximum temperature Tmax,+ = 2250 K. The
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sensitivity analysis further supports the need for a melting step in the sintering protocol, as
system energy decreases with tequil,+. Since energy convergence is achieved after 50 ps,
this shorter simulation time is chosen.

The established protocol is generally transferable to other ceramic grain-grain interphases.
Exact simulation parameters, however, need to be reevaluated for each individual case.

4.4.3 Structural Characterization of Interface

Density and Chemical Composition

While for the sintering protocol the total mass density of the system is considered, a spatial
resolution of the density across the different domains is shown in Figure 4.13 (a). To account
for stochastic effects, the density is averaged over five sampled grain boundary configura-
tions after sintering. In the crystalline domain, the density exhibits an oscillation across the
distinct planes of the underlying orientation. A reference density of 2.84 g cm-3 is maintained
locally for the crystal during sintering. The grain boundary area shows a decreased density
of 2.49 g cm-3 and larger deviation between the different configurations.
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Figure 4.13: Density and chemical composition of final grain boundary structures. (a) Spatially re-
solved mass density profile across the grain boundary. (b) Elemental profiles across
the grain boundary and corresponding experimental profiles (dashed lines). Images
adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

Elemental profiles for P, Ti, Li, and Al across the grain boundary are shown in Figure 4.13 (b).
The corresponding mirrored and shifted experimental profiles are indicated by respective
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dashed lines. Analogously to the density, the atomistic distribution is averaged over five
atomistic models to account for the stochastic nature. The largest deviation from APT is
observed for P, which can be attributed to the limited flexibility since phosphates are taken as
fixed units. Due to charge neutrality restrictions, the phosphate profile is thus governed by all
other cations. The deliberate complete segregation of Al and Ti at the complexion interface
leads to enhanced Al peaks at the intersection between grain and grain boundary and Al
depletion in sub-surface grain layers. The Ti profile exhibits the respective opposite behavior.
Though Li ions are initially stochastically sampled into the amorphous grain boundary, there
is a local enrichment close to the interface on both sides of the grain boundary. This is also
characteristic in the Li profiles retrieved from APT measurements, cf. Figure 4.3 (c).

TEM Simulations(4.6)

TEM images of the obtained grain boundary models are simulated using the Dr. Probe Soft-
ware [218] to compare the key structural characteristics with experimental TEM findings.
Simulation parameters are adopted from the FEI Tecnai microscope used for imaging [237]
and a list of the parameters is provided in Table C.1. A Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
for the detector is used, as measured by the knife edge method [238]. Aligning the resulting
simulated HRTEM image with a respective close-up of the experimental image, see Fig-
ure 4.14, both crystalline and amorphous region are reproduced as well as the darker thin
regions attributed to the complexions.

Figure 4.14: Alignment of experimental and simulated TEM image. Close-up of the grain bound-
ary as obtained from experimental TEM aligned with a simulated TEM image of the
atomistic model. Image adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

In order to resolve the TEM contrast from simulation, the dominant lens aberrations, i.e. defo-
cus and spherical aberration, need to be determined. A Scherzer-focus of zScherzer = 63.3 nm
is applied in all simulations, which is calculated from Equation (3.30) with the electron

(4.6) Dr. J. barthel, Ernst Ruska-Centre for Microscopy and Spectroscopy with Electrons (ER-C 2), Forschungs-
zentrum Jülich, has provided parameters and advised in TEM simulations.
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wavelength λ= 2.508 pm of an employed 200 keV laser beam. The spherical aberration
Cs = 1.2 mm is taken from the microscope specifications, cf. Table C.1.

The system thickness in beam direction, i.e. the x-axis, is screened in ≈5 nm steps up to a
thickness of ≈100 nm as shown in Figure 4.15. At a thickness of ≈49 nm the reflexes from
the Li sub-lattice best reproduce the experimental pattern. Thermal diffusive scattering is ac-
counted for by introducing isotropic Debye-Waller factors Biso, according to Equation (3.35),
for each atom. The factors are calculated from the MSD of a 1 ns MD trajectory at 300 K.
Domain resolved averaged of the element specific Biso values are listed in Table C.2. Ions
in the amorphous bulk are generally more mobile than in the crystalline grain.

0 10 20 30 40 49 59 69 79 89 98
probe thickness (nm)

z

y
x

10 nm

Figure 4.15: Thickness map of a simulated TEM image at a focus of 63.3 nm. Image adapted from
Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

For sample thicknesses of ≈50 nm, the dominant contribution to the image contrast can be
attributed to elastic scattering. Energy loss from e.g. plasmon excitation, surface plasmons
or interband transitions, may however lead to inelastic contributions. To account for both
scattering effects, the final simulated TEM is a weighted sum of images with different de-
focus values. An averaged inelastic contribution is simulated assuming equally weighted
energy loss in a range of 10 – 100 eV. An additional defocus of dz =Cc

dE
E0
≈600 nm is con-

sidered. Cc is the microscope chromatic aberration of 1.2 mm and E0 is the beam energy of
200 keV. A focal series from 0 – 600 nm in steps of 5 nm is simulated to obtain the inelastic
contribution image. The resulting TEM image is weighted with equally 0.5 elastic and in-
elastic contribution. A mean free path of 200 nm of the scattered electrons is assumed. The
obtained quasi-elastic substitute image does not account for the physical origin of inelastic
scattering but merely account for the optical effect.

To compare simulated TEM imaged directly with experiment, the contrast ranges of the gray
scale images are aligned by shifting and normalization, cf. Ref. [1]. Figure 4.16 shows the
contrast intensity profiles and corresponding images of both, experimental and simulated
TEM. For the simulated images, pure elastic and inelastic and the weighted sum of both
contributions is shown.

The intensity profile across the grain boundary averaged over the pixel columns of the TEM
gray-scale image exhibits distinct local minima at the aforementioned darker stripes and an
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Figure 4.16: Contrast intensity profiles from experimental and simulated TEM images. From left
to right: Inset of experimental TEM image with corresponding intensity profile across
grain boundary. Elastic simulated TEM image of atomistic model at Scherzer defocus
of 63.3 nm and corresponding intensity profile. According "inelastic" contribution of
averaged TEM images with defocus values between 0 – 600 nm in steps of 5 nm and
corresponding intensity profile. Weighted sum of elastic and inelastic contribution to
the simulated TEM image and corresponding intensity profile. Images adapted from
Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

increase towards the grain boundary center. There are two subtle symmetrical kinks toward
the grain boundary center. While the elastic contribution from simulation more accurately
reproduces the bright, distinct reflexes, the inelastic contribution image shows higher agree-
ment with experiment for the intensity. Both, the dark regions at the interface, as well as
a brighter grain boundary center are better reproduced for the inelastic image. However,
neither of the simulated images shows quantitative agreement with experiment. In the final
weighted sum of elastic and inelastic contribution, the intensity profile is flattened, yet the
characteristic darker rims are maintained.

Other possible reasons, besides inelastic scattering, for an observed intensity brightening
can be attributed to changes in chemical composition toward lower atomic numbers, a lower
local density, and a decreased sample thickness. Since neither APT measurements, nor
STEM EDS suggest a significant chemical change towards lower atomic number elements,
the first effect is neglected. Hence, the effect of a lower local density and heterogeneous
sample thickness on TEM image contrast are scrutinized. The resulting intensities, density
and thickness profiles, as well as the corresponding TEM images are shown in Figure 4.17.

In order to investigate the impact of a lower local density, the grain boundary atomistic
model is artificially stretched in an iterative fashion and subsequent thermal annealing. An
extreme stretching of the amorphous domain yields a local density of ≈1.5 g cm-3 in the
grain boundary center. The corresponding TEM contrast does exhibit slight brightening, yet
the intensity profile is not in quantitative agreement with experiment. Since further stretching
is not possible due to ripping effects and such low values do not align with experimentally
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Figure 4.17: Possible density and thickness effects on TEM contrast. All simulated TEM image are
a superposition of elastic and inelastic contribution obtained as stated in the text above.
From left to right: Experimental inset of TEM image and intensity profile for reference.
Simulated grain boundary TEM image of the unchanged atomistic model with intensity
across the grain boundary. Effect of grain boundary density variation. Preferential
thinning in the grain boundary and respective TEM intensity profile. Images adapted
from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

reported relative densities [132], the mass density as obtained from computational sintering
is adopted for further analyses.

Preferential thinning, e.g. introduced during TEM sample preparation with Focused Ion
Beam (FIB) [239, 240], is modeled by locally altering the sample thickness from a bulk value
of 49 nm to a decreased value of 34 nm in the grain boundary center. Similar to the lower
density, a reduced thickness does lead to an increase in intensity, yet the strong gradient as
seen in experiment is not reproduced.

Neither local density, nor thickness variation satisfactorily reproduces the sharp intensity
increase in the LATP grain boundary center as observed in experiment. Therefore, other
inelastic effects, such as phonon excitation and interband transitions, are hypothesized to
cause the bright streak in the grain boundary center. These are however not in scope of the
current work.

4.4.4 Domain Analysis

Quantitative Complexion Assignment

To quantitatively assign the complexion region, a 2D Fourier Transform based approach is
introduced. Here, the periodicity of the underlying LATP Ti-Al framework is assessed and
spatially resolved across the grain boundary. Atomic positions, i.e. point vectors in space,
of Ti4+ and Al3+ ions are translated into densities by placing 3D Gaussians and mapping
onto a regular 3D grid. Density slabs along the z-axis of width ∆z are projected into the
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2D xy-plane. Taking a 2D Fourier Transform of these density slabs and shifting the zero-
frequency component to the plane center, yields the structure characteristic patterns shown
in the insets of Figure 4.18 (a). For Ti/Al atoms in the crystalline region, which are aligned
in a periodic fashion, the resulting Fourier approach yields few distinct reflexes (left inset).
In the amorphous domain, the Ti/Al atoms are more randomly displaced, leading to less
intense, yet more reflexes (right inset).
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Figure 4.18: Fourier approach for complexion assignment. (a) Sum of 2D Fourier Transform inten-
sities F (z) as a measure of amorphization along the z-axis. Insets show 2D Fourier
intensity map of crystalline domain (left) and amorphous domain (right) with character-
istic reflex patterns. (b) Complexion assignment by structural transition obtained from
first derivative of F (z)′. Images adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

In order to obtain a profile of the degree of structure, or amorphization, respectively, scalar
values for each density slab are obtained by summation of the Fourier intensities I2D−FFT(z)
and normalization to its maximum values as

F (z) =

∑
xy I2D−FFT(z)∑

xy Imax
. (4.1)

In this picture, few and distinct reflexes yield lower values for the sum of intensities, while
many less pronounced reflexes yield larger values, cf. Figure 4.18 (a).

The actual assignment into crystalline bulk, complexion and amorphous bulk across the z-
axis is based on the transition of structural degree, i.e. the numerical derivative F (z)′. The
widths for the two complexions can be clearly assigned according to Figure 4.18 (b).

Complexions, by definition, require a thermodynamically self-limiting thickness [44]. To vali-
date an independent complexion width from the adjacent bulk regions, grain boundary struc-
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tures are realized with different extended amorphous domains. Five such atomistic models
are obtained, following the same construction and sintering protocol. In Figure 4.19 (a), two
such atomistic structures with largest amorphous domain Lamorph

5 and respective smallest
amorphous domain Lamorph

1 are shown. The crystalline domains are the same for all struc-
tures. Specifications of the atomistic set up and resulting domain widths for all five structures
L1 –L5 are provided in Table D.1.
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Figure 4.19: Self-limiting complexion width. (a) Comparison of atomistic grain boundary structures
with different size amorphous domain (Lamorph

5 > Lamorph
1 ), yet similar size complexion

widths (Lcomp
5 ≈ Lcomp

1 ). (b) Width of the complexion as quantified by 2D Fourier trans-
forms for simulation cells in which the fraction of the amorphous part (Lamorph

z /Ltotal
z )

after computational sintering varied between 40 – 48 % of the total simulation cell length
Ltotal
z . Image (b) adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

The amorphous part for the five different size structures takes between 40 – 48 % of the total
width, i.e. Lamorph/Ltotal. Within error bars, the identified width of the intermediate regions
are found to be constant, cf. Figure 4.19 (b), thus justifying the formation of complexions.

Ti-Al Segregation in the Complexion

A consistent energetic preference toward Al-termination of the crystalline slabs against
vacuum has been shown for different stochastic surface realizations, cf. Figure 4.8 (b).
To prove this segregation prevails also for the sintered structures, five atomistic models
are constructed with both, Al- and Ti-termination. For maximum comparability, the trun-
cated slabs for both terminations have the exact same stochastic sampling and merely
the surface Al3+ ions are swapped for nearest sub-surface Ti4+ ions. Equal simulation pa-
rameters for the sintering protocol are taken for all models. Relative energy differences
(EAlrich

pot − ETirich
pot )/Natoms are shown in Figure 4.20.

Since the majority of atoms in the bulk phases remain energetically unaffected, normaliza-
tion with the total number of atoms Ntotal suggests merely small energetic gain for the
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Figure 4.20: Energetic difference of five Ti- vs. Al-terminated sintered grain boundary structures
normalized to the number of all atoms Ntotal and the number of complexion atoms
Ncomplex. Image adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

Al-termination. Therefore, the energy difference needs to be normalized by the affected
atoms in the complexion Ncomplex, which make about 20 % of the entire structure. The
energetic analysis confirms a surface termination preference toward Al-rich termination with
energetic gains in the range of the slab-vacuum systems. The local Ti-depletion is thus not
an artifact introduced by the initial slab design, but renders a key chemical feature of the
LATP grain boundary.

The local Ti distribution on a nanometer scale is crucial for electronic conductivity in the
ceramic LATP SSE. This is due to the tetravalent Ti4+ ion being easily reducible to Ti3+

by a nearby electron, which leads to the generation of small polarons [241, 242]. Polaron
hopping is the main electron conduction mechanism in ceramic insulators such as LATP and
exhibits an exponential dependence on the height and width of the hopping barrier [243].
The electronic conductivity is thus highly sensitive to nearest-neighbor (NN) Ti-Ti distances.

From Radial Distribution Functions (RDFs), the local density of Ti can be spatially resolved
and is shown for both, the grain and the grain boundary domain in Figure 4.21 (a). Zooming
into the first peak reveals a subtle peak at 4.65 Å for Ti-Ti NN distance in the grain domain,
which vanishes for the grain boundary.

An average minimum Ti-Ti NN distance 〈dTi−Ti〉 can be retrieved from the RDF from inte-
grating over the first peak according to

〈dTi−Ti〉 =

∑
d · RDF(r)∫
RDF(r)

. (4.2)

The resulting domain resolved distances are shown in Figure 4.21 (b). With an average
〈dTi−Ti

crystal〉= 4.88keV, the Ti atoms in the crystalline grain approach each other more closely as
compared to the amorphous domain and especially the complexion. The local Ti depletion
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Figure 4.21: Ti nearest neighbor distances. (a) Bulk partial RDF of Ti-Ti for grain and grain bound-
ary region with inset of first peaks. (b) Schematic illustration of Ti-Ti nearest dis-
tances in the different domains as retrieved from RDF analysis. Image (a) adapted
from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

from Ti-Al segregation at the grain surface leads to a significant increase of the Ti-Ti NN
distance by more than 0.5keV with 〈dTi−Ti

complex〉= 5.41 Å. This increase presents a sizable
anisotropic electronic impedance for the polaron hopping across the complexion.

4.5 Li Diffusion Simulations and Ion Conductivity

By means of MD Simulation, Li dynamic behavior is accessible in the different domains of the
established structural grain boundary models. After equilibration in NVT and NpT for 25 ps
and 1 bar, respectively, production runs for 1 ns are conducted at varying temperatures. Fol-
lowing the Nernst-Einstein relation introduced in Section 3.4, the obtained MSDs from ion
trajectories are extrapolated to respective ion conductivities. For each temperature, an en-
semble of five grain boundary structures is considered and an Arrhenius-like representation
with log10(Tσ) versus 1/T is shown in Figure 4.22 (a).

The domain resolved Li ion conductivities in the crystalline region exhibit generally high
agreement with bulk experimental values [47]. This is especially the case for elevated tem-
peratures, where due to improved statistical sampling, the simulation results are more reli-
able as compared to ambient temperatures.

From experimental Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) data [47], the contribu-
tion of interfacial Li ion conductivity to the overall performance is suggested to be orders of
magnitude lower than for bulk LATP. The MD data presented in Figure 4.22 (a), however,
does not support such a severe diffusion bottleneck across the interface, i.e. complexion
and amorphous domain. Therefore, an observed lower interfacial diffusivity is not an intrin-
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sic feature of the LATP grain boundary, but may be attributed to poor interfacial contacting
or residual secondary phase with extremely poor Li ion conductivity [96, 165].
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Figure 4.22: Domain resolved Li mobility in grain boundary model. (a) Arrhenius plot with the
domain-resolved Li ion conductivities as determined from MD simulations. Experimen-
tal values from Mertens et al. [47] for crystalline LATP bulk are added for reference. (b)
Mapped Li ion trajectory from 700 K NVT simulation to visualize Li ion pathways across
the grain boundary (top) and respective 2-fold slabs in the xy-plane for the domains:
grain (bottom-left), complexion (bottom-center) and amorphous bulk (bottom-right). Im-
ages adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

For a mechanistic understanding of diffusion pathways across the LATP grain boundary
interface, Li ion trajectories of a 2 ns MD simulation at 700 K NVT are projected onto a 2D
density plot as shown in Figure 4.22 (b). In the crystalline domain, the MD simulations
confirm the experimentally reported presence of well-defined Li-ion channels [244]. These
channels allow for fast Li ion migration through the highly symmetric LATP host.

While the amorphous domain is lacking such long-range structure, the Li ion conductivity
obtained from MD simulation is in a similar regime as for the grains. Mechanistically, the
diffusion of ions in the amorphous interphase are dominated by free volume hopping, facili-
tated by the lower atom density of this region [132].

The slightly impeded ion diffusion across the complexion, cf. Figure 4.22 (a), is likely caused
by a change in diffusion mechanism from the two adjacent bulk phases. When approaching
the complexion, the Li ion channels become more narrow and eventually rip. Such a vanish-
ing channel position is indicated in the Li probability of the complexion. In addition to steric
hindrance, the local Ti-depletion in the complexion leads to a deviation in stoichiometric Ti/Al
content from an optimal 0.3 ≤ xAl ≤ 0.4 [61, 122, 140].
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Error calculation for ion diffusivity

At ambient temperature, few Li ions exhibit diffusive motion but the majority oscillates around
their equilibrium position. Assuming the overall diffusion to be a superposition of Gaussian-
like oscillatory noise and actual diffusive motion [245], the MSD can be described as

MSD(t) = MSDGauss(t) + MSDDiffusion(t). (4.3)

For a separation of these motions, a critical distance dsep is introduced, which the ions travel
from ti to ti+1 at a position dump frequency of 0.5 ps. Exemplary domain resolved distances
travelled for all Li ions in a 1 ns trajectory at 300 K are shown in Figure 4.23 (a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23: Error calculation for Li ion diffusion. (a) Exemplary visual assignment of critical dis-
tance dsep to separate Gaussian noise from diffusive motion for all Li atoms at 300 K in
the crystalline, complexion and amorphous domain. (b) Exemplary motion separated
MSDs for three domains, i.e. crystalline bulk, complexion and amorphous interphase at
500 K for both, Gaussian noise (dashed) and diffusive motion (solid). Images adapted
from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

Since the density is lower in the amorphous domain, the ions can oscillate further from their
equilibrium position leading to a larger value of dsep. This separation of motion is conducted
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for all domains at different temperatures. At elevated temperatures, the diffusive events
become more frequent and the oscillation amplitude becomes larger.

By separating the motion based on a distance criterion, two individual MSDs can be com-
puted as shown in Figure 4.23 (b). Since the atom positions are taken from the same MD
trajectory, the overall distance travelled in the MSDs are similar. However, the poor statistical
sampling for the diffusive MSD leads to larger deviation as compared to the Gaussian noise.

The obtained diffusive error is propagated to the macroscopic properties, i.e. diffusion coef-
ficient and ionic conductivity, via Gaussian error propagation in Equations (3.23) and Equa-
tion (3.25). For the linear regression in the Arrhenius-like plots, the errors are taken as
reciprocal weights, thus accounting for temperature dependent statistical confidence.

4.6 Electronic Structure Calculations(4.7)

The Li diffusion analysis from MD simulation has shown that the reported high dendrite
suppression capability of LATP cannot be attributed to a low interfacial mobility in the grain
boundary. Therefore, electronic structure calculations are performed to localize an intro-
duces excess electron at the interface.

For a more stable convergence, the Density Mixing Ensemble-DFT (DM-EDFT) method is
used for solving the Kohn-Sham equations [246]. The electronic structure is relaxed using
the CASTEP [247] pseudo-potential plane wavecode with Ultrasoft Pseudo Potentials as
provided in the GBRV library [248]. To approximate the exchange-correlation effects, the
default GGA-level PBE functional [185] is employed. Simulation parameters are chosen as
750 eV for the cutoff energy and 0.07 Å for the k-point spacing. Convergence testing for
these parameters is shown in Appendix E.

Due to the observed energetic preference and the distinct chemical composition in the com-
plexion, the computationally demanding DM-EDFT calculations are concentrated on smaller
atomistic structures of Al-terminated grains. The investigated slab geometries comprise a
total of 1098 atoms are obtained from the protocol outlined in Section 4.4.1. The electronic
system structure is relaxed for the neutral state and a formally negatively charged state after
injection of an excess electron.

To compute the excess electron density profile along the z-axis, ρexcess(z), charge density
differences are integrated via numerical binning in x and y direction according to

ρexcess(z) =

∫
y

∫
x
ρexcess(x, y, z) dx dy, with

ρexcess = ρcharged − ρneutral.

(4.4)

Figure 4.24 (a) shows the excess electron density profile along the z-axis. The injected
electron localizes in close proximity to a Ti4+ ion, which is in agreement with experimental
(4.7) Excess charge DFT calculations were performed by Dr. S. P. Rittmeyer, Chair of Theoretical Chemistry and

Catalysis Research Center, Technical University of Munich.
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reports of a favored reduction of Ti4+ during cycling of LATP [249]. This localization accounts
for 35.7 % of the excess charge on a single Ti4+ center in the subsurface layer. Negative
excess charge densities amounting to 4.3 % even suggest withdrawal of electronic density
in the terminating layer toward the reducing transition metal center.

A residual excess charge of 51.9 % is smeared out across the remaining bulk Ti centers.
This charge delocalization is known artifact of the underlying semi-local GGA-level func-
tional. Two exemplary bulk Ti ions suggest an integral excess electron density of ≈6 %,
cf. inset in Figure 4.24 (a). The shaded area at low values of z is neglected, as no significant
charge accumulation is found.
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Figure 4.24: DFT calculations of localized electronic excess charge in the Ti-depleted complexion.
(a) Electronic excess charge density ρexcess over the simulation box length and av-
eraged over planes parallel to the surface. Positive/negative values indicate electron
accumulation/depletion. The excess electron is mainly located in sub-surface layers
containing Ti4+ ions, as demonstrated by the integral of the excess density. A delocal-
ization of excess electron density (≈52 %) among bulk Ti4+ ions (inset) is a known arti-
fact in semi-local functionals such as generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [241,
250]. The rearrangement of electronic density even withdraws a small amount (4.3 %)
of electron density from the surface layer. (b) Corresponding side view of the simu-
lation box with superimposed isosurfaces of electron depletion (red, -0.805 e/Å3) and
electron accumulation (blue, +0.916 e/Å3), confirming the Ti4+ ions as location of a gen-
erated small polaron. Images adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

A respective atomistic structure with superimposed electron density isosurfaces is shown in
Figure 4.24 (b). Close-ups to the left show electron depletion for the surface Al3+ ion and
respective electron accumulation for Ti4+ in subsurface layers. The close-ups to the right
depict residual excess electron density located on two bulk Ti4+ centers.
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Despite the known delocalization artefact of the electronic structure method used, the ex-
cess electron density accumulated predominantly in sub-surface layers. The resulting small
polaron is thus also localized sub-surface and spatially separated from the amorphous in-
terphase. Since the polaron hopping depends exponentially on the height and width of the
barrier, this spatial separation presents a LATP intrinsic electronic barrier in the complex-
ion. The characteristic chemical composition of the complexion thus effectively insulated
the grain from electronic conduction.

4.7 Summary

Leveraging the structural information from HR-TEM images and chemical composition from
APT measurements, a novel atomistic modeling approach is presented toward more realistic
solid-solid interfaces. A complex multi-phase grain boundary of the LATP SSE is obtained
from the introduced computational sintering protocol in this work. The atomistic resolution
allows for the identification of a thin, nanometer-sized complexion forming between the crys-
talline LATP grain and a glass-amorphous interphase.

A thermodynamically self-limiting width and noticeably different structural and chemical built
classify the interfacial region an actual complexion [43, 44]. In experimental TEM images,
the gradual loss of structure across the complexion is recognizable from darkened stripes
at the interface between LATP grain and grain boundary. To a lesser extent, this character-
istic contrast profile across the interface is reproduced from combining elastic and auxiliary
inelastic contributions in the TEM image simulations. Chemically, the established atomistic
grain boundary models support APT findings of a local Al-enrichment and a concomitant
Ti-depletion in the complexion, which are energetically favorable.

Li dynamic analyses from extensive MD simulations in the different domains and across the
interface do not support severe ion diffusion blockage. On the contrary, the glass-amorphous
nature in the grain boundary facilitates similarly high Li conductivity as obtained for the
crystalline grain. Li iso-density studies confirm the high charge carrier mobility in the grain
to be attributable to the experimentally postulated presence of well-defined channels [244].
In the amorphous domain, the observed Li mobility is driven by a larger free volume. Exactly
this change in mechanism at the complexion leads to a slightly lower local ion conductivity.
Grain boundaries in LATP thus do not present an inherent bottleneck to Li diffusion. Other
local defects, such as poor contacting or residual secondary phases, largely contribute to
the experimentally reported orders of magnitude lower interfacial conductivity [47].

The found nano-scale segregation of Ti and Al in the complexion provides a new facet
toward understanding the surprisingly high dendrite suppression capability of LATP [146,
169]. While the bulk electronic conductivity measured in experiment exceeds a postulated
critical threshold by orders of magnitude [40], the depletion of Ti and a resulting increase in
Ti-Ti distances justify a sizable barrier for electron transport via polaron hopping. The bulk
LATP grains are thus encapsulated by a protective, electronically insulating complexion.
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Aging and degradation in SSEs crucially depend on charge carrier dynamics, i.e. Li ions and
electrons. A purely macroscopic approach via bulk measures for both, ionic and electronic
conductivity, does not sufficiently account for the underlying processes. Instead, as shown
herein, a detailed understanding at the atomistic level is needed to resolve local phenom-
ena, which complement the bulk material assessment. Within this picture, an extremely
low residual electronic conductivity may not be needed for the deterioration of dendrite nu-
cleation in LATP, as a nano-scale separation of charge carriers presents an insuperable
electronic barrier. The otherwise thermodynamically redox unstable adjacent bulk phases
may thus be kinetically stabilized.
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5 Active Interfacial Engineering via
Aliovalent Doping in LATP(5.1)

In this chapter, active interfacial engineering of the previously established LATP grain bound-
ary model is explored computationally. Divalent Mg2+ is established as a viable candidate
for aliovalent interface doping. To investigate the effect of the dopant and its concentration
on overall SSE performance, different amounts of Mg2+ are introduced into the interphase
region. Interdiffusion into adjacent grain domains, i.e. dopant bleeding, is modelled via a
novel ion swapping protocol based on Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. The Mg2+ ions mostly
stay spatially confined and only minimal bleeding into the grains is observed. Ion dynamic
analyses do not exhibit severe clogging of Li channels, thus not impairing overall bulk grain
performance. By deliberately substituting Ti4+ for Mg2+ and excess Li+ in the grain boundary,
the residual electronic conductivity via polaron hopping can be lowered. The concomitant
local increase in Li+ charge carrier concentration yields a conductivity increase in the grain
boundary. It is shown, how the protective nature of LATP inherent complexions can be
exploited and grain boundary properties can be improved via interfacial doping with Mg2+.

5.1 Motivation

In a consequent step of developing multi-component functional solid-state devices, efforts
in material research are shifting from bulk material design towards the active engineering
of solid-solid interfaces [27, 28]. While bulk properties play a crucial role in the overall
performance, challenges in realizing ASSBs can be attributed to interfacial processes, see
Section 2.3. Reactive electrochemical instabilities between phases in contact, as well as
metallic dendrite nucleation and growth are processes which often result in cell failure [29,
31]. Even for theoretically compatible bulk materials, microstructural defects introduced
during SSE processing often present an accessible route for dendrite penetration due to
their mechanical properties [32–34].

The majority of engineering approaches is targeted at modifying the interface between elec-
trode and electrolyte, e.g. by introducing buffer layers [251] or ultra smoothing of SSE sur-
faces for improved contacting [148]. Besides the exposed surface to the electrodes, buried

(5.1) Adapted in parts from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.
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interfaces within the SSE are of great interest to suppress dendrite growth and residual
electron transport through the network of grain boundaries. Recently, Xu et al. [252] have
illustrated how a dendrite suppressing glassy phase distributes along the grain boundaries
in Li6.5La3Zr1.5Ta0.5O12 (LLZTO) by mixing with second phase additives.

Since the interfaces are buried and thus not easily accessible, modification and post syn-
thesis analysis is challenging in experiment. Therefore, computational methods are not only
crucial to understand the interfacial processes mechanistically, but also to predict promising
engineering routes. Simulations, mostly at first-principles level, have been conducted on
predicting electrolyte/electrode interfacial compatibility [9, 223, 253]. The premise of such
computationally costly simulations is the mapping of a representative system into smaller
idealized cells to arrive at manageable length and time scales. However, multiphase buried
interfaces with their often low degree of crystallinity require much larger system sizes to
represent a realistic model of an extended grain boundary.

Based on the atomistic model established in Chapter 4, a grain boundary in the ceramic
LATP is considered for interfacial engineering. Experimental findings from TEM and APT [1]
have entered the construction of the model, rendering it a realistic buried interface in LATP.
A protective nano-scale complexion encapsulating the crystalline LATP grains has been
identified, which mitigates reductive degradation and Li nucleation. Cationic doping of the
interface is investigated to further exploit the advantageous nature of this grain boundary.
From APT measurements, an observed local accumulation of Mg2+ in the amorphous grain
boundary streak motivates this divalent cation as a potential interfacial dopant candidate.
Classical force field simulations are employed to investigate the effect of different doping
concentrations on critical local and overall SSE properties.

Three requirements are postulated as prerequisites for a successful engineering of buried
interfaces:

1. The interfacial dopant must not penetrate severely into the adjacent crystalline bulk of
the electrolyte grains, but stay spatially confined, to guarantee long-term stability.

2. The bulk electrolyte performance must not be significantly compromised by the inter-
facial doping.

3. Interface modifications should exploit and enhance desirable electrolyte features.

Mg2+ doping of an LATP grain boundary is screened to identify conditions that meet these
requirements.

5.2 Mg2+ as Interfacial Dopant Candidate

APT measurements identify a local accumulation of cationic Na+, K+, and Mg2+ impurities in
the LATP grain boundary sample, cf. Figure 4.3 (c). Both monovalent alkali metal ions, Na+

and K+, are disregarded as interfacial dopants. Due to their larger ionic radii as compared
to Li+ [254], they are expected to clog the Li-ion channels when incorporated into the LATP
framework. The focus is thus on divalent Mg2+ as a promising interfacial dopant candidate.
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Encouraging results from interfacial doping with Mg2+ into the Na1+xZr2SixP3-xO12 NASICON
SSE have recently been reported by Cheung et al. [255].

In general, Mg2+ is a suitable dopant candidate in Lithium Ion Batterys (LIBs) due to its
high electrochemical stability against metallic Li [256, 257]. Increased steric demands of
the dopant need to be considered for mechanical destabilization of the underlying SSE
system. However, the similar ionic radius of Mg2+ as compared to all other LATP-constituting
elements [258] does not hint towards severe structural disintegration or steric hindrance.

With a formal charge of qMg = +2, which is different from all other cations present in LATP,
Mg2+ furthermore allows for aliovalent doping. In highly ordered materials, i.e. crystalline
ceramics, aliovalent doping is a common engineering tool to introduce defects which may
enhance ion mobility [259]. In amorphous materials, doping with ions of different valence
opens a design route to modify the ionic composition. To maintain charge neutrality, a
decrease in content of higher valent cations, such as Ti4+ and Al3+, leads to an increase of
lower valent cations, such as Li+.

The Mg2+ atom map retrieved from APT is shown in Figure 5.1 (a), with an accumulation in
the grain boundary streak; the Li+ atom map is provided to visualize the full APT sample.
A peak concentration well below 1 at% in the grain boundary, cf. Figure 5.1 (b), renders the
Mg2+ accumulation as an unintentional impurity.
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Figure 5.1: Local accumulation of Mg2+ in LATP grain boundary streak from APT findings. (a) Re-
constructed Mg impurity atom map showing accumulation in the grain boundary and Li
atom map as reference of the APT sample. (b) Corresponding elemental profile for Mg
across the grain boundary from APT experiment. Images reproduced from Stegmaier
et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.
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5.3 Computational Details

MD Simulations employed in this chapter are performed using the LAMMPS Molecular
Dynamics Simulator [209]. The classical core-shell force field for the electrolyte material
Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP) introduced in Section 4.3.1 is extended by Mg2+ interaction pa-
rameters. The time step for numerical integration is chosen as 0.2 fs to account for high
frequency core-shell vibrations. Relaxation times for canonical NVT and isothermal-isobaric
NPT simulations are adopted with Tdamp = 102∆t and pdamp = 103∆t. Short-range interac-
tions are considered up to a distance of 9 Å. Long-range Coulombic interactions are treated
using a PPPM solver [193].

5.3.1 Force Field Extension by Mg2+ Parameters

The underlying Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 classical force field introduced in Section 4.3.1 is used
as a starting point. Herein, polarization of the phosphates is accounted for via a core-shell
treatment of the oxygen. Parameters for the core-shell system are adopted from Kerisit et
al. [234]. The Born model of solids, cf. Section 3.2.1, is applied and a Buckingham poten-
tial is used to describe long-range Coulombic and short-range van der Waals interactions.
Parameters for the LATP system are listed in Table A.1. An extension of the LATP force
field involves the parameterization of Mg2+ interactions only. All other parameters remain
unchanged, as the force field has proven to reproduce key features of the LATP system and
doping of Mg2+ is not expected to have a drastic effect on the overall behavior. Therefore,
the formal charge is determined by twice the Li+ charge with qMg = +1.098 e. The mass and
effective ionic radius are given as mMg = 24.305 u and rMg = 72.0 pm [258]. The atom type
specific parameters are provided in Table A.2.

Local optimization of Mg2+-Phosphate parameters

To reduce complexity, Mg2+-PO3-
4 interactions are first tested independently on the Mg3(PO4)2

material. An orthorhombic supercell comprising 1404 atoms is cut from the reference data-
base structure. The corresponding atomistic structure is depicted in Figure 5.2 (a). Initial
values of the Mg-O, Mg-P and Mg-Mg Buckingham parameters B are chosen as an arith-
metic mean of the respective Li+ and Al3+ parameters according to

BMg2+,j =
BLi+,j +BAl3+,j

2
. (5.1)

This initial parameter guess is based on the charge consideration qMg2+ = qLi+ + qAl3+ /2. Relax-
ation of the Mg3(PO4)2 geometry with these initial parameters yields a density of 3.16 g cm-3,
which is about 20 % higher than for the reference system [260]. Thus, the repulsive contri-
bution to the Buckingham potential, i.e. the ρij parameter, is optimized.

Local optimization is performed using a L-BFGS optimizer as implemented in the SciPy
python library [207]. An optimum parameter set is obtained from varying the ρMg-ion values
to minimize volume difference from the reference structure provided in Table A.3. The struc-
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tures are equilibrated in NPT at 300 K and 1 bar for 20 ps to ensure volumetric relaxation in
between optimization steps.
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Figure 5.2: Local optimization of Mg2+-Phosphate interaction parameters in Mg3(PO4)2. (a) Atom-
istic structure of Mg3(PO4)2 (ID: mp-14396 [260]). Elemental colors chosen as Mg ,
O and P . (b) Partial RDFs for reference structure, initial interaction parameters from
arithmetic mean of Li+ and Al3+ and locally optimized interaction parameters. Images
reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.

Partial RDFs of the different ion pairs, as shown in Figure 5.2 (b), are obtained from a NPT
MD simulation at 300 K and 1 bar for 50 ps for the initially guessed and locally optimized
parameter sets. Due to thermal vibration, the RDFs recovered from MD simulations show a
broadening of the RDF characteristic peaks as compared to the reference structure. Espe-
cially the Mg-O and Mg-Mg partial RDFs after local optimization, show better agreement with
the reference structure as compared to the initial guess. A larger average nearest neighbor
distance of Mg-O after optimization yields a density of 2.67 g cm-3, which deviates below 1 %
from the reference density. The resulting parameters from local optimization serve as input
values for the subsequent fitting of all Mg2+ interaction parameters via global optimization.

Global optimization of Mg2+ doped LATP parameters

For a global optimization of the full Mg2+ parameter set, a fitting to first-principles DFT ref-
erence data is performed. Databases of three stoichiometries with different Mg doping con-
centrations are set up both, for small crystalline and amorphous slabs each comprising
≈220 atoms. The stoichiometries are chosen according to Li1+x+2yAlxMgyTi2-x-y(PO4)3 with
x + y < 0.5. Crystalline slabs are cut from the ICSD database structure [261] and amorphous
slabs are cut from the amorphous bulk of previously established grain boundary models [1].
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With 25 crystalline and 25 amorphous stochastically doped structures for each stoichiome-
try, the database comprises a total of 150 structures.

Reference potential energies and atomic forces are computed from single point DFT cal-
culations using the pseudo-potential plane wave code CASTEP [247], the GGA-level PBE
functional [185], and ultrasoft pseudopotentials as provided by the GBRV library [248]. A
plane wave cutoff energy of 750 eV and a Monkhorst-Pack grid density [236] of 0.07 Å-1 are
employed as previously tested for convergence, cf. Appendix E.

Global optimization is performed using a PSO, as implemented in the inspyred python mod-
ule [206]. Settings for the optimization algorithm are chosen with a population size of 200
and 500 generations. The scoring function is comprised of energy and force contributions,
cf. Equations (3.9) to (3.11). Elemental weights for ions other than Mg2+ are set to zero, as
these are not reparameterized to maintain the original force field for LATP. Force matching
is prioritized by one order of magnitude as compared to energy matching, i.e. wF = 10wE ,
since 3NMg cartesian contributions to the force vector enter the optimization scheme. A
subsequent local optimization using a L-BFGS algorithm is performed, which yields the final
Mg2+ interaction parameters as listed in Table A.2.

5.3.2 Validation of Extended Force Field

Force field and DFT reference correlation of potential energy, with respect to the lowest
energy of the same stoichiometry, and atomistically resolved force components for each
stoichiometry is shown in Figure 5.3.

Two distinct clusters for the energetically lower crystalline and energetically higher amor-
phous structures can be differentiated for all stoichiometries. High energy values for amor-
phous structures are systematically overestimated. Energetic correlation for the classical
force field of such a high order system is in agreement with DFT reference. The degrees
of freedom for optimization of Mg2+ parameters in the fixed LATP host force field is limited
as the majority of atom interactions does not contain the Mg2+ dopant. Considering the
constraints from all other atom species, the force correlation is sufficient for this classical
force-field type and is used to describe doping effects.

Doping with Mg2+ for the specific LATP SSE material has not been reported so far. There-
fore, Li dynamic behavior of the extended force field is validated against ab initio data for
Mg2+ doping of the structurally very similar Li1+x+2yAlxMgyGe2-x-y(PO4)3 (LAMGP) [262]. For
this purpose, a crystalline LATP cell containing 893 atoms is constructed with 75 % Ti site
occupation by Ti4+, 20 % site occupation by Al3+ and 5 % occupation by Mg2+. The doping
contents are equal to the reference LAMGP structure with x = 0.4 and y = 0.1, respectively.
Accounting for the stochastic nature of doping to full occupancy, five such LAMTP struc-
tures are constructed. MD simulations are conducted at 300 K, 400 K, 500 K, 700 K, and
1400 K. Each structure is equilibrated at 1 bar and the respective temperature for 50 ps and
production runs are conducted in NVT at the respective temperature for 500 ps.
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Figure 5.3: Energy (top) and force (bottom) correlation of Li1+x+2yAlxMgyTi2-x-y(PO4)3 structures com-
puted with an extended classical force field and reference DFT data. Correlations are
resolved for each stoichiometry. Images reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC
BY 4.0.

Elemental MSDs for a LAMTP structure at 700 K, as shown in Figure 5.4 (a), confirm Li to
be the only mobile species and all other ions to be virtually immobile. The ionic trend with

Li+ � O2- > Mg2+ > P5+ ' Al3+ ' Ti4+/Ge4+,

qualitatively reproduces the trends reported by Nikodimos et al. [262].

Figure 5.4 (b) shows the Arrhenius-type plot for Li ion diffusion of LAMTP and LAMGP at
different temperatures. Pristine bulk conductivities of the structurally similar NASICON-type
SSEs LATP and LAGP with 3.0·10-3 S cm-1 [122] and 3.38·10-4 S cm-1 [263], respectively,
differ by 1.42 orders of magnitude. The higher mobility of Mg2+ LAMTP by 1.44 orders of
magnitude, as compared to the reported LAMGP diffusivity [262], reproduces this differ-
ence. The extended LATP core-shell force field by Mg2+ interaction parameters thus yields
satisfactory agreement with the limited reference data available for the specific Mg2+ doping
of LATP NASICON material class.

5.4 Atomistic Structures of Mg2+ Interfacially Doped LATP

To scrutinize the effect of interfacial doping of LATP with Mg2+, a previously established
atomistic grain boundary structure is used as reference. A comprehensive protocol on how
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Figure 5.4: Ion dynamics in crystalline Li1.6Al0.4Mg0.1Ti1.5(PO4)3 (LAMTP). (a) Elemental MSDs for a
representative LAMTP structure at 700 K. MSDs for immobile species are magnified by a
factor of 50 to visualize ionic trends. (b) Arrhenius-type plot with Li diffusion coefficients
as determined from MD simulations. Also shown are ab initio values from Nikodimos et
al. [262] for doped Li1.6Al0.4Mg0.1Ge1.5(PO4)3 LAMGP bulk and respective LATP refer-
ence values of the undoped system. Images reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under
CC BY 4.0.

these models are constructed is given in Section 4.4. In brief, the protocol yields a multi-
phase model with crystalline grains, which are encapsuled by a nano-sized complexion, and
an amorphous grain boundary bulk. These three structurally different domains can be differ-
entiated from 2D Fourier analysis of the distortion within the Ti-Al submanifold. An atomistic
structure of the resulting grain boundary GBref and the domains is shown in Figure 5.5.

Respective atomistic structures of crystalline Cref and amorphous bulk Aref reference cells
are shown in the bottom row. The crystalline supercell is cut from the database LATP struc-
ture [261] and sampled to full occupancy. In order to obtain the bulk amorphous cell, a
subcell is cut from respective region in the grain boundary model. During cutting, phosphate
units are kept intact even if oxygen atoms extend through the cell, yielding a slightly larger
volume. To maintain charge neutrality, the exact composition of cationic species Li+, Al3+,
and Ti4+ is slightly modified.The final amorphous bulk cell is obtained by iteratively com-
pressing and equilibrating the system to hit the target amorphous density of 2.49 g cm-3,
cf. Figure 4.13 (a), and relaxed in NPT at 1 bar and 300 K for 100 ps.

Following the profile from APT measurements, cf. Figure 5.1 (b), Mg2+ is initially doped into
the amorphous bulk domain of the reference GBref only. In order to maintain system charge
neutrality upon aliovalent doping, ionic substitutions are performed according to

1 Ti4+ −→ 1 Mg2+ + 2 Li+ or (5.2a)

1 Al3+ −→ 1 Mg2+ + 1 Li+. (5.2b)
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Figure 5.5: Atomistic reference structures of LATP grain boundary GBref and representative bulk
structures for LATP crystalline slab Cref and amorphous bulk slab Aref. The grain bound-
ary structure is differentiated into crystalline grains, amorphous bulk and nano-scale
complexions encapsulating the grains. The amorphous bulk is cut from the respective
bulk domain in the grain boundary structure. Elemental colors are chosen as Li , Al ,
Ti , O , and P . Images reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.

Despite other possible charge neutral substitutions, these two ion exchanges are chosen
to first, deliberately reduce the Ti4+ content and second, to simultaneously increase the Li+

charge carrier content. The former leads to a decrease in TM centers, which are known to
limit the material’s stability towards metallic Li due to polaron hopping [242, 264]. The latter
local increase Li+ is expected to favorably influence ion conductivity as recently suggested by
Mertens et al. [47]. The substitution in Equation (5.2a) would in principle suffice to achieve
a simultaneous TM reduction and local Li+ enrichment. However, though the substitution is
charge balanced, the number of ions is increased from a single Ti4+ to three lower valent
cations. This leads to a substantially higher particle count in the amorphous grain boundary,
which may affect the structural integrity of the host system. Therefore, both Al3+ and Ti4+

are substituted according to Equations (5.2) to mitigate this risk of local overpopulation.

The effect of Mg2+ doping concentration is investigated by analyzing amorphous bulk models
with dopant contents of 0.6 at% – 7.1 at% for GB1 – GB7, cf. Figure 5.6 (a). For all doped
structures, the underlying reference structure GBref remains the same. The lower doping
limit in GB1 is chosen to reproduce the Mg2+ content found in the experimental LATP grain
boundary, cf. Figure 5.1 (b). The upper respective limit in GB7 is chosen to reduce the
amorphous reference Ti4+ content to approximately half. Mg2+ concentration profiles across
the grain boundary are shown for all realized dopings in Figure 5.6 (a). For each doping
concentration, 12 realizations are initially sampled by ionic substitutions in the amorphous
bulk to account for the stochastic nature of the doping process. After application of a MC
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protocol, cf. Section 5.5.1, the initial structures are relaxed into energetically more favorable
configurations. The lowest six energy structures for each concentration are taken as a
compositional ensemble for further analysis.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Initial Mg2+ interfacially doped LATP grain boundary structures. (a) Top: Atomistic struc-
ture with elemental colors chosen as Li , Mg , Al , Ti , O , and P (for emphasis
Mg2+ is enlarged and other ions are transparent). Bottom: Corresponding Mg2+ profiles
across the grain boundary for different doping concentrations GB1 – GB7. (b) Top: Amor-
phous bulk for the reference structure and an exemplary doped structure. Elemental col-
ors, radii and opacity are adopted from (a). Bottom: Cationic composition normalized to
phosphate content according to LiaAlbMgcTid(PO4)3 for GB1 – GB7. Images reproduced
from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.

Substitution of Al3+ and Ti4+ ions for Mg2+ and Li+ is performed following the reported APT
profiles, cf. Figure 4.3 (c). The dopant profiles in Figure 5.6 (a) thus exhibit two local maxima
like in the experimental data. The dopant concentration in the crystalline grain domains is
set to zero to yield true interfacially doped initial structures.

Cationic compositions for the amorphous bulk in all doping models in GB1 – GB7 are shown
in Figure 5.6 (b). A normalization to the amount of phosphate units ensures compositional
comparability of the different doping concentrations with LiaAlbMgcTid(PO4)3. The choice
of a common reference structure GBref ensures consistent normalization. It follows from
Equations (5.2) that both, the Mg2+ and Li+ contents, are increased, while Ti4+ and Al3+

contents are decreased. By design, the highest doping concentration leads to a reduction
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of higher valent ion content by a factor of two from bGBref = 0.4 to bGB7 = 0.2 for Al3+ and
correspondingly dGBref = 1.6 to dGB7 = 0.8 for Ti4+.

5.5 Dopant Bleeding into Grain Bulk Domain

Aging processes and ion diffusion lead to bleeding of the dopant into the crystalline grain
domains. The initial spatial confinement of the dopant in the interphase may thus be lost over
time, i.e. a fraction of the doping ions escape the intended interfacial engineering purpose.

Such dynamic processes take days, months and years of cycling in real time [265–267]. A
direct simulation of these processes is therefore not possible since they exceed the com-
putationally accessible time scales by multiple orders of magnitude. To assess possible in-
terdiffusion processes across an interface via computational simulation, a sampling scheme
based on MC statistics is employed.

5.5.1 Monte-Carlo Swapping Protocol

Türk et al. [173] have recently introduced a Monte-Carlo (MC) based swapping protocol
to simulate interdiffusion of ions across an interface. This protocol is adopted and slightly
adjusted to scrutinize bleeding of Mg2+ dopant from an amorphous grain boundary into
adjacent LATP grains. The idea is to randomly swap Mg2+ with Ti4+, Al3+, or Li+ across an
interface. A swap is accepted if the potential energy difference before and after swapping

∆E := Eafter − Ebefore (5.3)

is favorable, i.e. ∆E ≤0. If this is not the case, i.e. ∆E > 0, a random number q is drawn
from a normal distribution and the swap is accepted if p > q, where

p = exp

[
−∆E

kBT

]
. (5.4)

kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the system temperature. Since this is a stochas-
tic process, multiple walkers with sampled doping structures are randomly initialized and
run in parallel. In order to explore low and high energy configurations in a robust manner,
configurations are exchanged at different temperatures as given by the replica exchange
method [268, 269]. Swapping is performed layer-wise to mimic Fickian diffusion [173].

Figure 5.7 (a) schematically depicts an attempted swap of Mg2+ ↔ Al3+ across the interface
in the first swapping layer. A layer width of 3.5 Å is chosen, which corresponds to the z-
distance between Ti/Al planes in the crystalline domain.

An NPT simulation is run after every 100 attempted swaps at 1000 K and 1 bar for 2 ps to
ensure structural relaxation into local basins of the presumable shallow Potential Energy
Surface (PES) and allow for the redistribution of Li+ to achieve local charge neutrality. A
new swapping layer is added after 10 repetitions, i.e. a total of 1000 swaps per layer, to
allow further penetration of Mg2+ into the grain. With a total of 15,000 attempted swaps, 15
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swapping layers, and a total relaxation time of 300 ps, a region of ≈52.5 Å from the interface
is explored. An exemplary energetic convergence of 12 randomly initialized walkers after
applying the MC swapping protocol is shown in Figure 5.7 (b). The respective tempera-
ture profiles from the parallel tempering, i.e. replica exchange, is shown in Figure 5.7 (c).
Walker simulations are initialized at equidistant temperatures in a regime between 1000 –
2000 K. Elevated temperatures are chosen to enhance dynamics, with an upper limit below
the melting point of crystalline LATP. All walkers explore the full temperature regime in a
robust manner.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic Monte-Carlo (MC) swapping protocol. (a) Interface structure with attempted
swap of Mg2+ ↔ Ti4+ across the interface in first swapping layer. (b) Exemplary energy
profiles of 12 randomly initialized walkers. The potential energy of all walkers converges
over the course of 15,000 attempted swaps. After Nrep = 100 swaps an NPT simulation
is performed. After Nlayer = 1000 swaps the swapping regime is extended by the next ad-
jacent layer Li+1. (c) Parallel tempering for the 12 exemplary walkers with different initial
temperatures Tin,i in an equidistant range between 1000 – 2000 K. Images reproduced
from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.
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5.5.2 Mg2+ Penetration into LATP Grains

The normalized acceptance probabilities of a Mg swap for each cationic species Ti4+, Al3+,
and Li+ averaged over the six lowest energy walkers from MC swapping is shown in Fig-
ure 5.8 (a). With an order of magnitude higher success rate, a preferential swapping of
Mg2+ for Al3+, as compared to Ti4+ and Li+ is observed. Acceptance probabilities of ≈6.41 –
9.36 % for Mg ↔ Al seem large, yet the absolute number of Mg2+ incorporated onto Al3+

sites in the crystal remains small due to the low Al3+ content in Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3. A de-
crease of Mg↔ Al probabilities with increasing doping concentrations can be attributed to a
normalization effect as the Al3+ content decreases. Only for higher doping concentrations,
i.e. from GB1 to GB7, Mg2+ is swapped onto Ti4+ and Li+ sites with higher acceptance prob-
ability. From a thermodynamic perspective, the higher Mg ↔ Ti/Li success rates resemble
an increased driving force due to a higher chemical potential of spatially confined Mg2+.
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Figure 5.8: Penetration of Mg2+ into LATP grain from MC-protocol. (a) Normalized swapping ac-
ceptance probabilities for each Mg↔ cation pair in all doping concentrations GB1 – GB7

according to NMg-cat
swapped/NMg-cat

attempted. (b) Mg2+ profiles across grain boundary after MC swap-
ping averaged over the six lowest energy walkers of different doping concentrations. An
exemplary atomistic substructure of crystalline Ti-Al framework with incorporated Mg2+

ions after swapping is added. Images reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY
4.0.

The Mg-cation swapping acceptance probabilities are translated into quantifiable dopant
bleeding from the Mg2+ concentration profiles across the studied interface as shown in Fig-
ure 5.8 (b). While the atomistic models feature two interfaces between the crystalline grain
and the amorphous grain boundary, cf. Figure 5.6 (a), MC swapping is performed asymmet-
rically across only one interface. Since the crystalline bulk domain in the simulated system
does not extend far enough, it is crucial to focus the bleeding analysis to one interface, in
order to avoid overlapping of the Mg leakage from both sides. An extension of the system
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size leads to significantly higher computational cost. For real systems, a symmetric dopant
leakage at both interfaces is expected.

Figure 5.8 (b) shows a Mg2+ incorporation of ≈4 nm into the crystalline grain beyond the
complexion. This nm-ranged penetration into the crystal lattice is considered a localized
phenomenon, especially when compared to the cross section of physical LATP grains, which
are typically in the µm-range [47, 270]. The Mg-profiles show a higher amount of Mg2+ bleed-
ing into the crystal for higher doping concentrations. However, for each doping concentration
GB1 – GB7, the amount of Mg2+ incorporated into the crystal is significantly lower than the
amorphous bulk concentration. A relatively high success rate above 9 % for Mg↔ Al in GB1

does not necessarily result in higher Mg2+ concentration in the crystalline domain, as the
MC protocol accounts for re-swapping into the amorphous bulk. As a result, the low atomic
concentration translates into single Mg2+ ions swapped into the crystal lattice for GB1 – GB4.
With values below 0.5 at% further into the crystal, the observed Mg2+ concentrations are
within the impurity range as observed experimentally, cf. Figure 4.3 (c).

Mg-profiles retrieved from the MC swapping protocol consistently exhibit concentration min-
ima around -3.1 nm and -1.1 nm from the swapping interface. These correspond to local
concentration minima in the Al-profile of the underlying host reference system as shown
in Figure 5.9. Since Mg2+ is preferentially swapped onto Al3+ sites, these characteristic
features are adopted. An Al3+ depletion beyond the complexion is a result of local Ti-Al
segregation, which is characteristic for the complexion, cf. Section 4.4.4.

Figure 5.9: Al concentration profile of the undoped reference system with local concentration min-
ima at -1.1 nm and -3.2 nm from the interface. These local minima are observed for
the dopant bleeding in Figure 5.8 (b), as Mg2+ preferentially occupies former Al3+ sites.
Images reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.

From the MC swapping protocol, minimal bleeding of Mg2+ into the crystalline LATP domain
is observed. This holds even at high doping concentrations, thus meeting the first postulated
requirement for successful interfacial engineering.
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5.6 Doping Implications on Crystalline Bulk

Though the quantitative amount of Mg2+ bleeding into the LATP crystalline grain is low, the
overall SSE performance may be drastically affected by a thin surfacial region with high ionic
impedance. Therefore, the implications of dopant leakage into the LATP lattice is scrutinized
in terms of structural integrity and diffusive behavior of the bulk LATP grain.

Two conceptually different aspects need to be differentiated when Mg2+ penetrates into the
host framework. First, Mg2+ is substituted into the immobile host structure, i.e. the Ti/Al
framework, which may affect the structural integrity. And second, Mg2+ penetrates into the
Li charge carrier pathways, which leads to clogging of the LATP inherent channels.

Figure 5.10 (a) depicts a crystalline LATP structure with possible lattice sites for Mg2+ in-
corporation. A site analysis of the crystalline domain after MC swapping is shown in Fig-
ure 5.10 (b) for each doping concentration GB1 – GB7. The dopant predominantly occupies
former Al3+ and Ti4+ sites and with rising doping concentration, i.e. GB3 – GB7, Li channels
are starting to get infiltrated with 11 – 40 % of the total migrated Mg2+ in the crystal. In agree-
ment with the normalized swapping acceptance probabilities, cf. Figure 5.8 (a), the dopant
preferentially occupies former Al3+ sites, especially for low doping concentrations. Despite
lower acceptance probabilities for Ti4+ and Li+, their higher amount in stoichiometric LATP
leads to an incorporation of Mg2+ into these sites.
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Figure 5.10: Crystalline LATP bulk with incorporated Mg2+ from dopant bleeding. (a) Atomistic struc-
ture of reference crystal LATP cell with possible Mg2+ swapping sites. (b) Composition
of Mg2+ site occupancy in crystal lattice after MC swapping for different doping con-
centrations GB1 – GB7 in the grain boundary structures. Swapping colors are chosen
as Mg2+ → Al3+ , Mg2+ → Ti4+ , and Mg2+ → Li+ . The relative volume change
(Vi − Vref)/Vref in percent, for the correspondingly doped crystal structures C1 – C7 is
shown on the abscissa. Images reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.
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Structural destabilization of the host LATP framework upon insertion of Mg2+ is expected to
be unlikely. This is due to a similar effective ionic radius of Mg2+ with 72.0 pm [258] and
Ti4+ with 74.5 pm [258]. Additionally, the small amount of actual dopant bleeding does not
support severe implications on the underlying LATP lattice framework.

In order to substantiate this hypothesis, a crystalline LATP cell is doped with Mg2+ and the
volume change is monitored after structural relaxation. A reference crystalline cell Cref is
cut containing 3953 atoms. The absolute number of Mg2+ atoms doped into these cells
is retrieved from summation over the concentration profile in the crystalline domain of the
lowest six energy walkers for each doping concentration, cf. Figure 5.8 (b), according to∑
xMg · N total

Cref
=NMg. The Mg2+ atoms are distributed onto respective lattice sites following

the composition as shown in Figure 5.10 (b). The resulting doped crystalline structures
for each concentration C1 – C7 are equilibrated at 300 K and 1 bar for 100 ps. A maximum
volume expansion of + 0.43 % is observed for C4 as compared to the undoped reference
LATP cell with (Vi − Vref)/Vref. The observed volumetric changes when incorporating Mg2+

into the LATP host with values below 0.5 % support the hypothesized structural integrity.
Other computational and experimental works corroborate that Mg2+ doping into NASICON-
type electrolytes does not lead to structural destabilization [262, 271]. In fact, doping of even
larger ions, such as In3+ with an ionic radius of 80.0 pm [258], into LATP has been suggested
to stabilize the electrolyte [272].

Interconnected 3D diffusion pathways [120, 273] facilitate fast Li+ conduction in bulk LATP [47].
When Mg2+ penetrates into these channels, the charge carrier migration routes may be
clogged. To investigate the implications of dopant bleeding on charge carrier pathways, 2 ns
MD simulations at 700 K are conducted of the doped crystalline LATP structures C1 – C7.

A qualitative assessment of the impact of doped Mg2+ on Li+ migration is shown in Fig-
ure 5.11. The atomistic structure on the left illustrates the position of three Mg2+ in crystalline
LATP, corresponding to a doping concentration C4. The Li positions of the full 2 ns trajectory
are collapsed into the same structure to retrieve the interconnected pathways from the Li+

isosurface. The first Mg2+ is doped onto a former Li+ site ( Mg2+ → Li+), the second on a
former Al3+ site ( Mg2+ → Al3+) and the third on a former Ti4+ site ( Mg2+ → Ti4+).

Subtraction of the respective isodensity from MD simulation of the undoped reference sys-
tem Cref reveals local Li+ depletion and enrichment. A negative change, i.e. depletion of
Li+ density, around Mg2+ inserted into a Li+ channel suggests local clogging of the intercon-
nected pathways. Intriguingly, a positive change, i.e. enrichment of Li+ density, is observed
around both, the Mg2+ doped onto a Ti4+ and Al3+ site. Local ion trapping of charge carriers
around cationic constituents X doped onto the Ti framework of LXTP has been reported by
experimental [274] and first-principle [275] studies. It is attributed to minor distortions of the
LiO6 octahedra arising from a difference in ionic radius of X. Another reason for local enrich-
ment of Li+ density is the electrostatic imbalance upon aliovalent doping. By doping higher
valent Ti4+/Al3+ with divalent Mg2+, formally negatively charged defects of the host lattice,
∆qMg2+↔Ti4+ = - 2 and ∆qMg2+↔Al3+ = - 1, are compensated by the density of mobile charge
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Figure 5.11: Qualitative implications of Mg2+ incorporation on Li+ pathways. Left: C4 atomistic struc-
ture showing doped Mg2+ ions on former Li+ , Al3+ , and Ti4+ site. Li+ ions of a
2 ns MD trajectory at 700 K are collapsed into the same structure to illustrate 3D inter-
connected pathways . Right: Li density difference of doped and undoped reference
structure showing Li+ avoiding the channel with doped Mg2+ at a number density of
nLi = - 0.4 10-3Å-3 and Li+ being trapped around Mg2+ on Ti/Al sites with a number den-
sity of nLi = + 0.4 10-3Å-3. Images reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY
4.0.

carrier. The short NPT simulations in the MC swapping protocol, cf. Section 5.5.1, ensure
Li+ redistribution around these defects.

Qualitative analysis therefore suggests clogging of Li+ diffusion pathways for Mg2+ ↔ Li+

and ion trapping for Mg2+ ↔ Ti4+/Al3+. However, the effect on Li+ density changes seems to
be localized within the 3D ion channel network for both scenarios.

For a quantitative assessment of how such local trapping of charge carriers and clogging of
the respective pathways affects the overall electrolyte performance, cationic Li+, Mg2+, Al3+,
and Ti4+ conductivities from the 2 ns MD trajectories are shown in Figure 5.12. Mg2+ conduc-
tivities are visualized separately for different site occupancies. Macroscopic conductivities
are obtained from the Nernst-Einstein relation, cf. Section 3.4.

The mobility of Mg2+ inserted into the immobile Ti/Al framework ( ) is by 6 – 7 orders of
magnitude lower than Li+ and in a similar regime as the respective Ti4+ ( ) and Al3+ ( )
conductivities on the same lattice site. While the Mg2+ ions doped into the Li-channels ( )
are significantly more mobile than on the rigid host lattice, the computed conductivity is still
2 – 3 orders of magnitude lower as compared to the Li+ conductivity. Thus, even at 700 K,
Mg2+ is virtually immobile and not expected to penetrate further into the grain with electrolyte
aging. As can be seen from the Li+ conductivity ( ), the electrolyte performance in terms of
charge carrier mobility is not significantly affected. While generally bleeding of the dopant
does lead to a decrease in Li+ conductivity, the local effect on migration pathways leads to
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Figure 5.12: Quantitative implications of Mg2+ bleeding on ion diffusion. Li+, Mg2+, Al3+, and Ti4+

conductivities as determined from MD simulations at 700 K for the doped C1 – C7 de-
rived from MC swapping. Mg2+ conductivities are shown separately for different site
occupancies. For the lowest two doping concentrations C1 and C2, no Mg2+ is incorpo-
rated onto Li+ sites, hence there is no conductivity value for these configurations. Li+

conductivities are compared to undoped bulk LATP reference Cref. Images reproduced
from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.

a decrease of -0.51 % as compared to the reference conductivity. The implications on Li+

mobility do not follow a linear trend with higher bleeding concentrations, i.e. from C1 to C7.

5.7 Interphase Modifications via Aliovalent Doping

While the requirements of local dopant confinement and an intact electrolyte bulk render
Mg2+ a suitable candidate, engineering efforts need to by justified by an improvement of
desirable features. Therefore, the effect of interphase modifications on the bulk phase of a
LATP grain boundary is scrutinized with respect to structural features and dynamic behavior.

Smaller, purely amorphous cells are cut from the multi-phase structures to arrive at manage-
able computational cost. The slabs are centered in the grain boundary region and slightly
modified to yield charge neutral and 3D periodic structures. Figure 5.13 (a) depicts the
corresponding atomistic structure of the reference amorphous bulk Aref cut from GBref.

Analogous cutting of the amorphous domain of the six lowest energy walkers after MC swap-
ping from GB1 – GB7 yields the amorphous cells A1 – A7 each comprising 3430 – 3900 atoms.
To visualize the sampled design space of the six element LAMTP system, a relative compo-
sition is defined by normalizing to the heavier cations Ti4+, Al3+, and Mg2+ as

xel =
Nel∑

[NTi, NAl, NMg]
. (5.5)

The Li+ content is dictated by these cations to maintain charge neutrality, as a common
underlying reference is used. The resulting relative compositions for Aref and A1 – A7 are
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Figure 5.13: Reference amorphous structure and relative composition of doped cells. (a) Atomistic
structure of the reference cell Aref. Elemental colors are chosen as Li , Al , Ti , O ,
and P . (b) Ternary plot showing relative composition for Aref, A1 – A7, and a completely
Ti4+ depleted T0 according to xel = Nel/

∑
[NTi, NAl, NMg]. Images reproduced from

Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.

shown in Figure 5.13 (b). Following the cationic substitutions chosen in Equations (5.2), an
increase in dopant concentration xMg leads to a decrease in xAl and xTi. As an upper dop-
ing limit, the Ti4+ concentration is reduced to approximately half the reference amorphous
content, i.e. from xAref

Ti = 0.82 to xA7
Ti = 0.42.

Theoretically, a complete removal of Ti4+ from the interphase is desirable in order to mini-
mize electronic conductivity via polaron hopping. Therefore, one further doping configuration
T0 is constructed, where the reference amorphous bulk is doped with Mg2+ to exchange all
Ti4+ to test such an extreme case. Since Mg2+ generally shows a higher mobility, the amount
of redox stable Al3+ is increased to maintain the solid nature of the amorphous phase.

5.7.1 Dopant Impact on Structural Features

The observed dendrite suppression capability of LATP can be ascribed to a local separa-
tion of TM centers in a nano-scale complexion forming at the interface between grain and
grain boundary [1]. Dendrite growth and penetration through the grain boundary network
can be associated with a high residual local electronic conductivity [29, 33, 276]. To sup-
press slow degradation processes, a minimization of residual electronic conductivity in the
amorphous interphase is thus desirable. First-principles studies [1], as well as experimental
reports [249] on LATP suggest a preferential localization of excess electrons in proximity of
the Ti4+. The formation of small polarons facilitates electronic conduction in this ceramic in-
sulator [241–243]. Due to an exponential dependence on the width and height of the polaron
hopping barrier, this mechanism is sensitive to Ti-Ti nearest-neighbor (NN) distances.
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Figure 5.14: Effect of Mg2+ doping on Ti4+ distribution. (a) Schematic atomistic structure depicting
Ti-Ti nearest-neighbor distance dTi-Ti. Elemental colors are chosen as Ti and O .
(b) dTi-Ti as a function of doping concentration A1 – A7 (darkblue) and respective Ti
atom density ρTi averaged over six lowest energy walkers defined as NTi/Vcell (green).
Images reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under CC BY 4.0.

In Figure 5.14 (b) the Ti-Ti NN distance dTi-Ti is shown to increase with higher doping con-
centration for A1 – A7. A Ti-Ti NN distance of 5.24 Å is observed for the highest doping
concentration A7, which is 0.3 Å larger than in the reference amorphous bulk with a distance
of 4.95 Å [1]. Aliovalent doping with Mg2+ to deliberately reduce Ti4+ centers is expected to
impose an anisotropic impedance that reduces electronic conduction via polaron hopping.

5.7.2 Non-trivial Effects with Doping Concentration

As depicted in Figure 5.14 (b), the increase in Ti-Ti NN distance is not strictly monotonous
or linear with doping concentration. The dip for A5 is reflected to a lesser extent in the Ti
atom density ρTi.

While the substitutions in Equations (5.2) lead to a steady increase of the total number of
atoms with higher Mg2+ content, the equilibrated cell volumes of the underlying systems do
not necessarily correlate linearly with this atom count. As a result, the total atom density
shown in Figure 5.15 (b) exhibits a non-linear trend going from A1 to A7. In contrast, the
mass density shown in Figure 5.15 (a) is monotonously decreasing since mTi > mMg + 2mLi.

Due to a higher Al3+ content in T0, which is needed to maintain structural integrity, the mass
density is increased. For charge compensation, replacing tetravalent Ti4+ by Mg2+ and Al3+,
leads to the introduction of excess Li+ and a concomitant increase of the T0 atom density. In
particular for highly amorphous phases, predictions based on extrapolation of trends alone
require more detailed investigations.
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5.7.3 Dopant Impact on Ion Dynamics

With a multiple orders of magnitude lower Li ionic conductivity Mertens et al. have identified
the grain boundary as a bottleneck to charge carrier diffusion in LATP [47]. However, the
reported conductivity is not necessarily inherent to the nature of the grain boundary phase
itself. Instead, poor interfacial contacting from mechanical cracks or the formation of in-
sulating secondary phases may severely impede ionic diffusion [96, 165]. Quantifying the
contribution from such microstructural defects is experimentally difficult due to the inherently
small length-scale. While MD simulations of the established grain boundary model in Chap-
ter 4 do not support an orders of magnitude difference, cf. Figure 4.22 (a), even in these
idealized models, the amorphous bulk phase exhibits lower Li ion conductivity [1].

To investigate the effect of aliovalent doping on the interphase ionic diffusion, MD simulations
are conducted at 700 K for 2 ns for each amorphous bulk structure. Resulting Li+, Mg2+,
Al3+, and Ti4+ conductivities as obtained from conversion of atomistic MSDs via the Nernst-
Einstein formalism, cf. Section 3.4, are shown in Figure 5.16 (a).

All Mg2+ doped amorphous bulk cells exhibit a higher Li+ conductivity by 22 – 38 % as com-
pared to the undoped reference system. As suggested by Mertens et al. [47], a higher local
Li concentration in the amorphous interphase seems to be an effective measure to improve
grain boundary charge carrier conductivity. Resembling the non-trivial effects of doping on
structural features, the increase in Li+ conductivity does not correlate linearly with the doping
concentration.
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Figure 5.16: Ion conductivities of Mg2+ doped amorphous bulk cells. (a) Li+, Mg2+, Al3+, and Ti4+

conductivities as determined from 2 ns MD simulations at 700 K for amorphous bulk
model ensembles A1 – A7. The dashed lines indicate respective reference conductiv-
ities obtained from Aref. Respective cationic conductivities of a doping realization T0,
i.e. completely depleted of Ti4+, are shown in the right panel. (b) Arrhenius-type plot
for cation conductivities in A4 as determined from 2 ns MD simulations at 400 K, 500 K,
700 K, and 1400 K, respectively. Images reproduced from Stegmaier et al. [2] under
CC BY 4.0.

The Mg2+ mobility is about two orders of magnitude lower than Li+. While this is a significant
difference, the trend suggests an increasing Mg2+ mobility with higher doping concentration.
For interfacial engineering, however, the dopant needs to stay locally confined in the inter-
phase regime. As it is not straight-forward to extrapolate such trends, dopant mobility at
higher concentrations of Mg2+ needs to be monitored.

A complete depletion of Ti4+ ions in the T0 configuration leads to a drastic decrease of Li+

conductivity by two orders of magnitude. This no longer facilitates sufficient charge carrier
diffusion required for a Li conducting bulk phase of an electrolyte. The overall effect on
performance, however, also depends on the thickness of the interphase. The formation of
secondary phases, i.e. Al-phosphates or Mg-phosphates, which virtually do not contribute to
charge carrier conduction, may lead to such a drop in Li ion conductivity. It has been shown
experimentally, that an AlPO4 secondary phase in LATP significantly impairs overall perfor-
mance [96]. Welsch et al. [277] have pointed out that Li+ cation mobility in Li-Mg-phosphate
glass networks is severely constraint. A complete depletion of Ti4+ in the amorphous inter-
phase, as realized in the presented stoichiometry, is thus not a viable candidate for interfacial
engineering. Other compositions of completely depleted Ti4+ in the multidimensional phase
space may exhibit less drastic effects. Generally, a low Ti4+ content while maintaining a suf-
ficient thin film Li+ conductivity is highly desirable and should be explored in further detail.
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The conductivity for both, Al3+ and Ti4+ increases marginally from the reference value with
higher doping concentration and is about 3 orders of magnitude lower than the Li+ conduc-
tivity, cf. Figure 5.16 (a). The amorphous systems hence maintain a solid character even at
700 K. While this is generally required for a solid state electrolyte under operating conditions,
during high temperature synthesis, i.e. sintering, the interphase is heated up just below the
melting temperature. The quasi-liquid state ensures sufficient mobility to yield dense inter-
phases and satisfying contacting between phases. To validate a higher ion mobility in the
sintering temperature regime, cation conductivities of A4 retrieved from 2 ns MD simulations
at 400 K, 500 K, 700 K, and 1400 K are shown in Figure 5.16 (b). Mg2+, Al3+, and Ti4+ mo-
bilities exhibit a non-linear behavior at 1400 K, suggesting sufficiently high ion dynamics of
the otherwise immobile host system, which is needed for electrolyte processibility.

5.8 Summary

The realistic atomistic LATP model obtained from a combined simulation-experiment ap-
proach, cf. Chapter 4, hosts an extended grain boundary with structurally different phases.
Adjacent crystalline bulk grains are encapsuled by a protective nano-scale complexion with
distinct structural and chemical features. The extended bulk interphase is highly amorphous
and differs from stoichiometric LATP, as confirmed from APT analysis.

Intrigued by an experimentally observed local accumulation of cationic impurities in the grain
boundary bulk, active interfacial engineering via aliovalent doping is investigated from a
computational perspective. Divalent Mg2+ is found to be a promising interfacial doping can-
didate, as it stays mostly locally confined in the interphase thus not impairing overall bulk
LATP performance. A concomitant compositional change toward lower valent cations, i.e. lo-
cal depletion of Ti4+ and enrichment of Li+, improves interfacial conductivity while exploiting
the protective nature characteristic to the grain boundary motifs [1].

Doped grain boundary structures are constructed by local charge neutral substitution of
higher valent cations to enrich the amorphous bulk phase with Mg2+ and, in particular, de-
plete it of the problematic Ti4+. Seven different doping concentrations are realized which
enter a MC swapping protocol, as adopted from Türk et al. [173], based on replica ex-
change to enhance statistical sampling simulating dopant bleeding from cell aging. The
resulting energetically most favorable six walkers for each doping concentration are further
investigated.

From the MC analysis, it is found that Mg2+ does not bleed heavily into the adjacent crys-
talline grain domain. Even at high doping concentrations the penetration distance is limited
to a few nanometers with dopant concentrations below 0.5 at% in the crystal lattice. Mg2+

preferentially swaps onto former Al3+ sites and is mostly incorporated into the Ti/Al host
framework. Only at higher doping concentrations the defined Li channels are starting to
get infiltrated with Mg2+. Qualitatively, the dopant leakage leads to clogging of the charge
carrier migration pathways, as well as trapping of Li+ in proximity to the doped Mg→Al/Ti
sites. However, these effects are extremely local and MD simulations confirm the overall Li
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ion conductivity in the crystal bulk to remain intact due to the LATP inherent interconnected
3D diffusion network.

Aliovalent doping of a LATP grain boundary with Mg2+ thus appears as a successful in-
terfacial engineering route, as the interphase modifications lead to local improvement of
interphase properties. Structural analyses on the doped amorphous bulk suggest the re-
duced Ti4+ content may lead to lower residual electronic conductivity, thus protecting the
electrolyte from Li dendrite penetration through the grain boundary network. An increased
Ti-Ti nearest-neighbor distance with higher doping concentration hampers electronic con-
duction via polaron hopping from one TM center to the next. Ion dynamics retrieved from
MD simulations further suggest an improved local charge carrier conductivity which is at-
tributed to a local enrichment of Li+ in the amorphous bulk.

A doping realization completely depleted of Ti4+ is studied to potentially maximize the ad-
vantageous effects of interfacial doping. However, this particular amorphous composition
exhibits a drastic drop in charge carrier conductivity which no longer qualifies as a con-
ducting phase for a Li+ based electrolyte. A possible explanation is the mixed formation of
ionically insulating secondary phases of Al-phosphate and Mg-phosphate glasses, which re-
quires further studies of the Li/Mg/Al/P/O phase diagram and glass-ceramic phases therein.

The analyzed interphase properties, e.g. Ti-Ti distances and conductivities, neither show
a strictly linear nor monotonous behavior with increasing doping concentration. The effect
of compositional changes when doping the complex quinary LATP system can thus not be
predicted or extrapolated in a straight-forward fashion. Instead, non-trivial effects such as
density changes and generally known formation of secondary phases [96] need to be taken
into account.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

To progress in making ASSBs a technological reality, interfacial challenges need to be over-
come which often result in cell failure or severe performance loss. Especially the formation
of metallic dendrites at solid-solid interfaces and the penetration of the SSE grain bound-
ary network needs to be controlled. While the exposed electrolyte/electrode interface is
more easily amenable to engineering approaches, buried solid-solid interfaces within the
SSE bulk are hardly accessible in experiment. Computer simulations are therefore crucial
to resolve the structural and chemical nature of working interfaces in SSEs at an atomistic
scale. Merely by gaining a deeper mechanistic understanding of the role of such interfaces,
a targeted design can be actively engineered. The predictive power of computational analy-
ses, however, largely depends on the validity of the underlying atomistic model to accurately
represent the real system.

In this thesis, a joint experiment-theory approach is pursued yielding a complex multi-phase
atomistic model of an extended grain boundary in the LATP SSE with hitherto unmatched
precision. Structural information retrieved from TEM measurements and a cross-interface
chemical composition obtained from APT experiments enter into a herein established com-
putational sintering protocol. MD simulations are performed employing a classical force
field, which has been parameterized and validated against higher level theory DFT data.
Structurally, the resulting models exhibit two bulk domains, i.e. crystalline LATP grains and
a glass-amorphous grain boundary phase. As indicated by experimental TEM images, the
computational structures verify the formation of distinct complexions which encapsulate the
LATP grains. With an introduced rolling 2D Fourier analysis of the underlying Ti-Al frame-
work, the complexion widths are found to be self-limiting irrespective of the extent of adjacent
bulk phases. Ion dynamic analyses suggest neither the amorphous grain boundary bulk,
nor the complexion to present a material inherent diffusion bottleneck. An experimentally
observed orders of magnitude impeded conductivity can thus be ascribed to microstructural
defects such as poor contacting. Chemically, as suggested from APT profiles, an energet-
ically favorable elemental separation leads to local enrichment of Al3+ at the grain surface
and concomitant Ti4+ depletion in the complexion. Electronic structure calculations reveal a
localization of residual electronic density mainly on subsurface Ti4+. This spatial separation
of mobile Li+ in the grain boundary and free electrons at the nanoscale suffices to effectively
suppress dendrite nucleation. The herein acquired insights add to a simplified picture of
electrolyte performance indication based on solely macroscopic bulk properties.
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The established atomistic model serves as basis for active interfacial engineering via alio-
valent doping. Encouraged by APT findings, Mg2+ is doped locally into the amorphous
bulk domain to deliberately reduce Ti4+ content while locally increasing the charge carrier
concentration. An adopted MC based protocol utilizing replica exchange of randomly initial-
ized walkers is employed to simulate dopant interdiffusion into the crystalline bulk domain.
Minimal bleeding into the adjacent grain is observed even at higher doping concentrations,
leaving the LATP inherent 3D interconnected charge carrier migration pathways largely un-
affected. With no severe compromising of the bulk crystalline LATP performance, interfacial
aliovalent doping of Mg2+ can be used to engineer the LATP grain boundaries. Capitaliz-
ing on the protective nature of the previously found complexions, a local Ti4+ reduction in
the amorphous phase further minimizes residual electronic conductivity from polaron hop-
ping. Additionally, a local enrichment of Li ions improves the domain conductivity in the
grain boundary bulk. A confident prediction of promising doping stoichiometries is however
not straight-forwardly possible from theoretical considerations alone. Non-trivial effects with
doping concentration require further experimental input. This accentuates the need for a
combined approach from both, theory and experiment, to efficiently advance in the realiza-
tion of high performance energy materials.

Conceptually, this work presents a generic approach for the construction of complex realistic
grain boundaries in glass-ceramic energy materials. The established computational sinter-
ing protocol itself is universal and in principle transferable to other grain-grain interphases.
However, the exact parameters for the simulation workflow of both, model construction and
sintering, need to be reevaluated for each individual case. To characterize complex multi-
phase interfaces on an atomistic-scale, a novel measure to quantify the degree of amor-
phization based on Fourier transformation is presented. Such an analysis is applicable to
any system with varying residual structure. A novel computational approach is adopted to
actively engineer the interphase composition and assess the suitability of a specific dopant
for the realistic grain boundary model. The introduced methods are not limited to the specific
case of grain boundaries in LATP, but may help understand the nature of buried solid-solid
interfaces and consequently engineer them also in other material classes.

For a future design of functional buried interfaces, current ab initio approaches need to be
extended to include nano-sized motifs, which better represent realistic systems. Mapping
of such motifs into computationally manageable cells may be achieved via inverse design
using artificial neural networks [278]. A targeted design of solid-solid interfaces is especially
promising in LATP due to its high chemical stability. Its chemical inertness against contact
with water and air may facilitate the coating of LATP grains with predicted stoichiometries.
Possible synthesis routes may be Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) as established for elec-
trolyte/electrode interfaces [279–281], or wet impregnation of mother powder as performed
in the fabrication of electrodes in solid oxide fuel cells [282]. For an experimental realization,
however, the vast design space of possible interphase compositions needs to be narrowed to
a few confidently predicted candidates. Non-trivial effects upon doping render simple large-
scale candidate screening ineffective. Instead, a multi-objective adaptive DOE or Bayesian
optimization ansatz is needed as a powerful tool toward active interfacial engineering.
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A Force Field Parameters

A.1 Core-shell Force Field for Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3

Table A.1: Optimum parameter set obtained for the core-shell Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 force field, cf. Sec-
tion 4.3.1. Table adapted from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

Atom types
species mass (u) charge (e)
Ti (A.1) 47.867 +2.196
Al 26.982 +1.647
Li (A.2) 6.940 +0.549
P 30.974 +2.745
Ocore

(A.1) 15.698 +0.500
Oshell

(A.1) 0.301 -1.598
Buckingham Parameters

species ij Aij (eV) ρij (Å) Cij (eVÅ6)
Li-Li (A.2) 38533.955 0.100 0.000
Ti-Li (A.2) 33089.570 0.127 0.000
Ti-Ti (A.1) 31120.528 0.154 5.250
Li-O (A.2) 15465.549 0.167 0.000
O-O (A.1) 11782.885 0.234 30.220
Ti-O 18448.156 0.194 12.590
P-P 53210.800 0.284 0.000
P-O 32397.875 0.155 7.831
P-Li 30393.156 0.131 0.000
P-Ti 10469.346 0.139 136.835
Al-Al 42700.844 0.197 0.000
Al-Li 32315.936 0.127 0.000
Al-Ti 10489.082 0.131 6.862
Al-O 17491.787 0.179 7.920
Al-P 10580.062 0.137 114.906

Core-Shell Force Constants(A.3)

species ij kij (eVÅ-2)
Ocore-Oshell 88.6

(A.1) Parameters adopted from TiO force field [2].
(A.2) Parameters adopted from LTO force field [3].
(A.3) Interaction potential form: Vij = 1/2kijrij
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A.2 Force Field Extension by Mg2+

Table A.2: Optimum parameter set obtained for the core-shell Li1+x+2yAlxMgyTi2-x-y(PO4)3 force field,
cf. Section 5.3.1.

Atom types

species mass (u) charge (e)

Mg 24.305 +1.098

Buckingham Parameters

species ij Aij (eV) ρij (Å) Cij (eVÅ6)

Mg-Mg 20671.120 0.148 0.000

Mg-Li 24050.700 0.138 0.000

Mg-Ti 12947.270 0.117 6.200

Mg-O 55835.770 0.179 12.620

Mg-P 56162.410 0.130 120.000

Mg-Al 21485.920 0.230 0.580

Table A.3: Buckingham ρMg-ion parameters from local optimization of the Mg3(PO4)2 volume to a
reference structure, cf. Section 5.3.1.

species ij ρij (Å)

Mg-Mg 0.152

Mg-O 0.187

Mg-P 0.133
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B Fullfactorial Design for Design of Experiment

Table B.1: Fullfactorial design for a three factor (ρcomp, Tmax, tequil), two level (+, −) system as
employed in the computational sintering protocol, cf. Section 4.4.2. Table adapted from
Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

Fullfactorial Design
ρcomp Tmax tequil y

+ + + y1

− + + y2

+ − + y3

− − + y4

+ + − y5

− + − y6

+ − − y7

− − − y8
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C TEM Simulation Parameters

Table C.1: Microscope Parameters used for TEM simulation with the Dr. Probe software [4] and de-
termined specimen specific parameters, cf. Section 4.4.3. Table adapted from Stegmaier
et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

Microscope Parameters Value

Accelerating voltage 200 keV

Probe forming aperture 25 mrad

Semi angle of Fourier-Space detector 80 – 220 mrad

Partial temporal coherence 8.6 nm

Partial spatial coherence 0.4 mrad

Spherical aberration 1.2 mm

Specimen Parameters Value

Defocus 63.3 nm

Thickness 49 nm

Table C.2: Bulk domain resolved Biso values for each ion species in LATP averaged over five repre-
sentative grain boundary structures, cf. Section 4.4.3. Table adapted from Stegmaier et
al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

Species Grain (Å2) Grain Boundary (Å2)

Ti4+ 0.00305 ± 0.00048 0.00563 ± 0.00129

Al3+ 0.00395 ± 0.00111 0.00764 ± 0.00252

P5+ 0.00363 ± 0.00073 0.00640 ± 0.00258

O2- 0.00785 ± 0.00410 0.01137 ± 0.00833

Li+ 0.09974 ± 0.20489 0.13470 ± 0.23860
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D Complexion Width for Different Size Grain Boundaries

Table D.1: Determining the complexion width of five different size grain boundary models, cf. Sec-
tion 4.4.4. Listed below are total number of atoms Ntot

atoms, number of stochastically sam-
pled atoms Nstoch

atoms in the amorphous domain, and the corresponding elemental distribu-
tions (each PO4 unit contributes five atoms), length in z-direction of the total simulation
box Ltot

z , the amorphous domain Lamorph
z , and both complexions Lcomp

z . Table adapted
from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.

Model Ntot
atoms Nstoch

atoms Ltot
z (Å) Lamorph

z (Å) Lcomp
z (Å)

L1 14030 6124


PO4:
Ti:
Al:
Li:

1000
548
116
460

139.28 55.71 15.47
13.98

L2 14625 6719


PO4:
Ti:
Al:
Li:

1097
601
127
506

145.09 61.01 15.67
14.70

L3 15223 7317


PO4:
Ti:
Al:
Li:

1195
655
139
548

150.91 66.25 14.46
13.11

L4 15818 7912


PO4:
Ti:
Al:
Li:

1292
708
150
594

157.17 72.96 15.12
14.22

L5 16070 8507


PO4:
Ti:
Al:
Li:

1389
761
161
640

159.18 75.90 15.23
14.29
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E Convergence for DFT Calculations(E.1)

Converged settings for the cutoff energy and the k-point grid density when performing DFT
calculations on LATP using the CASTEP [5] software are found from the energy, force, and
stress scoring functions with

∆E = (EDFT
displ. − EDFT

base ), (E.1)

Sforce =

√∑
α,β |FDFT

displ.,α,β − FDFT
base,α,β|2√∑

α,β |FDFT
base,α,β|2

, (E.2)

and

Sstress =

√∑
α,β |σDFT

displ.,α,β − σDFT
base,α,β|2√∑

α,β |σDFT
base,α,β|2

. (E.3)

The sums run over all atoms α and all property components β. These scoring functions
are further reduced by the respective values from simulations with the tightest settings,
i.e. largest cutoff energy or lowest k-point spacing.

Randomly displaced atomic configurations are referenced against the DFT properties of the
crystalline LATP structure. A normal distribution with standard deviation of 0.1 Å is used
for atomic displacements. A convergence criterion was defined by deviation of ±10 meV
for reduced energy and respective ±10 % deviation for reduced force and stress scoring
functions. The reduced scoring properties are shown in Figure E.1 (a) for the cutoff energy
and Figure E.1 (b) for the k-point spacing, respectively. Values of 750 eV for the cutoff
energy and 0.07 Å for the k-point spacing are found to show satisfactory convergence and
employed in DFT calculations in Section 4.6.

(E.1) DFT convergence tests were conducted by S. Wengert, Theory Department, Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-
Planck-Gesellschaft.
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Figure E.1: Convergence testing of CASTEP DFT settings. Reduced scoring properties according
to Equations (E.1) – (E.3) for (a) cutoff energy and (b) k-point spacing. Images adapted
from Stegmaier et al. [1] under CC BY 4.0.
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